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Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Phone: (208) 523-5171
Fax: (208) 529-9732
Attorneys for Defendant, Schiess & Associates, P.C.

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited
liability company,

Case No.: CV-08-4395

Plaintiff,
VS.

TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; ROTHCHILD
PROPERTIES, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho
Professional Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY
DESCRIBED HEREIN.

SCHIESS & AS SOCIA TES,
P.C.'S ANSWER,
COUNTERCLAIM,
CROSSCLAIM. THIRD PAR TY
COMPLAINT AND JURY
DEMAND

Filing Fees:
Category J.5. $14.00
Category J.6. $14.00

Defendants.

SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho
Professional Service Corporation,
Counterclaimant,
VS.

IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited
liability company.
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Counterdefendant.
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SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho
Professional Service Corporation,
Crossclaimant,
vs.
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTAfES, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; ROTHCHlLD
PROPERTlES, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company; WESTERJ'-r EQUITY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3,
and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL
PROPERTY DESCRIBED HEREIN.
Crossdefendants.

SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho
Professional Service Corporation,
Third Party Plaintiff,
VS.

BRAD ZUNDEL, an individual; JIM ZUNDEL, an
individual.
Third Part · Defend ants.
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant, Schiess & Associates, P.C. (Schiess),

by and through counsel of record, denies all allegations of the Amended Complaint to
Foreclose Deed of Trust and Other Actions not expressly admitted herein and more
specifically respond as follows:
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1.

Schiess admits paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint. However, Schiess

specifically alleges that Plaintiff, Idaho Development, LLC is not registered to do
business in Idaho and as a result is incapable of maintaining and pursuing this action.
2.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 2,

and therefore denies paragraph 2.
3.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 3,

and therefore denies paragraph 3.
4.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 4,

and therefore denies paragraph 4.
5.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 5,

and therefore denies paragraph 5.
6.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 6,

and therefore denies paragraph 6.
7.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 7,

and therefore denies paragraph 7.
8.

Schiess admits that it is an Idaho corporation, that it provided engineering

services for the property, and that it claims an interest in the property. Schiess denies the
remainder of the allegations contained in paragraph 8.
9.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 9,

and therefore denies paragraph 9.
10.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 10,

and therefore denies paragraph 10.
11.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 11,

and therefore denies paragraph 11.
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12.

Schiess denies that its lien on the property is junior, subordinate, or

subsequent to any right title. lien, or interest in the property held by plaintiff Schiess
does not have sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 12, and
therefore denies the remainder of paragraph 12.
13.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 13,

and therefore denies paragraph 13.
14.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 13 to the

Amended Complaint.
15.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 15,

and therefore denies paragraph 15.
16.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 16,

and therefore denies paragraph 16.
17.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 17,

and therefore denies paragraph 17.
18.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 18,

and therefore denies paragraph 18.
19.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 19,

and therefore denies paragraph 19.
20.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 20,

and therefore denies paragraph 20.
21.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 21,

and therefore denies paragraph 21.
22.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 22,

and therefore denies paragraph 22.
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23.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 23,

and therefore denies paragraph 23.
24.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 24,

and therefore denies paragraph 24.
25.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 25,

and therefore denies paragraph 25.
26.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 26,

and therefore denies paragraph 26.
27.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 27,

and therefore denies paragraph 27.
28.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 28,

and therefore denies paragraph 28.
29.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 29,

and therefore denies paragraph 29.
30.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 30,

and therefore denies paragraph 30.
31.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 31.

and therefore denies paragraph 31 .
32.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 32,

and therefore denies paragraph 32.
33.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 33,

and therefore denies paragraph 33.
34.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs l through 33 to the

Amended Complaint.
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35.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 35,

and therefore denies paragraph 35.
36.

Schiess denies it boITmved money from Plaintiff. Schiess does not have

sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 36, and therefore
denies the remainder of paragraph 36.
3 7.

Schiess denies it borrowed money from Plaintiff. Schiess does not have

sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 37, and therefore
denies the remainder of paragraph 37.
38.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 38,

and therefore denies paragraph 38.
39.

Schiess does not have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny paragraph 39,

and therefore denies paragraph 39.
40.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 40,

and therefore denies paragraph 40.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
Schiess asserts the following affirmative defenses:
1.

The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be

granted.
2.

Schiess has priority pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-506 and 45-512 and

U!trawall, Inc. v. Trepagnier, 135 Idaho 832. 25 P.3d 855 (2001); Pac(fic States Sav.,
Loan. and Bldg. Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 (1905).
3.

Schiess has priority because it c01mnenced performing services on the

property before Plaintiff recorded its deed of trust.
4.

Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands.
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5.

Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of failure of consideration.

There was no consideration given for the February 29, 2008 promissory note, because on
February 28, 2008 plaintiff contracted to purchase an ownership interest in Teton View
Golf Estates, LLC for $1,100,000. The $1,100,000 was a capital contribution pursuant to
Utah Code§ 48-2c-901 and not a loan to Teton View Golf Estates, LLC.
6.

Plaintiff's claims are barred because there is no debt for the Deed of Trust

to secure.
7.

Plaintiffs attempts to secure its distributions from Teton View Golf

Estates, LLC are barred by Utah Code § 48-2c-1005. Plaintiff is only entitled to recoup
its investment in Teton View after all creditors, including Schiess, have been repaid in
full.
8.

To the extent Plaintiff is entitled to enforce the Deed of Trust, the Court

should equitably subordinate such security interest to Schiess' s lien, as Plaintiff is an
owner and member of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, and it would be inequitable and
unfair to allow a member of an LLC to secure its investment in the LLC at the expense of
the LLC's creditors.
9.

Utah Code § 48-2c-l 308 establishes that the priority of a creditor, such as

Schiess, is superior to the status of a member of a Utah LLC in the member's capacity as
a creditor.
10.

The promissory note, attached as Exhibit A to the Amended Complaint

provides that Idaho Development shall subordinate its claim to any third party
construction financing. As Schiess provided engineering services on credit to Teton
View Golf Estates, LLC, it has provided third party construction financing to the property
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that is the subject of this dispute, and therefore, Plaintiff's Deed of Trust is subordinated
to Schiess·s lien claims.
11.

Plaintiffs claims are barred by Plaintiffs own fraudulent conduct.

12.

Plaintiff's claims are barred because Plaintiff is not registered to do

business in Idaho.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Schiess demands judgment:
I.

Dismissing the Amended Complaint in its entirety;

2.

Determining that Schiess's lien has priority to all other liens and claims on

the property;
3.

Awarding Schiess' reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and disbursements of

defending this action pursuant to. Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121, 45-513, Rule 54 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other rule or provision; and
4.

Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

COUNTERCLAIM/CROSS CLAIMffHIRD PARTY COMPLAINT
1.

Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant/Third Party Plaintiff, Schiess &

Associates, P.C. (Schiess), is an Idaho professional service corporation with its principle
place of business in Bonneville County, Idaho.
2.

Counterdefendant, Idaho Development, LLC (Idaho Development), is a

Utah limited liability company.
3.

Crossdefendant, Teton View Golf Estates, LLC (Teton View), is a Utah

limited liability company.
4.

Crossdefendant, Rothchild Properties, LLC (Rothchild), is a Utah limited

lic1bility company.

1b6
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5.

Crossdefendant, Western Equity, LLC, (Western Equity) is a Utah limited

liability company.
6.

Crossdefendant, Amerititle Company (Amerititle ), is the Trustee for a

Deed of Trust granted by Teton View for the benefit of ZBS, LLC, dated March 4, 2008,
and recorded as Instrument No. 1292699 on March I 0, 2008, records of Bonneville
County, Idaho.
7.

Crossdefendant, ZBS, LLC (ZBS), is an Idaho limited liability company

with its principal place of business in St. Anthony, Fremont County, Idaho.
8.

Crossdefendant, Depatco, Inc. (Depatco ), is an Idaho corporation wilh its

principal place of business in St. Anthony, Fremont County, Idaho.
9.

Crossdefendant, HD Supply Waterworks, LTD doing business as HD

Supply Waterworks (HD Supply), filed a lien against the property recorded October 30,
2008, under Instrument No. 1315631, records of Bonneville County, Idaho.
10.

Third Party Defendant, Brad Zundel is an individual residing in

Bonneville County, Idaho.
11.

Third Party Defendant, Jim Zundel is an individual residing in Fremont

County, Idaho.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
12.

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514.

13.

Bonneville County is a proper venue for this action pursuant to Idaho

Code§ 5-404.
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
14.

On June 20, 2007, Schiess entered a contract with Brad and Jim Zundel

(collectively Zundels), where Schiess agreed to provide surveying, testing, and
engineering services to Zundels in exchange for payment.
15.

On May 16, 2008, Schiess entered a contract with Teton View, where

Schiess agreed to provide surveying, testing, and engineering services to Teton View
Golf Estates, LLC, in exchange for payment.
16.

The surveying, testing, and engineering services pertained to property

(Property) containing a legal description as follows:
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS SOUTH 00°27'09'' EAST 25.00 FEET
FROM THE NORTHEAST SECTION CORNER OF SECTION 31,
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH RANGE 38, EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN,
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO, RUNNING THENCE SOUTH
00°27'09" EAST 913.64 ALONG THE EAST SECTION LINE; THENCE
SOUTH 89°32'51 '' WEST 215.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00°27'09"
EAST 99.94 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°32'51" EAST 182.00 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 27.47 FEET; THENCE SOUTH
89°32'5 l" WEST 341.11 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 °00' 19" WEST 127.42
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 1413.98 FEET; THENCE
NORTH 36°38'38" WEST 116.19 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15°14'53"
WEST 260.01 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 °00' 18" EAST 255.52 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 02°41 '50" EAST 280.33 FEET; THENCE NORTH
02°25'59" EAST 15.16 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°00'18" EAST 1901.74
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING
The Prope1iy is now known as Teton View Estates.
17.

Schiess provided surveying, testing, and engineering services pmsuant to

the contracts commencing on or about June 20, 2007 through on or about October 27,
2008.
18.

The sum of not less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees and interest from

October 29, 2008, is the reasonable value of said services that have been provided but not
paid for.
Schiess & Associates, P.C.'s Answer, Counterclaim, Crossclaim, Third Party Complaint and Jury
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19.

Schiess obtained a litigation guarantee from First American Title

Company. The litigation guarantee is attached as Exhibit A.

COUNT ONE: LIEN FORECLOSURE (AU Parties)
20.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

21.

Schiess recorded a claim of lien on October 29, 2008, as Instrument No.

1315496 in Bonneville County, Idaho against the Property (Lien). A copy of the Lien is
attached as Exhibit B.
22.

Schiess' s lien is in the amount of $92,880.71, plus attorney fees, costs, and

interest.
23.

The services were provided for the benefit of the Property.

24.

As a result of Zundels and Teton Views' failure to pay, Schiess is entitled

to foreclose its Lien on the Property.
25.

Schiess is entitled to judgment foreclosing its Lien and adjudicating its

Lien to be superior to and prior in right to the interest claimed by all parties, or declaring
the rank of the respective liens pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 45-506 and 45-512.
26.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.

COUNT TWO: BREACH OF CONTRACT (Zundels, Teton View)
27.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

28.

Schiess and Zundels entered a contract.

29.

Schiess and Teton View entered a contract.

30.

The contracts are supported by consideration.

168
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31.

Schiess has substantially performed its obligations under the contracts and

is not in material breach.
32.

Zundels and Teton View have failed to pay Schiess pursuant to the

contract.
3 3.

Z undels and Teton Views' failure to pay is a material breach of contract.

34.

Zundels and Teton Views' material breach is the direct and proximate

result of damages to Schiess in an amount to be proven at trial but in no event less than
$92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest.
35.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.
COUNT THREE: QUANTUM MERUIT (Zundels, Teton View)

36.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

37.

Schiess furnished surveying, testing, and engineering services to the

Property upon Zundels, Teton View, or their agents' requests and promises to pay the
reasonable value thereof.
38.

Schiess provided services and material commencing on or about June 20,

2007 through on or about October 27, 2008. Schiess fully performed its required
obligations.
39.

Schiess has not been fully paid for its services. The value of the unpaid

services is not less than $$92,880. 71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest.
40.

Zundels and Teton View voluntarily and knowingly accepted the benefit

of the services.
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41.

Schiess is entitled to recover from Zundels and Teton View in an amount

to be proven at trial but in no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and
interest.
42.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.

COUNT FOUR: UNJUST ENRICHMENT (Zundels, Teton View)
43.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

44.

The services provided by Schiess are incorporated into the Property and

Zundels and Teton View are unjustly enriched at Schiess's expense to Schiess's
detriment.
45.

Zundels and Teton View are unjustly enriched in an amount to be proven

at trial but in no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest.
46.

Schiess is entitled to recover from Zundels and Teton View.

4 7.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 ofthe Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.

COUNT FIVE: IMPLIED INF ACT CONTRACT (Zundels, Teton View)
48.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

49.

Schiess furnished engineering services to the Property upon Zundels,

Teton View, or their agents' requests and promises to pay the reasonable value thereof.
50.

The services provided by Schiess are incorporated into the Prope1iy.
~

7,,.
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51.

Zundels and Teton View accepted the services and materials provided by

Schiess.
52.

The conduct of the parties implies an agreement from which an obligation

in contract exists.
53.

Schiess has substantially performed its obligations under this implied in

fact agreement and is not in material breach.
54.

Zundels and Teton View have failed to pay for the services provided by

Schiess.
55.

Zundels and Teton Views' failure to pay for the services provided by

Schiess is a material breach of the implied in fact contract.
56.

Zundels and Teton Views' material breach of the implied in fact

agreement is the direct and proximate cause of damages to Schiess.
57.

Schiess has suffered damages in an amount to be determined at trial but in

no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest.
58.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Oeard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.

COUNT SIX: PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL (Zundels, Teton View)
59.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

60.

Schiess, in justifiable and foreseeable reliance upon Zundels and Teton

Views' promises that they would pay for the services provided by Schiess, acted
reasonably by providing those services to Zundels and Teton View.
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61.

The detriment and/or harm suffered by Schiess in reliance upon the

promises made by Zundels and Teton View are substantial in an economic sense.
62.

Schiess has suffered damages in an amount to be determined at trial but in

no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest.
63.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.

COUNT SEVEN: EQUITABLE SUBORDINATION (Teton View)
64.

Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs.

65.

On or about February 28, 2008, Idaho Development, LLC entered into an

agreement with Rothchild Properties, LLC, whereby Idaho Development and Rothchild
Properties became joint owners and members of Teton View. Pursuant to the agreement,
Idaho Development invested $1,100,000 in Teton View for which Idaho Development
obtained an ownership interest in Teton View and the right to certain distributions
pursuant to the February 28, 2008 agreement and the operating agreement for Teton
View.
66.

On or about February 29, 2008, Teton View signed a promissory note and

provided ldaho Development with a Commercial Loan Deed of Trust in the amount of
$1, I00,000 recorded as Bonneville County Instrument No. 1291905 a copy of which is
attached as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. The purpose of this promissory
note and Deed of Trust was an attempt to convert Plaintiffs purchase of an ownership
interest in Teton View into a debt secured by the Deed of Trust in order to defraud any
future creditors of Teton View including Schiess.
",) ,..,
l. I

•"'I
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67.

On or about March 20, 2008, Idaho Development recorded an Amendment

of Deed of Trust in the amount of $850,000 as Bonneville County Instrument No.
I 292697, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit C to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint.
68.

The deeds of trust recorded by Idaho Development are invalid because

they do not secure any debt between Idaho Development and Teton View.
69.

If the deeds of trust recorded by Idaho Development are valid, such

interests should be equitably subordinated to Schiess's lien because Idaho Development
is a member of Teton View and pursuant to Utah Statutes regarding Utah LLCs, creditors
of the LLC have priority to members of the LLC who are also creditors.
70.

Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney

PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code§§ 45-513, 1 120, 1 121, Rule 54 ofthe Civil
Procedure, or any other statute or provision.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Schiess prays this Court for judgment as follows:
1.

Entering judgment in favor of Schiess against Zundels and Teton View.
A. In an amount to be determined at trial, but not less than $92.880.71

plus, attorney fees, costs, and interest thereon at 18% per annum ( 1.5% monthly)
pursuant to agreement:
B. A warding costs and attorney fees pursuant to agreement Idaho Code

§§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil Procedure, or any other statute or
provision;
C. Granting such other relief the Court deems just and proper.
2.

Entry of judgment in favor of

~~tit,r

against all parties as follows:
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A. Foreclosing the Lien held by Schiess in the amount of $92,880.71 plus,
attorney fees, costs, and interest thereon at 18% per annum;
B. Declaring all parties and all persons claiming or to claim an interest in
the Property, be barred and foreclosed of all right, title interest, claim or equity or
redemption in and to the Property;
C. Alternatively, establishing the priority of all claimants;
D. Ordering the sale of all the Property according to law and directing the
proceeds of the sale to be applied to the full amount due Schiess;
E. Ordering Schiess be allowed to bid at the sale of the Property by credit
bid;
F. That the second deed of trust signed March 7, 2008 and recorded as
instrument number 1292697 in Bonneville County, Idaho be set aside and invalidated;
G. That the first deed of trust signed February 29, 2008 and recorded as
instrument number 1291905 in Bonneville County, Idaho be set aside and invalidated;
H. That any deed of trust or other security interest of Idaho Development
be subordinated;
I. That it be declared by this Court that all claimants have only such claim

or interest in the Property as is subsequent, subordinate, and inferior to Schiess's lien
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 45-506, 45-512;

J. That Teton View and Zundels pay any deficiency to Schiess that may
remain after applying all said proceeds to the satisfaction of Schiess's lien;
K. That Schiess be awarded appropriate post-judgment interest and post
judgment attorney fees and that such amounts be foreclosed, together with the principle
-<:

.L
amount of the lien;

·7 ,-J
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L. A warding costs and attorney fees pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code

§§ 45-513, 1 120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil Procedure, or any other statute or
prov1s1011;
M. Granting such other relief the Court deems just and proper.
JURY DEMAND
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Schiess requests a trial
by jury on all issues deemed triable by jury.

Dated: April 28, 2009.

_y--

son
St. Clair Gaffney PA
Attorneys for Schiess & Associates, P.C.
1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the State ofldaho and that on April 28,
2009, I served a true and correct copy of the SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.'S
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM, CROSSCLAIM, THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT AND
JURY DEMAND upon the following by the met11 of delivery designated:
Alan Harrison
Alan R. Harrison Law
497 N Capital Avenue, Suite 210
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: 552-1176

13' US Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile

Karl Decker
Holden Kidwell
PO Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130
Fax:523-9518

~ S Mail

Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: 524-7167

~ US Mail

Douglas Hookland
Scott Hookland
PO Box 23414
Tigard, OR 97281-3414
Fax: 503-620-4540
Lynn C. Spafford
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC
PO Box 711946
Salt Lake City, UT 841 71

D Hand delivered D .Facsimile

II

D Hand delivered D Facsimile

/

~~S Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile

~ S Mail

D Hand delivered D Facsimile

/

/

Tony M. Versteeg
Western Equity, LLC
Rothchild Properties
l 1105 S. Londonberry Drive
Draper, UT 84092

~ US Mail D Hand delivered D Facsimile
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Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls. ID 83402
Fax: 529-1300

DUS Mail l d delivered

D Facsimile

-··
11

ir Gaffney PA
Attorneys for chiess & Associates, P.C.
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GUARANTEE
Issued by

Arst American Title Company
900 Pier v7ew Drive Ste. 110, Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Title Officer: Lois Olson
Phone: {208)522-9195
FAX· {208)529-8965
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UTIGATION GUARANTEE
SUBJECT TO THE UMITA TlONS CONTAINED HB?EfN, THE EXaUSIONS FROM COVERAGE; THE llMlTS

OF UABILJTY AND OTHB? PROVISIONS OF THE CONDmONS AND ST7PULATIONS HERETO ANNEXED
AND MADE A PART OF THIS GUARANTEE.

First American 11tle Insurance CompJJny
lJ Dlllfomla

corporation, herein called the Company
GUARANTEES

the Assured named In Schedule A against loss not exceeding the liability amount stated in Schedule A
which the Assured shall sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company
hereby gives that, according to the public records, as of Date of guarantee shown In Schedule A:

L
2.
3.

4.

The tltle to the herein described estate or interest is vested in the vestee named In Schedule A.
Except for the matters shown In Schedule B, there are no defects, liens, enrumbrances or other
matters affecting utle to the estate of Interest fn the Land shown In Schedule A, which matters
are not necessarlly shown in the order of their priority.
a) The current interest holders clalmlng some rlght, Utle or interest by reason of the matters
shown on Part 11 of Schedule B are as shown therein. The vestee named in Schedule A and
parties dalming to have some right, tltle or interest by reason of the matters shown In Part Il of
Schedule B may be necessary to name defendant lo an action, the nature of which is referred to
In Schedule A.
b) The current Interest holders daiming some right, tltle or interest by reason of the matters
shown in Part l of Schedule B may also be necessary to name defendant in an action, the nature
of which Is referred to in Schedule A. However, no assurance Is given hereby as to those current
interest holders.
The return addresses for malling after recording, If any, as shown oo each and every document
referred to In Part lI of Schedule B by specific recording Information, and as shown on the
document(s) vesting title as shown In Schedule A are as shown in Schedule C.

This Litigatfon Guarantee Is furnished solely for the purpose of facilitating the filing of the action referred
to in Schedule A. It shall not be used or relled upon for any other purpose.
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SCHEDULE A
UTIGATION GUARANTEE
GUARANTEE NO.: 294719-IF

LIABILITY: $92,000.00
FEE:

1.

ORDER NO.: 294719-IF

$577.00

Name of Assured:
Schiess & Associates, an Idaho Corporation and Beard, St. Clair, Gaffney

2.

Date of Guarantee: March 17, 2009 at 7:30 A.M.

3.

This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purpose of facilitating the filing of an action
to to foreclose on Oaim of Lien #1315496

4.

The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this guarantee is:
Fee Simple

s.

Trtle to the estate or interest in the Land is vested in:
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, an utah Limited Liability Company

6.

The Land referred to in this Guarantee is described as follows:
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 25.00 FEET FROM THE
NORTHEAST SECTION CORNER OF SECTION 31, TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 38,
EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO, RUNNING THENCE
SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 913.64 ALONG THE EAST SECTION UNE; THENCE SOUTH
89°32'51" WEST 215.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 99,94 FEET; THENCE
NORTH 89°32'51" EAST 182.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 27,47 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 341.11 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 °00'19" WEST
127.42 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 1413.98 FEET; THENCE NORTH
36°38'38" WEST 116,19 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15°14'53" WEST 260.01 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 01°00'18" EAST 255.52 FEET; THENCE NORTH 02°41'50" EAST
280.33 FEET; THENCE NORTH 02°25'59" EAST 15.16 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°00'18"
EAST 1901.74 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

~u·
lo1.
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SCHEDULE B

Defects, liens, enrumbrances or other matters affecting title:

Part I:
1.

2009 taxes are an accruing lien, not yet due and payable until the fourth Monday in November
of the rurrent year. The first one-half is not delinquent until after December 20 of the rurrent
year, the second one-half is not delinquent until after June 20 of the following year.
Taxes which may be assessed and entered on the property roll for 2009 with respect to new
improvements and first occupancy, whidi may be included on the regular property, which are an
accruing lien, not yet due and payable.
General taxes as set forth below. Any amounts not paid when due will accrue penalties and
interest in addition to the amount stated herein:
Year

Original Amount

Amount Paid

Parcel Number

2008
2008

$36.66
$2,420.18

$0.00
$0.00

RP03N38E310047
RP03N38E310191

Homeowners Exemption is not in effect for 2008.
Circuit breaker is not In effect for 2008.
2.

All matters, covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements and any rights, interests or claims
which may exist by reason thereof, cr,sclosed by the recorded plat of said subdivision, but
deleting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent sudi
covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604(c).

3.

Levies and assessments of Progressive Irrigation District.

4.

Easement granted to Utah Power & Light Company, recorded July 22, 1980, as Instrument No.
589848.

5.

Annexation Agreement upon the terms, conditions and provisions contained therein:
Parties: Oty of Idaho Falls and Teton View Golf Estates, LJ..C
Recorded: April 28, 2008, Instrument No. 1297929

6.

Subject to Idaho Canal along the Westerly side of said property

7.

Deed of Trust dated February 29, 2008, to serure an original indebtedness of $1,100,000.00,
and any other amounts and/or obligations serured thereby
Recorded: February 29, 2008, as Instrument No. 1291905
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC
Trustee: Alliance Trtle & Escrow Corp.
Beneficiary: Idaho Development, LLC
Amendment of Deed of Trust recorded March 10, 2008, as Instrument No. 1292697

182
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8.

Deed of Trust dated March 4, 2008, to secure an original indebtedness of $640,000.00, and any
other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby
Recorded: March 10, 2008, as Instrument No. 1292699
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, an Utah limited liability company
Trustee: AmeriTrtle
Beneficiary: ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company

9.

Action in the Idaho District Court for Idaho, Idaho Development, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company Plaintiff vs. Teton Vlew Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah limited liability company; Rothchild
Properties, LLC, a utah limited liability oompany; Western Equity, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company; Lynn Spafford, individually, Tony Versteeg, individually; Amerititle Company; ZBS, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company; Depatoo, Inc., an Idaho Corporation; Schiess & Associates,
P.C., an Idaho Professional Services Corporation; Does 1-3, and All Persons in Possession of Real
Property Described herein Defendant, to to foredose on a deed of trust held by Plaintiff, Case
No. CV-08-4395. Notice of Pendency of Action recorded July 22, 2008, as Instrument No.
1306619 and re-recorded July 25, 2008 as Instrument No. 1306929.

10.

Deed of Trust dated August 15, 2008, to secure an original indebtedness of $250,000.00, and
any other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby
Recorded: August 25, 2008, as Instrument No. 1309846
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah limited liability company
Trustee: Rrst AMerican Trtle company
Beneficiary: Sandra A. MacArthur Trustee of the Sandra A. MacArthur Family Trust
Subordination of Mechanic's and Materialman's Lien Ridghts, recorded August 27, 2008 as
Instrument No. 1310120, records of Bonneville County, Idaho.
Appointment of Trustee, appointing Just Law, Inc., recorded February 11, 2009 as Instrument
No. 1323460, records of Bonneville County, Idaho.
Notice of Default, recorded February 11, 2009 as Instrument No. 1323461, records of Bonneville
County, Idaho.

11.

Deed of Trust dated August 15, 2008, to secure an original Indebtedness of $250,000.00, and
any other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby
Recorded: August 25, 2008, as Instrument No. 1309847
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah limited liability company
Trustee: Idaho ntle and Trust, Inc.
Beneficiary: Idaho Development, LLC, a Utah limited liability company, its successors and
assigns

12.

Claim of lien.
Claimant: Depatco, Inc., an Idaho corporation
Amount: $ 818,436.02
For: labor and materials
Recorded: October 20, 2008, as Instrument No. 1314766.

Part II:

13.

Claim of lien.
Claimant: Schiess & Associates
Amount: $ 92,880.71
For: engineering services
Recorded: October 29, 2008, as Instrument No. 1315496.

it:53
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14.

Claim of lien.
Claimant: HD Supply Waterworks, LTD dba HD Supply Waterworks fka National Waterworks,
Inc.
Amount: $ 201,958.60
For: labor and materials
Recorded: October 30, 2008, as Instrument No. 1315631.

""%#.i.....;#~VV"-4"
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SCHEDULE C
Addresses
Paragraph Number:
Recording Information:
Name and
Mailing Address:

Paragraph Number:
Recording Information:
Name and
Mailing Address:

Schedule A-5
Warranty Deed #1292698
Teton V-iew Golf Estates, LLC, an Utah Limited Liability Company
6371 N. 5th E., Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 and 11105 London Derry, Sandy,
Utah 84092

Schedule B-14
Claim of Lien #1315631
HD Supply Waterworks, LTD dba HD SUpply Waterworks fka
National waterworks, Inc.
C/O Kevin T. Christiansen, Scott-Hook.land LLP, P.O. Box 23414,
Tigard, OR 97281-3414

NOTE: Should you have any questions regarding items referred to herein, please contact Lois Olson,
Tltle Officer, of First American Title Company at 900 Pier View Drive Ste. 110, Idaho Falls, ID
83402, or call (208)522-9195,
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SCHEDULE Of' EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE OF THIS GUARANnE

1. E>cept to the e><tent that specific assurance are p,-o,.,lded In Sd1edule A of ttls Guaranli!e, the Company assumes no llatihty for k,S!; or damage by reason of the following:
(a) Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse dalms or other ma~ ac;ialnst the title, whether or not shown by the publlc recon:ls.
(b) (1) Ta.-.es or assessmerts of any taJ<ing authority that levies ta>ces or assesslTM!nts on real property; or, (2) Proa!edngs by a public agency which may re9Jlt In taxes
or ~ . or notices of such proceeding<, whether or net the matters exdwed under (1) or (2) are shown by the records of the taxing authaity or by the plbllc
records.
(c) (1) Unpatented mining dalms; (2) reservations or exce,::dons In patf'f11:S or In Acts authaizlng the Issuance thereof; (3) water rights, dalms or title to water, whether
or not the matters exduded i.nde- (1), (2) or (3) are shov.n by the plbllc records.
2. Ncnvlthstardirg any specific assurance which are provided In Schedue A of this Guaranti,e, the Company assumes no liabllity for loss or damage by reason of the
following:
(a) Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse dalms or other~ affecting the tlt:le to any property beyond the hnes of the lard expres,!:fy described In the description set
forth In Scheclue (A}, (Q or In Part 2 of this Guarantl!e, or title to streets, roads, -nues, lanes, ways or waterways to which such land abuts, or the right to malrtain therein
vaults, tunnels, ramps, or any structu-e or Jmp,-o,.,-rts; or any rights or easements therein, lllless such property, ri!f,ts or easenerts are expressly ard spedl'icaily set forth
in said description.
(b) Defects, Uens, encumbrances, adverse daims or other matters, whether or net shown by the pubUc records; (1) which are created, suffered, assurrn!d or a!J-ee,:I to by
one or more of the Assll'eds; (2) which result In no loss to the Assured; or (3) which do not result In the Invalidity or potential Jr,,,alldlty of arP( Jt.didal or non-judldal
proceedng which is wltHn the scope and purpose of the assurances prC1111ded.
(c) The ldentlty of any party shown or referred to In Schedule A.
(d) The validity, legal effect or prlOrity of any matb!r shown or referred to In ttls Guarantee.

GUARANTEE CONDmONS AND STIPUlATIONS

1. Definition of Twms.
The following terms when used In the Guarantee mean:
(a) the "Assured": the party or parties named as the Assured in tris Guarantee, or on a st.pplemental wrltlng executed by the Company.
(b) "land": the land described or r e ~ to in Schedlle (A) (C) or In Part 2, ard lmprO\lemerts aff0<ed thereto wt-lch by law constitute real property. The term "land" does
nct: Include any property beyond the lines of the area described or referred to In Schedule (A) (C) or In Part 2, nor any right, title, Interest, estate or easemert In abuttirg
strf'!ets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways or waterways.
(c) "mortgage": mortgage, ~ of trust, trust deed, or other ,;e:unty lnstrumert.
(d) "pubUc records" : records estabUshed under state statutes at Date of Guarantee for the purpose of Imparting constructllle notice of matters relating to re..l property ID
pU'Chasers for value ard without knowledge.
(e) "date": the effective date.

2. Notk>e of Claim to be Given by Assured Oalmant.
An Assured shall notify the Company promptly In writing In case knowledge shaO come to an Asstred hereunder of any dalm of title or Interest which is adverse to the title to
the estate or interest, as stated herein, and wt-lch mlgtt cause loss or damage for which the Company may be liable by virtue of ttls Guarantee. rt prorni:t notice shall rot be
given to the Company, then aH Yablllty of the Company shall terminate with ~ to the maroer or matl!!rs fur wt-lch prompt notice is requ4red; provided, however, that
failure to notlfy the Company shaN In no case prejudice the rights of arP( Assured ll'lder thl< Guarantee u ~ the Company shall be prejud<:ed by the fallJ'e ard then only to
the e ><tent of the prejudice.

3. No Dutyto Defw>d or Prosealte.
The ComparP( shall have no duty to deferd or prosecute any action or proceeding to which the Assured is a party, notwi!tstandng the nature of any allegation In such action
or proceeding.
4. Compan'(s Opdon to Defend or Prosecute Actions; Duty of AssUNld Claimant to Cooperate.
Even tho1.1,1h the Company has no duty to defend or prosecute as set forth In Parar,,ph 3 above:
(a) The Company shan have the righ:, at Its sole q:,tlon and cost, to Institute and prosea.te any action or proceeding, lrterpose a defense, as limited In (b}, or to do any
<Xher 1ICt which In Its Of)n!on may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or Interest as stated herein, or to est!lblish the lien rights of the Assured, or to
prevent or red.Ice oo or damage to the Assured. The Company may take anv apprq:,riate action under the terms of this Guarantee, whe4ner or not It shah be liable
hereunder, and shan not thereby concede llab~Jty or waive any p,-o,.,islon of this Guarantee. U the Company shall exerdse Its rights urder this para<7aph, It shaft do so
dillgentiy.
(b) Uthe Ccmpany elects to exercise Its q:,tlons as stated In Parag-aph 4(a) the Company shall have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the right of such
Assured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Assured ard shall rot be liable for and will not pay the Fees of any other counsel, ror will the Company pay any fees,
cost!; or e)(J)MSeS lncu-red by an Assured In the defense of those causes of action which allege matters not covered by this Guarantee.
(c) \Nher,e\,er the Company shall have brought an actlon or irterposed a defense as permill8:1 by the provisions of this Guarantee, the Company may poo;ue any iltlgatkm
to final determination by a court of o:mpell!nt Jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right, In Its sole liSICretlon, to aw@al from a n ~ Judgment or order.
(d) In all cases where this Guarantee permits the Company to r;rosect.te or provide fur the defense of any action or proceeding, an Assured shall serure to the Company
the right to so prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, and all appeals therein, ard permit the Company to use, at Its q:,tlon, the name of such
Assured for this purpose. Whenever requestl!d by the Company, an AssUl!d, at the Company's expense, shall giVe the Company all reasonable aid In any action or proceeding,
securing evidence, obtaining witnesses, ~ or delerdlng the action or lawfu act which In the q:,ln!on d ~ Company may be necessary or desirable to establish the
title IJJ the est.!te or Interest as stated herein, or to establish the lien rights of the AssLJ'ed. Uthe Company Is prejudiced by the faULJ'e of the Assured to li.Jrrlsh the requred
cooperation, the Company's ctJ/igations

to the Assured u~r the Guarartee shall terminate.

S. Proof of Lou DM'Ulge.
111 addition to and alh!r the notices requred urder Section 2 of these Coridlt:lon§ and Stlr:,.Jlatlons have been prClllkled to the Company, a proof of loss or damage signed ard
sw:m to by the Assured shall be furnished to the cro,pa,,y wlthln ninety (90) days after the Assured shall ascertail1 the facts giving rise to the loss or damage. The proof of
loss or damage shall describe the matters CO\'!!red by this Guarantee which o::nst!tull! the basis of
or damage ard shall stat,,, to the extent possible, the basis of
calculating the amount of the k,S!; or damage. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the Assured to provide the requred proof of loss or damage, the Company's
obllgatlon to strtt Assured under the Guarantee shalt ~inate, 111 ad<ition, the Assured may reasonably be required ID sr.bmlt to examination u~r oath by any authorized
representative of the Company and shaft produce for examination, lnspectJon and copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized
representative of the Company, aR reccrds, books, ledgers, ched<s, correspondence and memoranda, whether bearirg a date before or after Date of Guarantee, which
reasonably pertain to the loss or mmage. F1.rther, If requested by any authortted represenratlve of the Company, the Assured shall !Tart Its permission, 1n writing, for any
authorl:l'ed repres-entatlve of the Company to ~ne, Inspect and copy all records, books, ledgerl;, checks, correspondence ard me,moranda In the custody or cmtrol of a
third party, which reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. All Information designated as confldential by the Assired provided to the Company, r:,.Jrsuant to ttls Section shall
not be disdosed to others unless, In the ~nable Judgment of the ComparP(, It Is necessary In the ad'nlnlstrat!on ot the claim. Fa~LJ'e of the Assured to sti:,mlt for
examination urder oath, produce ether reasonably requested Information or grant permission to secure reasonably necessary Information from third parties as required In the
above paragraph, unless prohibited by law or g0','@rnmental regulation, shall terminate any Nab~~ of the Company under this Guarantee ID the Assured for that daim.
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&. Options llo Pay or Otherwise Settle Clahrs: Termination ot Liability.
ln case rl a dalm under this Guarantee, the Company shaH have the followlng addltlcnal options:
( a) To Pay or Tender Payment rl the Amolslt rl Liability or to Pachase the lndet:tedness.
The Company shan nil'"' the option to pay or settle or comprorniSe for or In the name rl the Assured any dalm which could result in loss to the Assured within the coverage rl
this Guarartee, or to pay the full amount rl this Guarantee or, If this Guarantee Is Issued for the benellt of a holder of a mortgage or a llenholder, the Company shall have the
option to ptrchase the Indebtedness sea.red by said mortgage or said lien for the amount owjng thereon, together wflh any costs, reasonable attorneys' fees and experses
lncum!d by the Assured daimant wtich were autho1~ by the Company up to the time of purchase.
Such purchase, paymert or tender of payment of the flll amount of the Guarantee shaH terminate all liability rl the Company hereunder. In the evert alter notla! rl claim has
been given to the Company by the Assured the Company rifer.; to purchase said lndebtl!mess, the owner- rl su:h lndet:tedness shall transfer and assign said irdebtedness,
together with any collateral secuity, to the Company upon payment rl the purchase price.
Upon the exerdse by the Company rl the optJon provided for in Parag-aph (a) the Company's obligation to the Assured under thlS Guarantee for the dalmed loss or damage,
other than to make the payment required In that par"'7aph, shall terminate, irdudng any obligation to cortlnue the defense or prosecution of any litlgatlon for w11k:h the
Company has exercised its options under Paragraph 1, and the Guarantee shaH be surrendered to the Company for cancellation.
( b) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other Than the Assured or With the Assured Oaimant
To pay or otherwlSe settle with other parties for or In the name of an Asst.red dalmant any daim Assured against under thlS Guarantee, together with any costs, attomeys' fees
and expenses Incurred by the Assured claimant whk:h were authorized by the Compa!TJ' L4J to the tlme rl payment and which the Company is obligated to pay.
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option provided for in Par;qaif, (b) the Company's obligation to the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed loss or damage,
ocher than to make the payment required in that paragraph, shall tl!rminate, lndLdlrg any obligation to continue the defense or prosecutlon of any lltlgation for whk:h the
Company has exercised Its cptlons under Paragraph -4.

7. Dablnnlnatlon and Extent ot UabHtty.

TiliS Guarantee IS a contract of Indemnity against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or lrcu-red by the Assured dalmant who has suffered toss or damage by reason a
reliance upon the assurances set forth in thiS Guarantee and ony to the extent herein desatbed, and swJect to the Exduslons From Co\lerage rl ThlS Guarartee.
The Lial:ihty rl the Company t.nder this Guarantee to the Assured shall not exceed the least of:
(a) the amount of liability stated In Schedule A or In Part 2;
(b) the amoont rl the unpaid principal tndet:tedness seared by the mortoage of an Assured mortgagee, as llmN:ed or provided under Sectlon 6 rl these CondJtions and
stJpulations or as reduced under Section 9 rl these CondltlonS and Stipulations, at the time the loss or damage Assured against by thlS Guarantee ocnrs, together with Interest
the.-e<Jn· or
(c)
dfference between the value rl the estate or lnt!!rest CUW!l'ed hereby as stated herein and the value rl the estate or Interest swject to any defect, lien or
encumbrance Assured against by this Guarantee.

tt-e

a

Limitation ot Uablltty.

(a) Uthe Company establlshel; the title, or removes the alleged defect, lien or encumbrance, or cures any other matter Assured against by this Guarartee in a reasonably
dlhgent manner by any method, including litigation ard the completlon of any appealS therefrom, It shall have fully performed its obligations with respect to that matter and shall
not be Hable for any loss or damage caused thereby.
[b) In the event rl any litigation by the Company or with the Company's ronsert, the Company shall have no HaMlty for loss or damage until there has been a final
determination by a cot.rt of competent Jurisdiction, ard disposition rl all appeals therefrom,
to the title, as stata:l herein.
(c) n-e Company shall noc be Uable for loss or damage to any Assured for Uabillty voluntanly assumed by the Assured In settling any dalm or rut without the prior written
consent d the Company'

amoerse

9. Reduction ot Uablllty or Tennlnation ot Lillblllty.
All payments under this Guarantee, except paymerts made for

costs, attorneys' fees ard expenses pursuant to Paragraif, -4 shall reduce the amourt rl liabMlty pro tantn.

10. Payment ot Lou.
[a) No payment shall be made wlthou: procl.lcing this Guarantee for endorsemert of the payment unless the Guarantee has been lost or destroyed, in wt-ich case proof rl
loss or destruction shaR be furnished to the satisfaction rl the Company.
(b) When liability and the exb!nt rl loss or damage has been definitely fixed In acco-dance with these Condtlons ard Stlpulatlons, the loss or damage shall be payable within
thirty (3 O) days thereafter.

11. Subrogation Upon Payment or Sel:ttemant.
Whenew!r the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this Guarantee, all right of st.brogatlon shaH vest In the Company unaffected by any act of the Assured
claimant.
The Company shall be subrogated to and be ertltled to all rlgtts and remedle5 wtvct, the Assured woud have had against any person or property in respect to the claim had this
Guarantee noc been issued. U reqJested by the Company, the Assured shall transfer to the Company aH rights ard remedies against any per5on or property necessary In order
to perfect this right rl subrogation. The Assi.nd shall permit the Company to sue, compromise or settle in the name of the Assured and to use the name of the Assured In any
transactlcrl or litigation lnYOlvirg these rights or remedies.
If a pa-,ment on account of a claim does noc fully a:,,e, the loss of the Assured the Company shan be subrogated to all rights and remedle5 of the Assured alter the ASsured shall
have recovered Its principal, lrterest, and costs of collectJon.

12. Arbitration.

Uness prohibited by applicable law, either the Company or the Assured may demand arbitration pinuant to the T1tle Insurance Art:,ltratlon Rues a the Amerk:an ArbltratiOn
Association. Arbltrable matters may Include, but are not limited to, any controversy or claim between the Company and the Assured arlSlng out rl or relating to this Guarantee,
any serviced the Company in comectioo with Its Issuance or the breach rl a Guarartee provision or other obligation. All ar1lltrable matters when the Amourt of Liability Is
$1,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the optlon of either the Company or the Assured. All ar1litrable matters when the amount of liabNlty is In excess of $1,000,000 shall be
arbitrated only when agreed to by bd:h the Company and the Assured. The Rules In effect at Date rl Guarantee shall be binding ~ the parties. The award may
induie attnmeys' fees ony if the laws a the stat!! in whk:h the land IS located perrnlts a court to award attorneys' fees to a prevallirg party. Judgment upon the award rendered
by the Artitrat:rr{s) may be entered In any court having Jurisdiction thereof.
The law of the situs rl the land shaN apply to an arbitration t.nder the Tltie Insurance Arbitration Rules.
A copy of the Rules may be obtained from the Company upon r ~

13. Uablllty Umlted llo This Guarantee; Guaranllee Entire Contract.
(a) ThJs Guarantee together with all endor.;emeots, If any, attached hereto by the Company IS the entire Guarantee and cort:ract between the Assured and the Company. In
interpreting any prCNISlon of ttis Guarantee, this Guarantee shall be construed as a whole.
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or noc based on rte<jigence, or any action asserting such dalm, shall be restricted to this Guarantee.
(c) No amendment rl or erdcnement to thlS Guarantee can be made except by a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the Presldert, a Vice Presldert,
the Secretary, an Assistant Secret,,ry, or validating officer or authortzed signatory of the Company.
14. Notioas, W'-8 Sent.
All nctices required to be given the Company and any statement in writing req.,lred to be furnished the Company shah include the number d thlS Guarantee and shall be
ad<ti,ssed to the Company at l First American Way, Santa Ana, O!llforna, 92707.
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PRNACY POLICY
we Are Committed to Safeguarding Customer Infonnation
In order to better serve your needs now and in the fub.Jre, we may ask vou to provide us with certain information. We understand
that vou may be concerned about what we will do with sudl information - particularly any personal or financial information. We
agree that you have a right to know how we wm utilize the personal infonnation you provide to us. Therefore, together with our
parent company, The Rrst American Corporation, we have adopted this Privacy Policy to govern the use and handling of vour
personal Information.

Appl lcablllty
This Privacy Policy governs our use of the information which you provide to us. It does not govern the manner in which we may
use information we have obtained from any other source, such as infonnation obtained from a public reccnJ or from another person
or entity. Rrst American has also adopted broader guidelines that govern our use of personal information regardless of its source.
First American calls these guidelines its Fair Inrormation K:l,t,~ a copy of which can be found on our website at www.firstam.com.
Types of Information

Depending upon which of our services you are utilizing, the types of nonpublic personal Information that we may collect include:
•

Information we receive from you on applications, forms and in other communications
by telephone or any other means;

•

lnfonnation about vour transactions with us, our affiliated companies, or others; and

•

Information we receive from a consumer reporting agency.

to us, whether in writing, in person,

Use of Information
We request information from you for our own legitimate business purposes and not for the benefit of any nonaffilfated party.
Therefore, we wHI not release your lnfonnation to nonaffiliated parties except: (1) as necessary for us to provide the product or
service you have requested of us; or (2) as permitted by law. We may, however, store such information indefinitely, induding the
period a~er which any customer relationship has ceased. Such infonnation may be used for any internal purpose, such as quality
control efforts or customer analysis. We may also provide all of the types of nonpublic personal Information listed above to one or
more of our affiHated companies. Such affiliated companies include financial service providers, such as title insurers, property and
casualty insurers, and trust and investment advisory companies, or companies involved in real estate services, such as appraisal
companies, home warranty companies, and escrow companies. FtJrthennore, we may also provide all the information we collect, as
described above, to companies that perform marketing services on our behalf, on behalf of our affiliated companies, or to other
financial institutions with whom we or our affiliated companies have joint marketing agreements.

Fonner Customers
Even if you are no longer our customer, our Privacy Policy will continue to apply

to you.

Confklentfallty and Sea..irlty
We wiH use our best efforts to ensure that no unauthorized parties have access to any of your infonnation. We restrict access to
nonpublic personal information about you to those individuals and entities who need to know that infonnation to provide products or
services to you. We wiH use our best efforts to train and oversee our employees and ~ents to ensure that your information will be
handled responsibly and in accordance with this Privacy Policy and Rrst American's Far Information Values We currently maintain
physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply With federal regulations to guard Your nonpublic personal information.
~

2001 The First American Corporation • All Rights Reserved

First American Title Company
900 Pier View Drive Ste. 110
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Phone: (208)522-9195 / Fax: (208)529-8965
PR: AFFGRP

Ofc: 1513264)

Final Invoice
To:

Beard, St. Clair. Gaffney, PA
2105 Coronado
Idaho Falls. ID 83404

Attention:

Invoice No.:
Date:

3264 - 151005&37
04/13/2009

Our File No.:
Tide Oft-.cer:
Escrow Offict:r:

294719-IF
Lois Olson I LOOL..'-;ON
I

Customer ID:

BSPl

Shaunie

Your Reference No.:

RE:

Property:
na,

Liability Amounts

Idaho Falls, ID 83401

Owners:

Lenders: $92.000.00
Buyers:
Sdlers:

Teton View Golf Estates, LLC

Description of Charge
Guarantee-Litigation Guarantee

Invoice Amount
$577.00

INVOICE TOTAL

$577.00

Comment'i:

Thank you for your business!

To assure proper credit, please send a copy of this Invoice and Payment to:
Atcentiori: Accourzts Receivable Department
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Requester: lo

Page: I
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Instrument# 13066
10.A.HO FALLS. 80NNEVILL IOAt-10
T-22-1008
04:58:11
o. of Pagn::,
l'lecorded ror : ALAN H RISON

=~~~l~;~<xee,

-· ~-i ., . -v

Alan R. Harrison
ALAN R. HARRJSO~ LAW, PLLC
497N. Capital Ave, Suite 210
l<luho Falls, Idaho 83402
Telephone: (208) 552-1165
Fax: (208) 552-1176
(lSB/-1: 6589)

9.00

Instrument # 1306929
I0AHO FALLS, BONNEVlLLE, IOAHO

7· 25 •2008
02:20 19 No. of P11ges: l
,tecordael tor: ALAN HARR~ISON,
RONALD LONGMO~E
.
. 9 OO
.Ex-Orlldo Recorder Oepu1
· ·

Attorney for Plaintiff

'""'' •• ,_..TICE~ 'llSPEl'IDENS·

"1;r------

lN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, iN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

vs.

)

TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC,a

)
)

Utah
limit~LI
liability
company;
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, lLC, a
Utah
limited
liability
company;
\.'lESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; LYNN
SPAFFORD,
individunJ!y;
TONY
VERSTEEG,
individually;
AMERITITLE COMPANY; ZBS, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company;
DEPATCO, [NC., an Idaho Corporation;
SCHJESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an
Idaho Professional Service Corporation:
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN

)

)
)

LISPENDENS

)

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY

)

DESCRIBED HEREIN,

)
)
)
)

Defendants.
______________

Case No. CV-08- L/1°i5

LTS PENDENS - I

191

NOTICE IS HEREBY GlVEN that an action has been commenced on the 22 nd day of July,
2008 in the above entitled District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State ofl<laho, in and
for the County of Bonneville, against the above named Defemlunts by the Plaintiff, Idaho
Development, Inc., and which said action is brought for the foreclosure of a deed of trust held by

Plaintiff, deed of trust dated February 29, 2008 along with a partial reconveyance dated May l 5,
2008, on the following real property situated in Bonneville County, Idaho, to-wit:
Beginning at a point that is South 0 6 27'09" East 25.00 feet along the section line from the
Northeast Corner of Section 31, Township 3 North, Range 38, East of the Boise Meridian,
County of Bonneville, Stale of Idaho, and running thence South 0'127'09" East 913 64 feet
along the section line; thence South 89°32'51" West I 64 l.08 feet; thence South 39°14'56"
East 502.03 feet to the l/16tb line of Section 31; thence South 89°00'06'' West l 04.71 feetto
the centerline of the Idaho Canal; thence along the centerline of the Idaho Canal the
following four courses: (I) Nonh 36°27'12" West 633.43 feet; (2) North 15°03'08" West
239.69 feet; (3) North J0 10' 58" East 246.69 feet; (4) North 2°53 '42" East 297. 79 feet to a
point on the South Right•of-Way line of Tower Road; thence North 89°00'00" East 1839.63

reet along said road Right-of-Way to the POINT OF BEGih"NING.
Less and excepting therefrom the following described property:
Beginning at a point that is S00°:27'09"E 66.06 feet along the East Section line and
N90°00'00"'W 50.00 feet from the Northeast Section Comer of Section 3 1, Township 3
North, Range 38 East of the Bnise Meridian, Rnnneville Cmmty, Idaho. running thence
S00°27'09"E 489.76 feet; thence S89°03'37"W 371.44 feet; thence N00°00'00"E 509.78
feet; thence N&9°00'00''E 347.27 feet; thence S45°26' l4"E 28.50 feet to the point of
beginning, containing 4.320 acres.

ALSO:
Beginning at a point that is South 00° 16'08" East along the Section line 1066.05 feet from
the Northeast Comer of Section 31; Township 3 North Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian,
C-0unty of Bonneville, State of Idaho; running thence South 89°43 '52" \Vest 374.11 feet~
thence North 00°49' l 8" West 127.48 feet; thence N011h 89°43 '52" East 160.3.i: thence South
00°16'08" East 100.00 feet; thence North 89°43'52" East 182.00 feet; thence North
D0°16'08'' West I 00.00 foet; thence North 89°43 '52" east 31.00 feel to the East line of s~id
Section 31; thence South 00° l 6 '08" East along the East line I 27.4 7 feet to the PO INT OF

BEGINNING.

2.

LIS PENDENS

1B2

---J:.J J.."-1f L.VV-.J

L. • " " •

......__
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Said deed of trust was recorded February 29, 2008, as Instrument No. 1291905, records of
Bonneville County, Idaho. Said partiaJ reconveyance was recorded on May 15, 2008, as Instrument

No. 1299740. records of Bonneville County, Idaho.
'I~

-

DATED this '1:..!::__ day of July, 2008.

AlanR.ffarrison
Attorney for Plaintiffs
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonneville

)

) ss.
On thi'> 22.. rul day of Juty, 200R, before me the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
said State, personally appeared Alan R. Harrison. known to me to be the person \Vhose name is
subscribed to the within instrument and ack:.uowledged to me that he executed the same.
IN \\tlTNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day
and year in th.is certificate first above written.

Notary Public of Idaho
Residing at: \6,0J\.D ~llS
Commission Expires: \)l(.. \'l;,1 20 I~

3.

LIS PENDENS

Instrument# 1291905

IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO
2008-02-29 04:06:00 PM No. of Pages 2
Recorde<.1 for ALLIANCE TITLE - IDAl-1O FA

RONALD LONGMORE

Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy SSolis

Fee 6 00

Index Toe 1:1:EO OF TRUST
Elecironieally Rt!COl'ded by Simpltflk!
Order No. 3030ll18?nLAC

COMMl<:RCIAL LOAN
DEED OF TRUST
llllS DEEi> OF TRUST, Made this February l9, lOOII BETWEEN Trion View Gclf E•Wn, L.LC
bez<in CJOIW GRANTOR, whose addiCIIS is: 6371 N. 56 S., Id.ho Fan,-, ID 8340 I, ,\ND Alli•nce Tllk:
& ll.acrow Corp~ herein call<><! TRUSTF.J:, AND Jdll.bo l>e¥elopmeal, LLC, herein collrd
BENEnCIAJlY, whose addreo,i is 2192 Prert011 Slrttl, Sah Lake Cily, UT 84106.
Wrn,/ESSETII. That Grantor docs hereby irrevocably GRANT, BARGAfN, SELL AND CONVEY TO
fRU~EE IN TRUST WffH POWER OF SALE, that property in th• ouunty of Bonneville, S1au, of
ldabo, dc,n:ribed •• follows and containing not IOOIC than fony acnes·.

~nlng at a JlOIDI that 11 South 11"27'09'" Eut lS.00 feet along the Hctloo Une from tbe
Northe&J1I Corner ofSertloo 3-1, Township 3 Nortll, Range 38, East oftlae Bol•e Meridian,
County or Bo1111evllle, State nr Idaho, and running tllence South 0°2'7'09" Eut 913.64 feel
alon11be tedJon llM; thence Seulb 119"31'5r Wevl 1641.08 feel; tbenl:1! South 3'1°14''6"
F,ast 5-02.03 feet to the 1/16 .. Une of Section 31; tbente So11tla 89°00'06" Wes! I 04. 71 feet to
the ceatl.'Tline or lbe Idaho Caul; !hence uoog the centerline or the Idaho Canal the
rollowlng ~ur coorns: (1) North 36°27'11" West 633.43 rttt; (2) North 15-"63'08" West
239.69 feet; (3) North 1°IO'SII" East 146.69 fe;,t; (4) Nur!h 2°5-3'42" East 297.79 feet lo a
polat on the Soutb Rlzhl-of-Way lille of Tower Road; thence l'iorth 89°00'00" Eut 1839.63
feet along said road lUgllt-.f-Way to the POINT OF BEGINNING.
ALSO:

Beglnnlag al a point that I& So11tb 00"16'Dr Eut al&ng tbe Stttloo line 1066.M fed from
the Northcut Coraer ofS.-ctioa 31; TowHhlp J North Ran11e 38 Eut of the &1.n,
Mertdlsn, County oflloanovllle, Stah of Idaho; n11111lng thcace SealL 119".._1'5-2" West
374.l I foet; thence North 00°49'18" West 117.48 feet; lheace Nerth 89"43'5-l" East 160.34
feet; thence Sooth 00"16'08" EaN 100.00 fHt; tbemce Nonh 89"43'52" East 181.00 fttt;
thence North 00°16'08" West 100.00 feet; thence Nortli 89"0'51" E1Ut 33.00 reet tu the East
line or 1llid Section 31; tJience South 00"16'08" Eut along the Ea.a line 127.47 feet to t.bc
POINT or BEGINNING.
TOGETHER. WITlf 1~ rmt.1,. l$:1Ut:1 and prolitl lhemJf, SU6J'ECT, HOWEVEk.., ID the rit,1,l, pollo'Ct and &Amotity IIC'l:inat'\cr li"'cn
k) -,wd c.anfiencd u~n B ~ tu coillm N
apply IIIUCt, JCl'lta,. iDJet ll1Ml J'l'O{i(\
:=:-or the purP"'I< of 9'0l:t.lrinl pay,o::nt of tlX'. iodflbtttlncu c-~ kbtl.ul by• J9"'"11111111f'Y note, o( rvm d.aw, ~ . u:ecuRd tJ:,- 1·;nin1ot
1n till' 1um of Sl,llO,DII.IO, with fin.al pa:-;ma,l d.ua-. M•r 2*. l':00&, and to M1CUn r,ayn-et•r af .11 M.ldt fonnar '"""" u t'l"ll)I h~flr!t
be '°8nod 01' M(fvw,ccd by the SmcflCW")' lefQn IO the Chnlcll' ~ffl, 04' . . Y04' r,tbc- o{ lh:m. ~ilc l'Cl"Olll OW'l'la" orl""btnl !ftlt!f"dl,
·()( 111")' ~ and uf tny nntr.a, dJ-afta Of otkl" intlN.llh:!0-11 ~ I IUCh (111'\l,ct ~ • .lln'tnUl, c.- cq,aw.lib.lres t~her w;1t1
intcrc:lt on alJ tlU:h ,um, at the rate therem pnMIINl flro.vtdtd, how,,,cvn, Ou! 1hr mak ln1 o f ~ f\Jrther k.ans... 1J1,1mcu ~
i:x,-aend;tu,u
be opriomJ Mlh the Oeoef~iary. and provided fUJ'thc, t1v.1 it I• rtw- r•r"fl, in'"-tio,,i or~ P9'"1i" ID th.ii~ or
Trust lh.aJ \1 shall ~tand IU ~orilmuiaf -=-u,ily untll p1id In, all Jlleb ldvm-x::t-1 toe.Clhrr with lntcrdl lhaeotl
A..
To prntwt t.ltll!! a«er-lty Mlltu Dwell ofTrtllt. Cnatarl. To keep-sa,d ,,,.-opert)' in &OCNfconchb~ andrq,air, nol lorenmnor-dftrollah my building 1t-.e,eo11. toCOf'J1'1efe or
"'"""<
tt>d In ..,od OM .,.otlm-.lllib .,..nee -,y MldinK ""1i<h may be «>n••rU<tod, d..,..rd ot det!n:>yod lh=.>n end lo
J18.twhen due
c:J:aim,
la&orp,fitmnod #'Id naterial.-ft.rni!lhod di!Cftfu;, tc u~ly lll'i1Jr, all btn. ufomn1-u.fd
or
1-c~1.1•V1M olll'f lllltl"nilJUnl' Of"" lfYl")vcmcnu IIJ le n:-.de thereo,-; M.ll to oornrnll ('JI' pem11t wa.1:..1 lhtreol; IIOl lJJ CUJTfflll, IUtfN Drp,c'mlit
any ~t upnn ad property m vi-olati.on of llw: 10 eyUivak,. irripte, fi:rufue.. ternipte. prura: and do 1.U oth:,r l(U whid1 fron1 fh.t
rha~ta" C1f uu of M1id properly ni.y be M:k'.ht~y ntte•l.lry", ~ rpecific C'WMrnllHlll• h-erein nol o-c:ludifl~ the &ffltt'•l
.l.
·1-0 prov~ , rrwnt.to and ddivcr 10 BencOciary rtn' in~nmc=-e qns:fxiory to and With los payah\.e to ~fic'Py
11-: armunt col!ec1ed undc,-any r~ or othrr ffllllrat1C:C polK:, nwy be applte:I by ~ficia,y upon anyilldebtednm.i tecurtd hett:by

.-1:an

..,-an:

J>roml"IY

,u

ro,

propen:y

and m 1uch ~ 11a- Ck-trefietaJ"\· mav drtermiM. or11 or9tl«1 ofAe-ie!ieiary ~ht cnlirt- :r.nvllWlt 1W"1en-n~1n1.l :-rr-11ny r,art tt.tt\...._1fnuy "Ix
rele:nc·.d 111 C'"n111.01. Sildti ..,,-.,tetrion o r ~ Iha!\ not cur. or w11i"-e- any dt:f1.tJh or notla.nfdrfaull hefl'urrdcf r,r-invaihd.ak any ac1
wdl l'lOtrc-.
l. To appear m Mld defrod a,1y 111.·b.,.-, or F-"oc«rJm1 pinpordng. IO a.ff"ect lhc !Ctellrily h..cnor or 1he nelrtr o r ~ of
Bftner.dary ()t Tnn.k:c: ond lo pay ,n COIi.i UJ:I cxp::n,ca, indudffla cotl of~ idetitt l\r U1lc -and al..lurnrly'I rff& i" a IYSSIJIFUlbk 1.ilffl, i,,

done punuatu t>

my wch .1ctiM or pro,:ecdinK ffl ..-hicti Roncfldary OI'" 'l'nu;tm ~ · 1ppoa,.
<I.
io psy. u. lc.u1 to, d&'f• b<.t,n-Jcliratfoldll.·ran ca..u::t llflcl •~ts tf'TK"lfn& aid pr,,p,-ty. ll'ben due, all
CflCU.mbnnoee, ~ and lic:,1, with un..-.. 011 card prupe,.y or tT'I)' ptrt lbc:rcof. wtli~b ~ IO be prilJI" 01'" aup,c:rior ~o~ aU
"''"· (cc, ""'1 ..,..,..., of tlm T.,... In Addirioa lo lho ,-i,ra,a duo in ,..;o, tho i.m. or lbe note hefflby tecu,,,d !he
Grvm,r d'WII atlhE option. W 011 clenwod o(h 9-BMflciary, ~ ueJt mmth 1/11 orilaentffl"llbld .,.,u.aJ tu.ea 1U1MeumerrQ.,
<ft-.u-MlCa JYcmtf~ Rdiintcnaorc ,lflO ulh:r d'uq"ca upon h: p,ope:ny. neYe'thr:lew in tnat (or Orutor't ue and ho1crrl Md (o., the
"""'"' bi· lkocf\ciary of Ill)' I.Ch i1=o ..ta, dm. Ornw'1 !ililt,,. "'lo Pit ,tan eu.wtin.le • dafzwU mider 11,i, l1Ull
5
Tn pay i""""'1ak!y 1nd ,oilt.QUl """-cl all mmo ""P"1dod lry flmo1>:uryot
lo 1M pn,vio"be,-e-ar, ...;tt mlaU1 from dak of eapmdiuac al *.e ,_ or i'*'1:M "9tt"inoJ ffl 0-, itb,o,,c de,crrbcd promlao,y note.
6..
S'hocrLd O'tntor &ii tQ nwb In}' p,l)"lnmt or10 do 1r1y act u hem,, provided, then Bmefieiary JI\.ISl.ellt_ but
'"lfhovl obfiptlon Kl to do an-d .-ilhou1 no lice ~ or detm:rid 11rpori Grw,,IWf sd ..,jthout. mnaini Chnlor t'n:irn m)' oWiptxx:I& ht,cof,
niy, r,m.lrc Ofli, !he arnc m JVC'b nwlPCf"ind to a.icb etmito eithc:f fl'Wltdtcnlntetull!')'lop-otcc1 die cecurityhen,of, fl.me.ficiary
1111"" 1rt11-lN bemf a118'onmd to trtltl" u!XIQ p,td pn:,-ty for tueh ,~~ lf"P'(*" in and ddD,J .,.)' action 04' proc.dinc vu,purt}nl lo
tffixr me tee"Ul"fty b~f oir ffw nJhu ~ nl BCfti:ficia,.., 11'11.Jlre; s-l', pu:rcMK. cantn-t or cCJ'71)1Ull'DK any et"Kt:mbran«.
thugc or 1-icn- -tlidl in d-c- Jud.ftmcol cf' e-itlur appea,, &o he pno, Of Sllpt:ria" herao; md, in ~l+ina: any nrch ;IO\l'l:tc, ':rr m
,rrroc-cms lhw 'Deed ofTnn1 by Judkul flffl.'r.:"lo.1u,r, pty ~ t ~ . emptily ml)nSel lhd PI.Y hf, ra.ot1tlde fttt.
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forlht
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1ep.rnb:~I• ~ ;,o wcl-i ordt'1 u it rm,)I ~l'l«.•lpobhc aue\N:rnto N h.ip1 bldde:rfoircuh .-, lcwfut rnon-,olthc United
Sta.11'.'Jt, pra)'abk 11 ti!hl!f of 1,w:. T,wU:e WH deliwlf m Ihle J)Ui'th.Mer Ju I>eed c<-rvc}'Ult the proptrt} 5,(1 ~Id, b-.d ....-ih,ul an:,,
CO'Vl!tlant nr ~ e,rp.-ur or ltT'l()lied, The n!l!Citah in IIUCh dctcd of' -.,y ~ t:rr ~cu ~ I be t;.,l;lfll;'hnh·t proof of ttw; 1n11bt1Jlntu
u,.,,,.,r. l1:1111 pc,-, incl<>dir<H tlnrrowr.
or 8""•fici1ry, ""11 i,u,ci,-. at W<h ale.
Aft.• d«IU01ing LU coo ta,
of"i'nmt, ""d ufll,i, To.ti, ir>eluditlfi =oicvid<nci, aft!llt: tnd ""'°""blc """""I fcu
ltt C0!')1)CJC:\t0" ..-ith Ult\ 1'"uttec 11'11:d a,pfy t h e ~ • of •I< 10 JM}fl'IICM of: 111 Nml ex;w:ndeid ~ the b:nJa he::n:of, nm then
tt:flU) • ..,lt! IC:Crliaf ff'rleft'$'i 1lthierttr,pt'cifieod infheabowde,cribedpromiNoityfC'l&c;11II o~surr.thc:tt aecu'""dhen:oy,u1d th•
mnain,;:lier, if1t.)', rotht p«t:N1 (ltp!!,tt()t:it luplly •,titled thereto
7
Th,,, fleed "Ill'~ .. .,.""'"'' lu Iha il<rdlt of, - - .u pani<, horo'!o, lheirt,e;n,
,k,.i .... ,
0011Ui1rtr1t0rt, at'lCIUtOtt:. IW<:Cdton Md -.i1n11, The leTm Ben,eflciery 1hall n..:ia,, bl: hulJ-c:t Uld owm,r of llw nr,tc ICCtrf~ h.!tcby;
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AMENDMENT OF DEED OF TRUST
THlB AMDNDMENT ia made by 111d betweoD Teton Viow Golf Bataiea, I.LC. and l.dabo l>C'velopment. LLC
bereina11wre1ismld to u "DN'&ffCIARY",
.
WII'NESSETB:

WHEREA& the Cmu.ttot- did mah, IIUC01e and deliwr: to the BeneficiaJy • Notn ROlll9d by that carlain Deed of
Trut in dio IDIDWlt of Om Mitlioli. oao 1umdnd ~ imd ao'l 00 DoDlrl, (S 1, 100,000,00), reoorded u
lnitrument No. 129190.5, in the record, ofBomimlle Comity, Idaho, oovedag die premiae, datrlbcd u fblloM:
Bepmmg at a point that II S 0"27'09• B 25.00A,et aloD& die aectimaline from !be N011beutccma of Section 31,
Towmhip 3 North, Range 38, Eut of the Boiaa Meridian. Bormml1e Ccnmty, Idaho. and nmnina thence S 0"27'09"
B 913.64 &,etalcmgtbe Secdoalinll; ~ B IJM2'St• W 1641.0I hit; binoeS 39"14'56" B S02.03 r-t to It.
!/16th liae of Section 31; 1heuce S 89"00'06" W 104.71feet to Ibo cam,rUu ofdu.i Idaho Canal; thence llloug the
Clllllmline aflhe Idaho Canal the fbllowtna tbar 001ne1: (I) N 36"2-rtr W 633.43 1l9et; (2) N U"03'08· W 239.69
fl5et; (3) N 1•1 O'SR" B 2445.69 ht; (-4) N 2°53'42" B 297. 7fJ feet lo a paint DD lhe South Right-of-Way lino ofTo-wer
Road; lbence N. 8~00'00" E 1839.63 feet akq Mid JOld lUaht-of-Way to Ibo point ofbepmizlg.
ALBO:

Begimmla at• point that ii S 00-16'08" B aJoai t h e ~ limi. 1066.05 feet from the Ncntmut COtU:I' of Seetion
31, Townmip 3 Not1b. bnga 38 But of tilD &tao M.cidctian, Boano-rillo County,· Idaho; nrmf.n, theooe S 89"43'52''
W 374. 11 met; cbaac:e N 00o49'18" W 127.-48 fDet; tbenco N 89-'43'Sl" B 160.34 ht; thaioe S OO"l 6'0S- B 100.00
feet; thence N 89"43'52" B 182.00 &ct; 1IMmoe N 00'"16'08" W 100.00 &.t; dlencc N 9go-43•52• B 33.00 feNllf to lbe
But lino of a.id Section 31; 1beace S 00'"16'08".B U1118 tba :Eaat lim 127 .47 filet to the point ofbegimring.
And

WHEREAS. the pu1ica dclirc to IDIIOild lOIDD oftbe 11111m1 and/or JIIOvisioal of fbo No1e IDd/or Deed orn.t. and
TBDD'Oll, m811d b good and ~ataable ~ . ftle partiM 1111tt1 the fflrD'B lll1d conditiom of a., Deed
ot'Tra.t above dea::lbed aba.lJ be and are hmeby amandod &qr! ~ u follOM:
I.

The amountof'tbe Deed atTrulttllall b e ~ to 18S0,000.00'.

AD 11!mu1 IDd comtitiom at the Not= and Deed~ ahalJ nmmiiitm sami, and uncbanged axcept u AllllSDded
md/01' modified bm'efn.

P•led

3 / 7 /tJ'6
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DEED OF TRUST
Utah

THIS DEED OF TRUST, Dated March 4, 2008, between Telon View Golf Estates, LLC, an Jd6,Ko LlmHed LieblUty
Company, herein called GRANTOR; whose address i~ 6371 N 5th E, Idaho Falls, ID 834-01; AmeriTitJe herein called
TRUSTEE, and ZBS. LLC, an Idaho Llrntted Liability Company, herein called BENEFTCIARY.
WITNESSETH: That Grantor does hereby irrevocably GRANT, BARGALN, SEU.. AND CONVEY TO TRUSTEE IN
TRUST, WITH POWER OF SALE, that property in the County ofBonneviDe, State ofrdaho, described as follows and
cunt1tirnng not more than forty acres:

Beg.inning al a polnl that Is S 0"27'09" E 23.00 feet along the section line from lhe Northeast corner
or Secdon 31, Township 3 North, Range 38, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, Idaho,
and running tlteoce S 0"27'09" E 913.64 feet alo~ the SectJon lloe; IJrence S 89°32'51" W 1641.08
reel; thence S 39°14'56" E 502.03 feet to lhe 1/16 liue of Section JI; thence S 89°00'06" W 104.71
fft!t to Ute centerline of the Idaho Canal; thence aJon1 the centerllne of lbe Idaho Canal the follo"lng
four courses: {l) N 36"27'12" W 633.43 feet; (2) N I 5"03'08" W 239.69 feet; (3) N 1°10'58" E 246.69
reel; (4) N 2°53'4:Z" E 297,79 feet to a point on the South RJght-of-Way Une of Tower Road; thence N,
89°00'00" E 1839,63 feet along said road Right-or- Way to the point of beginning.

ALSO:
Beginning at a point that Is S 00"16'08" E along the section line 1066.05 feet rrom the Northeast
corner olSectlon 31, Township 3 North, Range 38 East oftbe Boise Meridian, Bonneville County,
Idaho; running tbenCI! S !19"43'52" W 374.11 feet; thence N 00°49'I8" W 127.48 feel; thence N
89°43'52" E 160.34 feet; thence S 00°16'08" E 100.00 feet; thence N 89°43'52" E 182.00 feet; lltence
N 00°16'08" W 100,00 feet; thence N 89°43'52" E 33.00 feel to the East line or said SKtJon 31; thence
S 00° I 6'08" E along the East line 127.47 feet to lhe point of beginning.

TOGETHER WITH the rents, issues and profiu thereof, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the right, power and authority
hereinafter given lo and conferred upon Beneficiary to collect and apply such rents, issues and profits.
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING payment of the indebtedness evidenced by a promissory note, of even date
herewith, executed by Grantor in the sum of ,..SIX HUNDRED FORTY THOUSAND AND NO/lOOths•• Dollars,
wtlh inlerest thereon, final payment due 02/28/2009, and to secure payment of all such further swns as may hereafter be
loaned or advanced by the Beneficiary herein to the Gro.ntor herein, or any or either of them, while record owner of
present interest, for any purpose. and of any notes, drafts or other instruments representing such further loans, advances
or expenditures together with interest on all such sums at the rate therein provided. PROVIDED, HOWEVER, thnt the
making of such further loans. advances or expenditures shall be optional with the Beneficiary, and fwther provided that it
is the express intention of the parties 10 this ~ d of Trust that ii shall stand as continuing security until paid for all
advances together with interest thereon.
The date of maturity of the debt secured by this instrument is the date, slated above, on which the final inslallmenl of said
nole becomes due and payable. In the evenl the within described property, or any part thereof, or any interest therein is
sold. agreed to be sold, conveyed, assigned, or alienated by the grantor withou1 first having obtained the wrillen consent
or approval of the beneficiary, then, at !he beneficiary's option, all obligations secured by this instrument, irrespective of
the JMturity dates expressed therein or herein, shall become immediately due and payable.

A.

To protect the security or this Deed or Trust, Gran tor agrees:
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1.
To keep said property in good condition lJld repair; not to remove or demolish any building thereon; to
complete or restore promptly and in good and workmanlike manner any building which may be constructed. damaged or
destroyed thereon end to pay when due: all claims for l11bor performc<l and rrwlt:rials fw-nishal lhcrefur; to comply with all
laws affecting said property or requiring any a.Iterations or improvements to be made thereon; not to commit or permit
waste thereof; not to commit, suffer or permit any act upon said property in violt!lion of law; to cultivate, irrigate,
fertifo.e. fumigate, prune a.nd uo all other acu which fmm the character or use of said property may be reasonably
necessary, the specific enumerations herein not excluding the general.
2.
Tu provide, maimain and deliver to Beneficiary fire insurance satisfactory tu and with loss payable to
Beneficiary The amount collected under any fire or other insurance f)Olicy may be applied by Beneficiary upon any
indebtedness secured hereby and in ~uch order as Beneficiary may determine, or at option of beneficiary the entire
amount so collected or any part thereof may be released 10 Grantor. Such applicallon or release shall not cure or waive
any defeult or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice.

3.
To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights
or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; and to pay all cost& and expenses. including cost of evidence of title and attorneys'
fees in a reasonable sum, in any such action or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trus1ee may appear.
4.
To pay, at least ten days before delinquency all taxes and assessments affecting said property, and when
due, al I encumbrances, charges and liens, with interest, on said property or any part thereof, which appear to be prior or
superior hereto, arxl all costs, fees and expenses of this Trust. In addition to the payments due in accordance with the
terms of the nme hereby secured the Grantor shall, at the option, and on demand of the Beneficiary, pay each month 1/12
of the estimated annual taxe!;, assessments, insurance premiums, maintenance and other charges upon the property,
nevertheless in trust for Grantor's use and benefit and for the payment by Beneficiary of any such items when due.
Grantor's failure so to pay shall constitute a default under this Deed of Trust.

5.
To pay immediately and without demand all sums expended by Beneficiary or Truslee pursuant to the
provisions hereof with interest from date of expenditure at lesser of 9.0000% per annum.
6.
Should Grantor fail tu make 11.ny payment or to do any act as herein provided, then Beneficiary or
Trustee, but without obligation so to do and withou1 notice to or demand upon Grantor and without releasing Grantor
from any obligation hereof, may: make or do lhe same in such manner and to such extent as either 1TU1Y deem necessary
to protect the security hereof, Beneficiary or Trustee being authorized to enter upon said property for such pWl)Oses;
appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the securi1y hereof or !he righ1s or powers of
Beneficiary or Trustee; pay, purchase, con rest or compromise any encumbrance, charge or lien which in thcjudgmentof
either appears to be prior or superior hereto; and, in exercising any such powers, or in enforcing this Deed of Trust by
judicial foreclosure, pay necessary expenses, employ counsel and pay counsel's reasonable fees.

B.

It Is mutually agreed that:

I.
Any award of damages in connection with any condemnation for public use of or injury to said property
or any part thereof is hereby assigned and shall be paid to Beneficiary wbo may apply or release such monies received by
him in the same manner and with the same effect as above provided for disposition of proceeds of fire or other insurance.
2.
By accepting payment of any sum secured hereby after its due date, 'Beneficiary docs not wllive the
right either to require prompt payment when due of all other sums so secured or to declare default for failure so to pay.
3.
Al eny time or from time to time, without liability therefor and without notice, upon written request of
Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and of this dccrl and said ootc for endoTSCment, and without affecting
the personal liability of any person for payment of the indebtedness secured hereby. Trustee may: reconvey all or any
part of said property; conSCTit to the making of any map or plot thereof;join in granting any casement thereon; or join in
any extension agreement or any agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof,
4.
Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all sums secured hereby have been paid, and upon
surrender of this Deed of Trust and said note lo Trustee for cancellation and retention and upon payment of its fees,
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5.
As additional security, Grantor hereby gives to and confers upon Beneficiary the right, power and
authority, during the continuance of these Trusts, to collect the rents, issues and profits of said property, reserving unto
Grantor the right, prior to any default by Gra!llOr in payment of any indebtedness secured hereby or in performance of
any agreement hereunder, lo collect and retain such rents issues and profits as they become due and payable. Upon any
sucb default, Beneficiary may at any time without notice, either in person, by agent, or by a receiver to be appointed by a
court, and without regard to the adequacy of any security for the indebtedness hereby secured, enter upon and take
possession of said property or any part thereof, in its own name sue for or otherwise collect such rents, issues and profits,
including those past due and unpaid, and apply the same, less cost5 and expenses of operation and collection, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, upon any indebtedness secured hereby, and in such order as Beneficiary may determine. The
erttering upon and taking possession of said property, the collection of such rents, issues and profits end the application
thereof as aforesaid, shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereWlder or invalidate any act done pursuant
to such nOlice.
6.
Upon default by Grantor in payment of any indebtedness secured hereby or in perfonnance of any
agreement hereunder, all sums secured hereby snail immediately become due and puyable at the option of tne
Beneficiary. In the event of default. Beneficiary shall execute or cause the Trustee to execute a written notice of such
default and of his election to cause to be sold the herein described property to satisfy the obligation hereof, and shall
cause such notice to be recorded in the office of the recorder of each county wherein said real property or some part
thereuf is situated.
Notice of ~ale having been given us then required by law, and not less than the time then required by law having
elapsed, Trust=, without demand on Grantor, shall sell said property at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of
sale. either as a whole or in separate parcels and in such order as it may determine, at public auction to the higbesl bidder
for cash in lawful money of lhc United States, payable at time of sale. Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed
conveying the property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty express or implied. The recitals in such deed of
~ny matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sale.
After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Deed of Trust. including cost of evidence of
title and reasonable counsel fees in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale to payments of: all
~urns expended under the terms hereof. not then repaid. with accrued interest thereon: all other sums then secured hereby;
and the remainder, if any, to the person or persoru; legally entitled thereto.
7.
This Deed of Trust applies to. inures to the benefit of, and binds all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees,
devisees, administrators, e:l.ecutors, successors and assigns. The term Beneficiary shall mean the holder and owner of the
note secured hereby; or, if the note has been pledged, the pied gee thereof. In this Deed of Trust, whenever the context so
requires, the gender used shall also include the masculine, feminine and/or neuter, and the singular number includes the
plural.
8.
Trustee is not obligated to notify any party hereto of pending sale under any other Deed of Trust or of
any action or proceeding in which Grantor, Beneficiary or Truslee shall be a party unless broughl by Trustee.
9.
In the event of dissolution or resignation of the Trustee, the Beneficiary may substitute a trustee or
tru$tees to e:<ecute the trust hereby created, and when any such substitution has been filed for record in the office of the
Recorder of the county in which the property herein described is situated. it shall be conclusive evidence of the
appointment of such trustee or trustees and such new truStee or trustees shall succeed to all of the powers ond duties of
1he trustee or trustees named herein.
Request is hereby made that a copy of any Notice of Default and a copy of any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to the
Orantor Ill the addres.s ofGrantor, which is set forth above.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal. the day and year in this
in.mument first above written.

,"(/,/,:r

MARCI J. BRADLEY
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IOAHO
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ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Teton View Estates, Division No. 1

AGREEMENT, made this'2.5thctay of April, 2008, by and between the CITY OF
IDAHO FALLS, a municipal corporation, hereinafter called "CITY,'' P .0. Box 50220, Idaho
Falls, Idaho 83405, and Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, hereinafter called "DEVELOPER,''
whose mailing address is 11105 So. London Derry Drive, Sandy, Utah, 84092.

W IT N E S SETH:
WHEREAS, Developer is the sole owner. in law or equity, of a certain tract of land
in the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho, which land (hereafter referred to as the
"Subdivision") is more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and by this
reference made a part hereof; and,

WI IEREAS, Developer has requested the Subdivision be annexed to the City and has
submitted a plat bearing the Subdivision name described in the caption of this Agreement;
and,

WHEREAS, the City Engineer and the Idaho Falls Planning and Zoning Commission
have recommended such annexation be granted subject to certain requirements and
obligations on the part of Developer; and
WHEREAS, the City is willing to annex the Subdivision to the City ofldaho Falls,
]daho, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the Special Conditions
attached hereto;
Instrument # 1297929
IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE. IOAHO
"-211-2009
U:01· lfi No. ol Pa"99: 1t
Rl!cordll!d lor · CrTV OF IDAHO FAU.S
RONALD LONGMORE
FN:
Ex-Officio Reconl« Deputy_ _ _ _...,.._ __

o.eo
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants and conditions set forth
herein, the parties agree as follows:
1.

Annexation. The City agrees to annex the Subdivision to the City ofJdaho

Falls, subject to Developer's performance of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
2.

lmprovemen t Plans. Developer has filed and the City Engineer has approved

a complete set of subdivision improvement plans, (hereafter referred to as the "Improvement
Plans") showing all streets, sewer lines, water lines, storm drains, street signs, traffic control
devices, barricades and other public improvements contemplated within the Subdivision.
The Improvement Plans shall also show the proposed location of other public utilities
(telephone, gas and electricity) and irrigation facilities affected by the development of the
Subdivision. Such Improvement Plans are incorporated herein by reference as though set out

in full.

3.
Special

Construction of Public Improvements. Unless otherwise agreed in the
Conditions, Developer will, at its expense, design and construct all public

improvements shown in the Improvement Plans. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
City Engineer, Developer will construct all public improvements within the Subdivision in
strict accordance with the Improvement Plans and the City Standard Engineering Drawings
and Specifications (hereafter referred to as the "Standard Specifications") in effect at the time
the construction is accomplished. The Standard Specifications are incorporated herein by
reference as though set out in full.
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4.

Permits. Developer shall obtain all right-of-way, excavation or other permits

required by local ordinance and comply with all requirements therein with respect to the
timely performance of the work governed by such permits.
5.

Completion of Public: Improvements. Developer agrees that upon a finding

by the City Council, duly entered in the official minutes of the proceedings of the City

Council, that a portion or portions or the entirety of such public improvements need to be
completed in the interest of the public health, welfare or safety, Developer will forthwith
construct such public improvements. If Developer does not commence construction of such
public improvements within a reasonable time after such finding is made or if Developer
does not complete such construction within a reasonable time thereafter, the City may
construct or complete such facilities at Developer's expense. The City Council shall not
make such finding unless Developer has been given at least ten (10) days advance written
notice of the date and p]ace of the meeting and Developer has been given an opportunity to
be heard at such meeting. At or before the meeting, the City Engineer shall furnish
Developer a cost estimate for completing the required portion or portions of such public
improvements.

6.

Inspection. Developer will retain a professional engineer (hereafter referred

to as the "Project Engineer") licensed within the State ofldaho to supervise, inspect and test
the construction of all public improvements within the Subdivision in order to ensure such
improvements are constructed in accordance with this Agreement, the Improvement Plans
and the Standard Specifications.
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Improvement Plans or Standard Specifications without the express written approval of the
City Engineer.

7.

Corrected Improvement Plans.

Prior to acceptance of the Subdivision,

Developer will file "As Constructed" Improvement Plans (hereafter referred to as the
"Corrected Improvement Plans") with the City Engineer. Such Corrected Improvement Plans
shall be prepared by the Project Engineer and shall show the actual constructed location of
all public improvements within the Subdivision including the horizontal and vertical location
of all water, sewer and storm drain lines, individual building service lines, curb and gutter
alignment and street grades. Such Corrected Improvement Plans shall also specificaJly show
all changes between the original Improvement Plans and the public improvements as actual1y
constructed. The Project Engineer shall also certify upon the Corrected Jmprovement Plans
that such Plans correctly show all public improvements as actually constructed and that such
public improvements have been constructed in accordance with the Standard Specifications
in effect at lhe time such construction was accomplished. The Project Engineer shall also
deliver to the City Engineer au compaction reports. daily construction logs. reports, written
tests, analysis and other data as may be necessary to verify or support the certification of the
Project Engineer.
8.

Acceptance of Subdivision. Upon satisfactory completion of such public

improvements and facilities and Developer's delivery of Corrected Improvement Plans, the
City will accept the Subdivision. Such acceptance shall not be valid unless expressly
acknowledged in writing by the City Engineer. Except as otherwise expressly provided in
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the Special Conditions, upon acceptance oflhe Subdivision, the City shall assume ownership
and control of all public facilities within any dedicated street or public utility right-of-way

within the Subdivision. Acceptance of the Subdivision shall not be deemed as a waiver of
Developer's failure to fully and completely perform the terms and conditions hereof or as a
waiver or release of the warranty set forth below.
9.

Warranty. Developer warrants that the materials and workmanship employed

in the construction of all public improvements within the Subdivision shall be good and

sound and shall conform to generally accepted standards within the construction industry.
Such warranty shall extend for a period of one ( 1) year after acceptance of the S ubd iv is ion
by the City, provided nothing herein shall limit the time within which the City may bring an
action against Developer on account of Developer's failure to construct such improvements

in accordance with this Agreement, the Improvement Plans or the Standard Specifications.
Developer, and Developer's heirs, successors and assigns, shall and do hereby warrant and
agree to defend the quiet and peaceful possession of the City in aJI easements, rights-of-way,
street dedications or other estates conveyed pursuant to the terms of this Agreement or
pursuant to the subdivision plat which is the subject hereof. from and against all claims
against Developer and Developer's successors or assigns and against every person
whomsoever who lawfully holds, or who later lawfully claims to have held, rights in the

premises as of thc date of this Agreement.
10.

Bridge and Arterial Streets Fees. Developer agrees to pay a Bridge and

Arterial Streets Fee as provided by Section 10-2-5. City Code, in the amounts and manner

S
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set forth in paragraph SC-I .00 of the Special Conditions.

11.

Surface Drainage Fees. Developer agrees to pay a Sucface Drainage Fee as

provided by Section J0-5-4 City Code in the amount and manner set forth in paragraph SC-

2 .00 of the SpeciaJ Conditions.
12.

Water and Sewer Main Connection Charges. Developer agrees to pay to

the City at the time any separate sanitary sewer service or culinary water service connection
to the City sanitary sewer system or culinary water system is requested, all connection fees,

main connection charges, and main charges as set forth in the City Code in effect at the time
such request for service is made.

13.

Failure to Pay Fees. In the event Developer fails or refuses lo pay any of the

fees. charges or costs set forth herein. the City may disannex any property owned by
Developer within the Subdivision or declare the entire unpaid balance immediately due and
payable and collect such sums in the manner provided by law, or may pursue any other
remedy set forth herein or as may be available al law or in equity. All such remedies shall

be cumulative and the City may pursue the same separately or simultaneously as it deems
necessary or appropriate. In the event of such acceleration, all sums due shall bear interest
at the rate established by law for judgements entered in the State of Idaho.

14.

Grant of Security Interest. Developer hereby grants and conveys to the City

a lien to secure the payment ofony deferred balance of the Bridge and Arterial Streets fees
and the Surface Drainage fees, together with interest accrued thereon. provided however if
no deferred balance is shown in the Special Conditions this paragraph shall be null and void.
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In the event Developer fails to pay such fees, the City may without prior notice, foredose this
Agreement as a mortgage in accordance with the mortgage foreclosure laws of the Stnte of

Idaho. Upon request of Developer, the City will execute and deliver a partial release of the
lien created herein against any property located within the Subdivision upon payment by
Developer of that portion of such fees which bears the same ratio to the then remaining
unpaid ba.lwice of such fees as the acreage of land to be released bears lo lhe total acreage
of land utilized to compute the amount of the Surface Drainage fees. Upon request of
Developer, the City will by written agreement, subordinate the lien created hereby to filly
mortgage, deed of trust or other security device required to secure the payment of any loan
or advance made to Developer for the sole purpose of financing the construction of
improvements upon the subject property; provided however that the financing institution
entity shall first warrant and represent in writing that it understands that the contemplated
loan or advances will be used solely for the construction of improvements upon the land and
that it will take reasonable precautions usual and customary to the financing and lending
industry to ensure that the loan proceeds or advances will not he used for any other purpose.
Any prepayments made pursuant to this provision shall be applied in inverse chronological
order against the regularly sche,duled payments set forth herein, and such payment shall not
release Developer of any obligation to make the next regularly scheduled paymeht.

15.

Participation by City. The parties ngree thnt those portions ofthe water main,

the sanitary sewer line, storm drains and street section work. (hereafter collectively referred
to as the "Shared Work"), the cost of which the City has expressly agreed to pay pursuant to
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the Special Conditions, including any water or sewer line or storm line extensions, increased
line size or capacity and road width or thickness, are required because of future service needs
originating from properties not owned by Developer and located within the vicinity of the
Subdivision and that sound planning requires construction thereof at the present time in order
to accommodate future expansion and development. In recognition of the cost savings which
can be accomplished by construction of such excess capacity and improvements concurrently

with the facilities to be constructed for Developer's purposes, and the impracticality or
impossibility of constructing such excess capacity and improvements separately or at a later
time, Developer agrees to design and construct such facilities subject to the City's agreement
to reimburse Developer for a portion of such costs, all as set forth in the Special Conditions.
Prior to the commencement of the Shared Work, Developer shall obtain and deliver to the
City three independent bona fide bids for the perfonnance of such work from quali fled and
responsible contractors. Such bids shall be solicited and itemized in a manner which aJJows
clear and specific identification of that portion of the construction work for which the City

is responsible. The City shall have no obligation to pay for any portion of the costs of the
Shared work unless prior to the commencement of the work the parties have expressly agreed
in writing to a specific amount for which the City will reimburse the Developer. Payment
of such costs by the City sha1l be due within thirty (30) days from acceptance of the

Subdivision by the City and delivery of en itemized statement to the City setting forth in
detail the total amoun1 of the costs for which the City is responsible.
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Special Conditions. In recognition ofthe unique circumstances relative to this

Subdivision the parties agree to the Special Conditions attached hereto and by this reference

made a part hereof.
Irrigafioq Facilities. Developer shall relocate or reconstruct all ditches,

17.

headgate structures, culverts, siphons, drywells or other similar appurtenant structures that

wiJI be impaired or otherwise disturbed by the construction of this Subdivision. Developer
shall nlso obtain the consent of all persons or entities who have any water right affected by
the development of the Subdivision or who otherwise exercise control over such structures.
Developer wil1 also indemnify and hold the City harmless from any action, claim, demand
or cost of any kind, including attorney's fees and court costs, arising from the relocation or
reconstruction of such facilities or Developer's failure to properly relocate or reconstruct
such facilities.

18.

Relocation of Power Lines. Developer shall relocate at its expense all

existing electric utility poles or other utility lines or fixtures necessary lo construct the public
street access to this Subdivision or other public improvements shown on the Improvement
Drawings.

f 9.

Construction Schedule Change.

Any modification to the public

improvements shown in the Improvement Drawings or to the construction schedule or to the
construction phase limits shall be approved by the City Engineer. Prior to said approval.
revised Improvement Drawings shaJl be resubmitted to the City Engineering Department
showing the proposed changes.
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Ta.xei and Auessments. Developer shalJ pay e.JI real property taxes and

assessments levied or assessed against any interest in real property which Developer has
agreed to convey to the City pursuant to this Agreement. Such taxes and assessments shall
be paid prior to the acceptance of the Subdivision by the City.
21.

Occupancy. No building within the Subdivision shall be used or occupied for

any purpose other than for the construction of such building or structure, unless all public
improvements within the Subdivision have been completed and accepted by the City

EngiJ1eer. The City may withhold Certificates of Occupancy until all such work has been
completed. Nothing herein shall prevent the use of a model borne for the purpose of
Developer's sales promotional efforts provided the home is not occupied for residential
purposes.

22.

Default. In the event Developer fails to comply with the terms and conditions

hereof in any material respect, the City may, without further notice to Developer, exercise
any or all of the following remedies:

A.

Withhold the issuance of 1111y building pennit or certificate of
occupancy of any structure located within the Subdivision;

B.

Withhold the connection of water. sewer or electric service to any
property located within the Subdivision;

C.

Refuse to accept public ownership and maintenance of public
improvements within the Subdivision and record a notice ofsuch action
with the Bonneville County Recorder's office;
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D.

Issue a stop work order for any building under construction within the
Subdivision;

E.

Withhold reimbursement of Subdivision inspection fees coHected
pursuant to Section 10-1-19 of the City Code;

F.

Bring an action for damages, injunctive relief, specific performance or
any other remedy available at law or in equity;

All of the above remedies are cumulative and to the extent not wholly inconsistent with each
other, may be enforced simultaneously or separately, at the sole discretion of the City.

23.

N otlces. Any notice required by this Agreement shall be mailed to the

receiving party at the address set forth above or such other address as may be delivered to the
sending party in writing.

Such notice shall be mailed by certified mail, return receipt

requested, postage prepaid and addressed as set forth above and shall be deemed received
upon its deposit in the United States mail in such manner.
24.

Recording fees. Prior to the approval of the Subdivision plat by Lhe City

Engineer, Developer shall pay to the City all recording fees necessary to record this
Agreement with the Bonneville County Recorder's office.

25.

Storm Water Discharge Certification. Prior to the acceptance and approval

of the Improvement Plans, Developer shall obtain the certification of any Irrigation District,
canal company or other entity into which any stonn water from the Subdivision will be
discharged. The certification shall state that such water delivery entity has reviewed and
approved the Improvement Plans and that the discharge of storm waters from the Subdivision
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into their canal or ditch in the manner shown in the Improvement Plans is approved and
accepted by such entity.

26.

Conflict with Standard Specifications. In the event of any conflict between

the terms of this Agreement or the Improvement Plans and the Standard Specifications, the
terms of this Agreement or the Improvement Plans shaJI prevail over any conlrary provision
of the Standard Specifications. In the event of any conflict between the tenns of this

Agreement and the Improvement Plans, the terms of this Agreement shall prevail.
27.

Covenants Appurtenant to the Land. AIJ covenants and conditions set forth

herein shaJJ be appurtenant to and run with the Subdivision and shall be binding upon
Developer's heirs, successors or assigns.

28.

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State

ofldaho. The venue for any action arising out of this Agreement shall be excJusively in the
District Court of the Seventh Judicial District oflhe State ofldaho. Bonneville County or in
the United States District Court for the District of Idaho.

29.

Entire Agreement. This writing evidences the final and complete agreement

between the parties and no other prior statement, representation or understanding shalJ be
binding upon the parties unless expressly set forth herein.

30.

Effective Date. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its

approval by the City Cowicil of the City and upon its execution by the Mayor.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals the day
and year first above written.
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• ANNEXATION AGREEMENT· Teton View E!!tatcs, Division No. I
(Fonn Approved December I, 1996)

ATrEST:

CITY OF IDAHO FALLS

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Shan B. Perry
Assistant City Attorney

~h~

Steve Anderson
Engineering Administrator
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STATE OF IDAHO

LV_....,.

. _ , ...,....,.
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)

}ss.
County of Bonneville

)

On this~ay of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public for
Idaho, personaJly appeared JARED FUHRJMAN known lo me to be the Mayor of the City
of' Idaho .Falls, the municipal corporation that executed the foregoing document, and
acknowledged to me that such city executed the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official sea1
the day and year in this certificate first above written.
,._\\Y\;1dHif1i/J
~,\\';:l:t'IY H4 ''11.
$~~ ........ ti?£?~
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=
-::,~ ,f1,··.
\ vf3lfC .:-· i!.: :
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.&..I

-.:l .....

A

,._,,,

....
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~.J.,::l'•..

(SEAL)

~-c..r;,,.:··
••.,.···:;;;
§'
~,(,',;,,-;_OF
,, t~ ·-····::~
ID~:.,,,.~f!'
!;//If<! 111\\\\\,\

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)ss.

Com1ty of Bonneville

)

o

NoiaryP c for l.i;
Residing at Idaho Falls, ldaho
My Commission Expires: O\~C~·:101±

On this,~ day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public for
Idaho, personally appeared JEFF BURTON, known or identified to me to be the manager
of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, and the member or one of the members who subscribed
said limited liability company name to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged lo me
that such member executed the same in said limited liability company's name.
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal
the day and year in this certificate first above written.

Notary Public for Id::tho

hl

(SEAL)
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ANNEXATION AGREEMENT· Teton View Estates, Division No. 1
(Fonn Approved December I, 19%)

21.7

EXHIBIT A

TETON vrnw ESTATES, DIVISION NO. 1
Beginning at a point that is S00"27'09"E 25.00 feet from the Northeast Section Comer of
Section 3 L Township 3 North, Range 3 8 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville Cotmly,
Idaho, running thence S00"27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section Line; thence S89" 32'
5 I "W215.00 feel; thence S00'27'09"E 99.94 feet; thence N89"32'5 I ''E 182.00 feel; thence
S00'27'09"E 27.47 feet; thence S89'32'5J"W 341.ll feet; thence NOl'00'19"W 127.42
feet; thence S89"32'51"W 1413.98 feet; thence N36" 38' 38"W 116.19 feet; thence
Nl5'14'53"W 260.01 feet; thence NOJ"OO'l8"E 255.52 feet: thence N02"41'50"E 280.33
feet; thence N02 "25'59"E 15.16 feet; thence N89"00' l 8"E 190 l. 74 feet to the Point of
Beginning.

Containing 40.015 acres.

1.'i
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ANNEXATION AGREEMENT- Teton View Estates, Division No. J
(Form Approved December I , I 996)
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR
TETON VIEW ESTATES, DIVISION NO. 1
S-C 1.00 Arterial §treet and Bridft Fee. The Bridge and Arterial Streets fee
for this Subdivision is $21,812.50 (79 Lots (R-1) at $200 per Lot= $15,800 plus 2.405
Acres at $2500 per Acre:: $6,012.50), payable as follows:
Due Date

Upon execution hereof

Payment Amourn

$21,812.50

S-C 2.00 Surface Drainage Fees. The surface drainage fee for this Subdivision
Is $9,406.15 (1,254,153.24 square feet net area at $.0075 per square root). payable as

follows:

Due Date
Upon execution hereof

Pavment Amount
$9,406.15

S-C 3.00 Traffic Signs. Developer agrees to install all street signs designating
the names of all streets within the Subdivision Developer also agrees to pay the sum of
$750 simultaneously upon execution hereof. in consideration of the installation by the City
of all traffic control signs necessary for the control of vehicular and pedestrian traffic within
the Subdivision. Street signs designating the name of public streets shall be constructed
with white letters over green background. Street signs designating the name of private
streets shall be constructed with white lettering over blue background. Such signs shall
be installed in the manner and locations as directed by the City Engineer.
S-C il.00 Sewer Une Conetruct19n. Developer shall design and constrt.Jct at
his sole expense all sewer mains and appurtenances required to provide sewer service
to and within the Subdivision In accordance with the City Standard Drawings and
Specifications and as shown on the Improvement Drawings filed with and approved by
the City Engineer. Upon completion thereof, Developer shall furnish the City with a
certificate signed by a licensed professional engineer, licensed to practice in the State of
Idaho, certifying that the sewer mains and appurtenances have been constructed in
accordance with such specifications.

S-C 5.00 Water Line Construction. Developer shall design and construct at
his sole expense all water mains and appurtenances required to provide water service to
and within the Subdivision in accordance with the City Standard Drawings and
Specifications, and upon completion thereof, Developer shall furnish the City with a
certificate signed by a licensed professional engineer, licensed to practice in the State of
Idaho, certifying that the water mains and appurtenances have been constructed in
accordance with such specifications.

"%1
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S--C 6.00 Subdivision Street Section lmprov9ments. Developer shall be
responsible for designing and constructing the street section improvements inside the
boundaries of the subdivision. The full street section throughout the development shall be
constructed as shown on the Improvement Drawings filed with and approved by the City
Engineer. The pavement thickness for the development shall be 2 inches of asphalt
plantmix pavement over 6 incnes of ¾ inch a-ushed aggregate base material and shall
include placement of subgrade separation geotextile, class 2. The Developer shall be
responsible for all tapers and appropriate signing necessary to transition from Tower
Road and Lewisville Highway to the proposed roadways, as shown on the improvement
plans filed with and approved by the City Engineer. Such improvements shall be
commenced within a reasonable time after the City makes demand upon Devefoper and
shall be expeditiously prosecuted and completed within a reasonable time thereafter The
improvements shall be in accordance with the City of Idaho Fads Standard Specifications
and Drawings in affect at the time the improvements are commenced. The design shall be
approved by the City Engineer prior to construction.
S-C 7.00 Arterial Street lmprovementJ. Developer shall be responsible for
1h
the street improvements to th North (Tower Road) and 5 East (Lewisville Highway)
adjacent to this development, including curb and gutter, sidewalk and storm drain facilities.
Recognizing that a portion of the future and current traffic on these streets originates rrom
properties outside the Subdivision, Developer shall be responsible only for the design and
construdion cost of Curb and gutter, sidewalk and storm drainage facilities, al such time
as 65th North (Tower Road) and 5th Easl (Lewisville Highway) are constructed.

65

S-C 8.00 Turn Lanes. Developer shall be responsible for all signing and
striping of tum lanes as required and as shown on the Improvement Plans, as approved
by the City engineer. Said signing and striping shall conform to the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devises (MUTCD).
S-C 9.00 Relocation of utility lines. Developer shall relocate (if necessary);
at Developer expense all electric utility poles or other utility lines or fixtures necessary to
construct the public improvements and street sections shown on the Improvement
Drawings,
S-C 10.00 Electric Utility Lines. Subject to the dedication or conveyance to
the City of all necessary easements for the operation of electric utility lines and
appurtenances, the City will make electric service available to all structures located in
the Subdivision and will operate and maintain such electric utility lines and
appurtenances. all in accordance with the City Code. The City will not provide or
maintain illumination for private streets
S-C 11.00 §tonn System. The Developer will design and construct storm sewer
main lines in accordance with the City's Storm Water Runoff Policy and in accordance with
the Improvement Drawings and Specifications filed with and approved by the City
Engineer. Storm water runoff from this subdivision shall drain to the proposed storm
ponds located in Teton View Estates Division No. 1. Operation and maintenance of said
ponds shall be the responsibility of the Developer, his heirs and or assigns.

S-C 12.00. R9lmbursement of Water Main Charges. Upon connection of water
service to any property owned by any person other than Developer and fronting upon that
portion of the To\Ner Road and LewisviRe Highway right-of-way in which Developer h~s
constructed a water main, the City will, to the extent permitted by law, and upon written
request of Developef, pay to Developer all water main connection charges collected by the
City from the owners of such property, pursuant to Section 8-4-14(c). City Code. as the
same currently exists or may be amended hereafter.
S-C 13.00. Roimbursement of Sewer Main Charges. Upon connection of sewer
service to any property owned by any person other than Developer and fronting upon that

portion of the Tower Road and Lewisville Highway right-of-way in which Developer has
constructed a sewer main, the City will, to the extent pennltted by law. and upon written
request of Developer, pay to Developer all sewer main connection charges collected by
the City from the owners of such property, pursuant to Section 8-1-23(c). City Code, as the
same currently exists or may be amended hereafter.
S-C 14.00. Mason!)' Wall. A masonry wall at least six feet in height shall be
built on the west property line of Lot 25, Block 6. and the west property line of Lot 26,
Block 6, should the latter lot be zoned commercial.
S-C 15.00. Pedestrian Walkway. Developer, at developer expense, shaH
construct an eight (8) foot wide concrete walkway on Lot 7, Block 2 of this Subdivision.
Seid walkway shall provide pedestrian access from Copeland Circle to the storm water
retention pond on Lot 11, Block 2.

S-C 16.00. Oversize of Water Linea. Developer agrees lo design and construct
approximately 5600 lineal reet of 16-inch diameter ductile iron water line within the
Lewisville Highway (15th East) and Tower Road (62th North) rights-of-way. All as shown
on the improvement Plans. The City acknowledges that an 8-inch diameter water line is
adequate to serve this Subdivision; however, sound planning requires construction of a
16-inch diameter water main to serve properties adjacent thereto. The City agrees to
reimburse Developer for that portion of the material costs of constructing such 16-inch
diameter water line which exceeds the material costs for constructing an 8-inch diameter
water line, subject to the limitations se1 forth in paragraph 15 of this Agreement. The
obligation of the City to participate in such costs shall be limited solely to the materials
costs and shall not include any participation in design and construction costs. In no event
shall the City have any obligation to pay any portion of such costs which is not specifically
approved and authorized by the City Engineer in writing prior to the commencement of
such work. In procuring the bids required under such Paragraph 15, Developer shall
obtain and cleliver to the City three itemized bids, each of which separately identifies the
costs for such 8-inch and 16-inch diameter water lines.

S-C 17.00. Oversize of Sanitary Linea. Developer agrees to design and
construct approximately 2700 lineal feet of 12-inch diameter sanitary sewer line within the
Tower Road (651h North} right-of-way. All as shown on the improvement Plans. The City
acknowledges that an 8-lnch diameter sanitary sewer line is adequate to serve this
Subdivision; however, sound planning requires construction of a 12-inch diameter sanitary
sewer line to serve properties adjacent thereto. The City agrees to reimburse Developer
for that portion of the material costs of constructing suet, 12-lnch diameter sanitary sewer
line which exceeds the material costs for constructing an 8-inch diameter sanitary sewer
line, subject to U,e limitations set forth in paragraph 15 or this Agreement. The obligation

of the City to participate in such costs shall be limited solely to the materials costs and
shall not include any participation in design and construction costs. In no event shall the
City have any obligation to pay any portion of such costs which is not specifically approved
and authorized by the City Engineer in writing prior to the commencement of such work.
In procuring the bids required under such Paragraph 15, Developer shall obtain and
deliver to the City thr&e itemizBd bids, each of which separately identifies the costs for
such 8-inch and 12-inch diameter sanitary sewer lines.
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Instrument# 130984 7

IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE. IDAl-'O
2008-08-25 04:59 00 PM No. of Piiges 5
Recorded for: FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - ID
RONALD LONGMORE
Fee 15.00
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy RAVERY

RECORDING REQUESTED BT AND

lode• To. DEED Of TRUST
Eleclronlc:alty Recorded by Slnplllile

WHEN RB:ORDED R.E1URN TO:
Alan R. Hamsqn
Alan R. Htrl"UOlf La,,, PUC
497 N. Capital Aw. Stiiu 210

Idaho Fa/1.r, ID 83401

DUDOFTROST

$~2008,

THIS DEED OF TRUST (ill '"n.d o f ~ etr.:ciYe • mAap:lt ;
by Tcrmt V-acw
Golf' E-. I.LC, a Ulab limilld liallililf e>1-,.AJ, .,..._ ..W... lll 1105 S. UJIICkmdeny Drm,
Or.per, trr MO'»., • pmor (1he "'lb'rowei"), Idaho Titll lliCI Tnat,. Inc., wltme acldiw &, 400
M10iOria1 Dm-e, P.O. Box 50361, '1*, Plllt, ID &l4M, • U.-. (6e "'l'riil&ee'"), lftd ldilllo
Dmslopaast. I.LC, a Uta timiled lilbilit} Clumplay, i1il ~ • • wip, wlioN addRw ie 2192
PmsDll Stteet, Seit Lab City, UT 84106, M baadiciary (die '1..anderj.

UCITALS
Bomnrer it ~ 10 IMider in die Gripal principal 11111:1 al Two--Hudrecl Ydly T'boulalld and
DOt'IOO 1'llouulld Dollan ($230,000.00) widl , . . _ dlen,oa. 1'1licll illdebll.ldl'OI ii evidenced and
by*- cenaia Deed af"Tftllt Noll
Bwow IO Leder, (die Deed of Trait
Note .,__ wilh aD tallltiludou, COMOUdadonl. ~ ~ - -......._.,_ incn!alel,
reneww, wl .,...._ tbereo(, ill
or in pat. -11 co0ecti¥ely
to• Ibo '"Note").
1.
GlWtl ol s«uatty. Ill ~ al ad fn onlier 10 _ _ . tie repey..u, obtleffllnce.
pen~ a d ~ by &m>'tfer of die s.ourecl Obtiption1-. ftidw:ed in die Note. Bcrrower
ptmts, . . . . . teU., a&m. ,__, releMel. COO\'eYt. INilDI, . . . . .., plec:lees, deliwn, aet1 over,
~ ,..,.... a1 ooaftr• to.....__, in 1rust. widl poM:r
benefit Ind NCUrlty
of Lellder, U ~ beill!Uildlt, ,abject IO lbe lill!ml aDII caaditkim al lbil Deed of 'frmt.. all lltllte,
ri&ht, title and ...,.. Illa Bono,.., now bat or may 1-' tcqllfl in wt to Iha fol1owill8 dncn"bed
JJi'Ol)erdec. ritbU - - - - - all .,...,.... fll, lllbldhlllonl lbr, .., llldfuoa• fhento (all ~
which~ n6lred 10 Wow U die •Plaperty"), wtaicll ia clelcribecl baow', wWcll ~ eidler ii located
wldlilt • i.ncorpol.., city «vilJlea. 0, cloel DOt ~ farty (-40) . . . .

,epi___.

al.,..._~

-oao

•ftlfened

or• "'die

25.oo reec

~ • • point t11at ii Smidt rfrrw Bala
aJaaa die leCUOll tine &om thB
Nonhealt Coma- of &,caoa 31, TOWlllhip 3 North, Rmr,e 31, 6-t of die Boi9c Meridian.
Coaaty or ec..ville,
"'Jdabo. ..a numJns dlmce Souda ch:rw EMt 913.64 feet a1oq
die IIIICCion line; daeace Soadl 19°'J2'5J" Wett 164i.08 feet; tJ-,c Soatlt 39°14'56" Eat '°2.03
feet ID die 1/16* Uae olSecdml 31; dieoce SOlldl BVW'06"' W• I0'-71 &et ID lbe cm&ediDe of
de Idaho c..l; dlesc .._. die OOldeltine oC the Idaho Cwl • loDowiag b.r ooarw: (1)
Nordl 36°2T1r w.. m.-a AJet; <Z> Nordt t'°°3'or w• 239.69 fed; (J) Nfflh 1°10·,r
Eut 246.69 feet; (4) .Ntxdl 2°'3'42" EIII '297.79 ht 1D a paiaa ca die Soutb Ript-af-Way !me
of Tower Raad; theace Nada 119°oo'OO- &It 1839.63 feet alcaa aid road IUpt~f-Way ID die

s...e

POiN"r OF ~<iUOON<J.

ALSO:

Beamninl at a poiat that ii Soatll oo"wor s.. wa, die Soccioa line 1066.05 reet from the
NOll'dteM Conter o f ~ 31; Totnllllip l ~
31 ~ ~die Boite Meridiau, County
of Bomamllc, Slate of ldllu; ,._.. dlalce Soudl 89°43'52" Wcat 374.11 feet; tJaeace North
00°49' 1r Wcat 127.48 feet; dNaco Nord! 89°43·,r Eut 160.34; 1b8nce Soudt oo"I6'08" E.100.00 lbct; dacDQC Nar1h. 89°43'!12'" &It 182.00 Cc,ct; cheaca North 00°16'08'" W• 100.00 feot;

a-.

DEED OF TRUST - l

J(;,6311 -_r;,;:;

Arat Amerlcan 17tla Co.

goo Pier View or.• Suite 110
ldlhO Falll, 10 aa 4 a2.
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9.
lupplc:tblf Pnrvflka. Jfilnj' term ofdt.it Security liiitrament c. any ap;licmm thereofib:iII
be invalid or uneaforcoable. the nmainder r'I! this Security lwlb w
wl any other ll)PlicatioD fL die
term mall not be u!eca,d therel,y.
Atto19e1'1 J'ees for ltnforcement. Bonowa lhall pay to Leader m demand t,ay IDd all
lcpl expcmea and anoraey'1 fcoe. incurred or put by LCllder in prolleCCha its
intete8l m the Property or Pcnonal Propetty w in ~ B any adk'Jlmt payiiblc ~ or ht
eaforcing iu ripla .heft-- with mpect to Iha Ploperty or Penoml Property, wbetbcr 01'" DOC Illy lepl
proceeding is 001110--..od lmmmder or thaeuode:r 111d whedla- or not ay default or E'YC!it r4 Dc,f'auJt
lhall have occamd ml ii ttJDtimrina, r.oamier widl imerm thereon 8l lbc Default RaJe ftom die 4811: paid
or fncumd by Lender aml IUCh open• lll'C paid by Borrower.
11.
MedJfladlm Thi, Dcod of'limt cannot be cbanaed, ~ MNPded or modified Clloept by
an a;rocmeut lil writing 11111111 in ~ o fona, elCeCUted by both Bom>ww md Lender.
11.
bdn A&IIDfWlllt. The Nole. dm Doed of'Tnlll 111d die odlcr- I..Aml ~amcnts OOllltdailt the
mdre llllde11Unlia11 wt ...,..nent betwea Borrower -1 I.endet with .rapect to the ~ arisiq
in oonnecdon -.ith die Scewed Obli81*1ic- and mperaede all prior wriilm or oral llDdantaudiap aa4
qrecmmib betwea2 Bom:lMir ad Lmidar with Al1lpCCt tbal'eto.
10.

~ iDGludiq

IN WITNESS WHEltECF. Bouower Ital executed thu Deed of Trust u of lhe day IDd yea- f'll'll
wriUmllbovc.

IN wtrNEs., WHEREOF, I baw bc:teumu .ct mr band ad affixed my official aeal the day and
yeu in 1hil certiflcale Ont~ writtm.
I

@

STACEY K. LEWIS
Notary Public
Stale of Utah

My Commls.slon Expires Jan. 31, 2011

1607

w TOO s, w Jordan, UT 64074

IEIDOP TR.tm - S

1309847

Order No.: 266311-IF

SUBORDINATION OF MECHANICS AND MATERIALMAN'S UEN RIGHTS
FOR VAWE RECEIVED, and to Induce First American Title Insurance Company to insure the
folklwlng Deed of Trust as a first llen on the property described In said Deed of Trust, and In further
consk:lefation of the beneffls ao::rulng to us from such insurance, DEPATCO, INC. (ttle undersigned) do

severally war.-e ptiortty ove- the Deed of Trust seruing a Note In the pfincipal amount of $250,000.00,
from TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, U.C, as Grantors to The Sandra A. MacArthur Farnly Trust, 5andra A.
MacArtfu, Trustee, as Beneficiary their successors and/or assigns, recorded as Instrument No.
/:JO'if:"/1!
, Mortgage recon:ls of BoMevllle County, Idaho of any and all manner of Hens,

claims or demands, the UOderslgned severally have or hereafter might have, recorded or otherwise,

against the below described property and improvements on account of labor performed and/or matet-iels
furnished in the oonstruct:loo cl Improvements upon said property and hereby severalty and personally
agree that the said Deed of Trust shall be deemed and considered a lieo prior to any sudl liens or rights
---Al~·111&,IIUb8,..1.11'WoillQiiiQ.necl.- - - - Property Address: Bare Ground, See Legal Desoiption Below
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS 500°27'09'1: '6.06 FEl!T ALONG THE EAST SECTION UNE
AND N,0000'00-W 50.00 FIET R\OM THE NOR11fEAST SICTlON CORNER OF SECTlON :S~

TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RAN&E 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, BONNEYJU.E COUffTY,
IDAHO; RUNNIH THENa 500'°27'09'1: 4119.71 FEET; THENCE
58r'03'37-W 37L44 FEET; THENCE NOO"'OO'OO"E 509,78 PUT; THENCE N89°00"00'"E 347.27
FEET; TKENCE
•2e• 4"E 28.50 F!fT TO TNIE POINT Of UGINNING

Dated:.J,,,,d!'_,µ.=~..(,L-------

~
STATE Of

:JiJ,k...,=·....__ _ _ _ _ )

COUNTY OF

/;!J-,.:::.:..:~ec.=-ici_,.___ __

ss.
On ttlis
'l-'.:>"1{.... day of August. 2008, before me, a Notary Publlc In and ror sale! State, personally
appeared GREG STODDARD, known or identified to me to be the PRSlDENT of the corporation tnat
executed the instrument or lne person who executed the Instrument on behitlf of said a>rpor-ation, and
admowledged to me that sudl corporation~ the same.
·

Ic.-

r: ,·-_, ~
~.) J

1310120

MATERIALMAN' S LIEN lnstr001ent # 1314718
OEPATCO,

INC.,

IOAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, l:JAHO
10-20-2008
02:27:19 No. af Pagh: l
R ~ !'or: FULU!R & CAlltR
l'lotilAi.O LONGMORE
FM: 9.00

:0

Idaho )

an

Ex-Oftlclo "ecOfdBr 0.puty_.2(/_'-"'"_ _ _ _ _ __

)
)

corporation,
Claimant,

-o,:LIEN,LA80R

)
)

CLAIM OF LIEN

J
V.

)
)

TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC.,

)
)

Owner of Record.

)
)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that DePatco,
Anthony,

Idaho

conjunction

furnished

B3445,

with

the

P.O. Box 246, St.

Inc.,

certain materials

improvement

of

certain

and

in

labor

real

property

belonging to Teton View Golf Estates, LLC., located in the City of

Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, State of Idaho, more particularly
described as follows:
Teton View Estates,
Division No.
1,
Idaho Falls,
Bonneville Cou~ty, State of Idaho, pursuant to the plat
recorded August 28, 2008, as Instrument No. 1310084.
That said labor and materials were provided at the instance
and request of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC., owner of record, and
that such materials have become a part of the improvements located
on the above-described property.

That

DePatco,

Inc.,

material on June 25,

2008,

commenced

to

provide

and up to JLly 25,

such

2008,

labor

and

which labor

and materials were provided as aforesaid at the specific instance
and request of Teton View Golf Estates, L~C., owner of record.
said

labor

and materials

value of

Seven

Hundred

That
total

Forty Nine and No/100 Dollars

Eighty

furnished
Four

and

unpaid have

Thousand Nine

a

Hundred

($784,949.00), plus interest at the

rate of 18% per annum from July 25, 2008, in the amount of Thirty
MATERIALMAN'S LIEK

-1

....

Three

Thousand

($33,287.02)

Two

Eighty

Hundred

Seven

and

02/100

Dollars

and attorney fees in the amount of Two Hundred and

No/100 Dollars ($200. 00) and that aftfl!r:- giving all due credits and
the total amount now due and owing to DePatco,

offsets,

Inc., is

the sum of Eight Hundred Eighteen Thousand Four Hundred Thirty Six
and 02/100 Dollars ($818,436.02), together with accruing interest,
there being no other just credits or offsets.
Wherefore,

Del?atco,

lnc.,

ldaho Code Section 45-501 et.

described

for

the

hereby claims a Lien pursuant to
seq. upon the premises hereinabove

sum of Eight

Hundred

Eighteen Thousand

Four

Hundred Thirty Six and 02/100 Dollars ($818,436.02), together with

accruing interest thereon at the rate of 18\ per ann~~ from July
25, 2008, and also together with attorney fees in the event formal

lien foreclosure is required as provided by law; and further for
all recording costs incurred herein.
DATED this 20 th day of October, 2008.

DEPATCO, INC.

By:
Its: Attorney

STATE

or

IDAHO

ss.

County of Bonneville
On

20 th

this

undersigned,

a

sub.scribed

of

notary public

appeared Mark R.
is

day

to

Fuller,
the

October,
in and

for

2008,

before

said

state,

me,

the

personally

known to me to be the person whose name

within

instrument,

and

being

first

HATtRIALHAN'S LIEN

duly
-2

-Xf

i..JI

iL,V--...J

._.

•

--

•

...__

.&.

aa

sworn, under oath, verifying that he has reviewed the above Claim
of Lien and believes the same to be just and true.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

I have hereunto set my hand and affixed

my official seal the day and year in this certificate first above
written.

lie for Idaho
Resid n at: Rigby
My conr.iission expires: 06-28-2011

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the
following

described pleading or document on the persons

below on this

listed

day of October, 2008, by Return Receipt Mail.

Document Served:

MATERIALMAN'S LIEN

Persons Served:
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC.
Attn: Tony Versteeg
11105 S. Londonderry Drive
Draper, UT

84092

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mark R.

Fuller

Attorney for Claimant

MATERIALMAN'S LIE~

-3

Prepared by, recording requested by
and return to:

Nnme: David R. Schiess
Company: Schiess & Associates
Address: 7103 S 45 111 West
City: ldaho Falls

State: .ID.....

Instrument# 131a.c.96
IDAHO FALLS, BONN!Vlt.LE. lDAHO
141-29-2008
12:39:14 No. of "9s: 1
lbeordad ror; SCtilESS & ~ T E $
RONALD LONGMORE
ff: 6.00
EI-Officio "IM;O'r:»r Dlpury

_,to:t..EN,USOI!

...
~ -------

Zip· 8340:2° -----

Phone: (208)522-1244
Fax: (208) 522-9232

.1
Abm'e tlw Line for Official Use

Claim of Lien - Corporation
(Idaho Code § 45-507)
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

COMES NOW, Kurt Roland as a representative of Schiess & Associates, an Idaho
corporation [Lienor]. and files this statement in writing, verified by the oath of Schiess &
Associate5, [Person Claiming Lien], who has personal knowledge of the facts herein set
forth:

I.

The Wldersigned hereby claims a lien upon the following property, situated in
Bonneville County, Idaho, to wit:
Beginning at a point that is S00627'09"E 25.00 feet from the Northeast Section
Comer of Section 31, To\\-nship 3 North, Range 3 8 East of the Boise Meridian,
Bonneville County, Idaho, numing thence S00'27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section
Line; thence S89" 32' 51 "W 215.00 feet; thence S00°27'09''E 99.94 feet; thence
N89°32'5 l "E 182.00 feet; thence SOIF27'09"E 27.4 7 feet; thence S89"'32'5 l ''W
341.11 feel; thence N0l 0 00'19"W 127.42 feet; thence S89°32'51 "W 1413.98 feet;
thence N36° 38' 38"W 116.19 feet; thence Nl5°14'S3"W 260.01 feet; thence
NO 1coo• I 8"E 255 .52 feet; thence 'N02°4 l 'SO"E 280.33 feet; thence N02 °25'59"E
15.16 feet; thence N89°00'18"E 1901. 74 feet to the Point of Beginning, containing
40.015 acres.

2.

Said lien is cJaimed to secure an indebtedness of$92,880.71 [Amount Claimed]
with interest, after deducting all credits and offsets, from the 20 day of June,
2007, for engineering, platting and survey construction staking and inspection.

-~

·.
3.

The name of the owner's or proprietors of the said property arc JeffBurton and
Tony Versteeg.

4.

If applicable, the undersigned was employed by or furnished materials to Jeff
Burton and Tony Versteeg.

~:_2.9 day of Oc_tober, 2 ? _ 0 ! ~_- - -:--- ~
~
_ __
_ ____ _
,.,,,,~ :tlE L s 11~
~..,~,,_--<,~_ .......... ..•J-;..
~
~ ~-.,,,
·-r;,.. ~

________ ~ \ \ \ ~1
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J
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1111
lh11n Imn¥\\\\~

Before me, Kristine L. Staten, a Notary Public in and for the County ofBonneville, State
ofJdaho, personally appeared Kun Roland, who being duly sworn, doth depose and say:
That he has personal knowledge of the facts set forth in the foregoing statement of lien,
and that the same m true and correct to the best of his o ~ l i e f .

Affiant_subscribed and sworn

.

-

.

ly Oc'.o
- Uu~-l {}-~~-,
Not~

to

beforr

~

on this the

ber, 2008, by said

My Commission Expires: ~t1'J-·~D~\-~2.f)~\~l______

Certificate of Delivery
I.
~ ~
hereby certify that ( have
delivered this day a true and correct copy of the foregoing to
~~
by:
{-;.)
Personal Service
·
(-j:J
Mailing a true and correct copy of same by certified U.S. mail, postage
prepaid, return receipt requested lo,';:c\.. i,ss 3 A$:'>OQ. o:rs. "Lic.\.io(o\k,:Tu8?8ct1.

J

,

-Je.\:\'

So certified this the

Zff__~day of l:)c;robvt

, 20.cfi_.

~)~
ID§ 45-507

Instrument# 1316631 IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVLLE, IDAHO
10-30-2008
IJ:05:46 No. of ,-ages: g
lllae0ld9d for: HD SUPPLY WATEfllWORkS 7L
ROl'UJ.D LONc:moRE
.
FM: 2T.OO
Ex-Offlc lo R•corder Deputy
•
lo: UVl l.AllM

After Rec-Ording Return To:
Kevin T. Christiansen

Scott + Hooldand LLP

P.O. Box 23414
Tigard, OR 97281-3414
File No.: HD008

Lien Claimant: HD Supply Watetworb, LTD, doing business as HD Supply Waterworks fonnerly

known as National Waterworks, Inc.

Lien Debtor.

DePatco, Inc.
Owner(s) or Repu1ed 0ft'ner(1): Teton View GolfEstates, LLC and/oT Teton View Estates and/or
Tony Versteeg and/or Idaho Development, TLC and/or Teton Vi~
Estates Time Interval Association. Inc. and/or Teton View Estates
LLC
Lien Amount: $201,958.60*.plus interest accrued through September 26, 2008, in the amount
of$4,840.09, together with interest on th.e principal balance of $201,932.60 at
the rate of twelve percent {12%) per annum from September 26, 2008, until paid.

Included in the princip-al balance of the lien claim ($201,932.60) is Idaho State Tax
in the amount of$24,518.43.

NOTICE OF MECHANICS LIEN

1.

Description Oflle Property
KNOW ALL MEN BY 11-IESE PRESENTS: The undersigned. hereinafter called the

claimant. perfonned labor, transported or furnished materials 1o be used in or rented equipment or

furnished services tmder a con1raet for won: between claimant and DePatco, Inc., a construction
agent or other person having charge oflhe construction ofthose buildings and/or other improvements
commonly known as the Teton View Estates Project. Said buildings and/or improvements are
situated upon certain land in the County of BonneviUe, State of [daho, which is the site of saici
improvement, described ss follows:
,
~ Exhibit

"A'' attached ~ and incorporated herein.

Ill

l - NOTICE OF MECHANICS LIEN

--~----!--.-~ ---------

l.

Mdrea. UKnown

The property is located at or near the comcr;'of Lewisville Highway and Tower Road
····(Highway 65) in Boone\'ille County. Claimant does not have a specific site address. See Exhibit ··
"A" attached herein and incorporated herein for a description of the property.

3.

N,mq Of Qwnm Qr Reputed Qwnm

Teton View Golf Estates, LLC and/or Teton View Estates and/or Tony Venteeg and/or Idaho
Development LLC and/or Teton View Estates Time lnterval Association, Inc. and/or Teton View
Estates LLC, all of whom at all times herein mentioned had knowledge of the construction of said
improv~ment. All other ownen er reputed owners are ot.herw:i,e wumo"\\n.

-'·

Penon By Whom Claimant was EmplQyed

The name of the person who employed claimant to furni!h said labor, materials, servke!
and/or equipment, and to perfonn said contract W8JI DePatco, Inc.
·

S.

Perfonaance or Work

Claimant commenced its performance on June 27, 2008 and completed its performance on
August 4, 2008, and provided and furnished all labor, materia1s, services and equipment required by
said contract and actually used in the construction or said building(s) and/or improvcment(s), after
which it ceased to provide labor or SCJVices, transport or furnish materials and/or rent equipmeat.

6.

True Statement Of Demand Leu Jmt Credits And Offset,

A, set forth on Exhibit ''B" attached hereto and incorporated herein, the following is a true
statement of claimant's demand after deducting all just credits and offsets, to-wit:

The reasonable value and contract amount of claimant's labor, services, materials and
equipment is:

Materials ..................................... $201,932.60
Rental Equipment ...•...••.................•.... S

Sezvices ............................... , .... , S
~rding fees ................................... S
Total ............................•.•. , .......... S
Less all just credits and offsets . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . S

27 .00
0.00

Balance due claimant ............................. $201,958.50 •

2 - NOTICE OF MECHANICS LIEN
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•Jntmest accrues at the legal rate of twelve percent (12%) per annum on the principal
amol.Dll of$201,932.60 from September 26, 2008, until pa.id, together wirb. interest in the
amount of$4,840.09 accrued prior to September 26, 2008. Included in the principal balance
"·-- ~-· --· ·---~oftl\e lien Claim ($201,932.60} is Idaho State Tax m·the amount (>f $24,518_43:"

8.

ferteett211 or Lien

Claimant claims e perfected lien for the amount last stated. $201,958.60*, upon the said
improvement and upon the land, to-wi1: the land upon which said building(s) and/or improvement(.s)
is constructed, together l'tith a convenient space about the same, or so much as may be required for
the convenient use and occupation thereof, to be determined. by die court on rendering judgment
fon:dosing this lien.

9.

MbceJJaneou
•)

In construing this instrument, the masculine pronoun means and includes the
feminine and the neuter and the singular includes the phual, as the circumstances
may require.

Ill
Ill

Ill

Ill
Ill

Ill

Ill
Ill
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b)

The paragraph captions are of convenience only and shall not be deemed to limit the
tenns or provisions of this claim of lien.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonneville

)

) ss.

I. Brandon Oswald, being first duly sworn on oath. say as follows: I am the District Manager
of the claimant in the foregoing i.mtrument; that I have knowledge of the facts thel-ein set forth; that
all statements made in said instrument are true, correct and just as I verily believe.
DATED this .l.f2..of0ctobcr, 2008.

~

Oswald
A.JJ Its: District Manager

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonneville

)

) ss.
I, 13:.,1n,·e. l ~lt!~rti~a nolaly public, do hereby certify that on this 3o day ofOclobc:r,
2008, personally appeared before me Brandon Oswald, who, being by me first duly sworn, declared
that be is the District Manager of HD Supply W at.erworks that be signed the foregoing document as
District Manager oftbe corporation, and that the !ltatements therein contained are true.

Notary Public For
Residing in

...:::'.'ll~~~~~~~,

l:d'1· LJ·ti...~!.lldo'~----l.,..L.(lf.i!t.l3.il:J.._

....i·

My Com.mfasion Expires: _ _-'-L--'-'"-'-'---
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EXHIBITUA''

Beginning at I! point that is S00° 27'09·~ 25 .00 feet from the l:'(o~ Section Comer of Section
31, Township 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boi!C Meridian, Booneville County, Idaho, running
thence S00° 27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section Lme; thence S89" 32'51 "W 215.00 feet; thence
S00" 27'()CJ-E 99.94 feet; thence N89" 32'Sl "E 182.00 feet; thence S00° 27'09"E 27.47 fee1; thence
S89° 32'51 "W 341.11 feet; thence N01° 00'19"W 127.42 feet; thence S89"32'5 l "W 1413.98 feet;
thence N36" 38'38"W l 16.19 feet~ thenceN15° ]4'53HW 260.01 feet; thence N01°00'] 8"E255.52
feet; thence N02°41 '50"E280.33 feet; thenceN02°25'59"E 15.16.fc:et~ thence N89"00'18"E 1901.74
feet to the Point of Beginning;
Containing 40.015 acre.,;.

--~--,

1:JUt1arr·u"
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.....

HOWarSuoc 111 Watetwoncs
CUSTOMER: OePatco, Inc.

-

-•
7482560

D;TE

IAl\/t'llr-r:

HD008

:lffl

ED .D

·-

612712006 612712008 ;12X14' SOR35 PVC SWR PIPE
'
'8X14' SDR35 PVC Sl/\'R PIPE

AUntJNJ

$18,038.02
$3,689.12
11

Tax

:ifl7 .&:-1

$23,009.57
7483619

71312008

7/2f2008

8X 14' SDR35 PVC SWR PIPE
4X 1'4' SOR35 PVC SWR PIPE
8X4 PVC SOR35 SWR TEE GXG
4 PVC SDR35 SWR 45 GXSP
4 PVC SDR35 SWR GSKT CAP
8 PVC SDR35 6WR GSKT CAP

Tax

$8,790.60
$0.00
$1,682.45

$406.56
$291.06
$20.03

ss71..u
$11,862.14

7493381

7497185

:18"' 160.ACMP G>J..V CORR PIPE

$358.40

;

Tax

S21.51:J
$379.90

71212008

4X 14• SDR35 PVC SWR PIPE

71312008

7'312008

1f2/2008

Tax
7482991

7111!2.008 71812008

...

18 T J PR350 CL50 DI PIPE C!L
8 T J CL50 01 PIPE CIL

6 TJ CLSO DI PIPE CJL
Tax

7483604

7/11/2008 7/10/2008 16X16 MJ Cross CIL CP DI C153
16'' MJ Regular A£t:, Set
16MJCAPT/C

16 MJ 45Bend CIL
6 DI MJ Luaaed Resftainr Gian
IIJ Viv 00 Pratt
28X36 leS8 Velve, Box Weter Lid
8 F6100 MJ RW GV OL on UACC
!Clow Gate ValVe
8" MJ ReQuar ACC Set
2SX36 #856 Valve Box WmM Ud

8X8 MJ TEE Cit
8X8 MJ CrolS CIL
16X8 MJ TEE Cll

$2,703.68
S182.77

$2,865.90
$1,490.00
$76,529.04
$1.595.06
S4 716.85
$83,330.06

$1.20()..40
$2,218.-44
$603.62

$1,562.92
$878.96
$6,828.24
$448.28

$10,659.00
$1,668.16
$1,408.88
$527.44
$360.74
$1,901.16

.

'

.

~
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{contlnued 1 7/10/2008 8 MJ 11-1/4 Bend
8 MJ 22-112 Bend

7483804-

$302.01
$172.88
$171.10
$98.78

8 MJ 45 Bend CIL
.. .

-

.

-

..

--·

...

8 MJ 90 Bend C/l
8 MJ Gap TIC

.,

........

-·-.

8 MJ Pillo TIC
8X8 IMJ Tee C/L

..

··-

tr MJ Reoular hx Set
.6 F6100 MJ RW GV OL ON UACC Clo

26X381866 Valve Box Water lid
8'8" TR MJ MED HYO LA A Nut & 5 Pu
8X21 P DIS Sad EDoXV WISS StraPS 0
7 2 Ballcorp MIPXPJ

6'0" #n Mainauard Post HOT Flp Inlet

7/1412008 7/11/2008 Cadwekl Flint Igniter

Cadweld Mold for 10-12~ Pioe

..·

7115/2008 711412006 18" MJ Regular AJ:C Set
16 MJ Buett~.vtv on P~
6'6" TR MJ MED HYO LA A Nut & 5 Pu

7/1512008 7/14/2008 Gal Paint, Black Mallie Asphalt
Tax
7/1612008 .7/15/2006 25 Gram Cadweld Shot

1111n.ooa ·1,1s12ooa

$119.34
$263.26

$756.08

$5.10

$42.20
$738.00

Tax

7578958

$9,784.68

$320.00

Tax

7576099

$38.37
$1,691.62
$738.64
$5,488.56
$784.00

25 Gram Cadweld S1101

I

7562486

$115. t1

Cadweld #2 Sleeve
16" #2 Bare Stranded Wir&

Tax
75541'40

··-·-

~~041.44
$53,732.11

Tax
7557230

. •.

$5-42.50

$98.87
$1,746.67
$0.00
$5,121.18
$4,892.34
'lhCTI.81
$10,614.33

$2.9.80

U78
$31.59
$49.20

12.96
$52.15

25 Gram Cadweld Shot

Tax

$492.00
S2Q.!52

$521.52
7589190

7fl212008 7/21/2008 Cadweld Flnt Igniter

Tax

Z47

$10.20
$0.61
$10.81

•••

f
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7587_281

i
7/17/2008 7/1-412008 16 TJ PR350-CL50 DI PIPE C/l

$29,800.00

!8 TJ Cl.50 DI PI-P.E C/L

$0.00
$0.00

re TJ CLJSO or PIPE C/L
Tax

11.788.00

-

, $3158:8.00

-··-

7593673

7/2112008 7/18/2008 ,CadWl!lld Mold for 10-12• Pipe
Tax

$4220
$2.63
$44.73

76()1273

7/22/2008 7121/2008 Gal Paint, Black Macie Asphalt

$89.40
$87.92
$317.52

4 PVC SDR35 SWR CAP HUB &N SO

8X2 MJ TAPT CAP TIC CP DI C153
Tax

$29.611
$524.53

760B794

7607889

$158.76

7/2312008 •7/22/2008 8X2 MJ TAPT CAP T?C CP DI C163
Tax
i
71'23!.2008 712.2/2008

S9.~
$168.29

sxa PVC SDR35 SWR WYW GXG
8 PVC SOR35 SWR 45 GXSP

$80.32
$40.18

8 PVC SOR35 SWR 90 GXSP

$47.41

Tax
7616068

S10.0E
$177.99

.

7!2312008 7'22/2008 8X8 PVC SDR35 SWR W<E GXG
Tax

I

•. 7621602

7/23/2008 7122/2008 16 T J PRE350 CL50 DI PIPE C/L
Tax

$80.32

$4.82
$85.14
$19t,n5.75
S1150355

$203,229.30
7611778

7123/2008 7122/2008 16X10 MJ TEE Cll CP DI C153
16~ MJ Reourar AJX Set
, 10• MJ Regular?.cc Set
8 F6100 MJ RW GV Ol ON L/ACC Ckl
8" MJ Regular Ace Set
26X36 #856 Valve Box Water Lid

.Tax
i

7562317

Tf251200S 7/24/2008 16 MJ Buttwtly Viv on Pratt
.6'6" TR MJ MED HYO LA A Nut & 5 Pu
;1&• MJ ReQu~r At:;t; Set

$300.00
$135.88
$54.16

$821.51

S63.03
$64.04
586.32
$1,524.94

$6,828.24

S0.00
$0.00

S4119.69
$7,237.93

:Tax

,..

Z48

I £.I VUV
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...

1---

7527814

8/5'2008

8/412008

' 18"' 16GA CMP GALV CORR PIPE

$358.40
$38.10

18" Huoaer Band for CMP
Tax
___ ... ' -

--·-

......

- ---·

.

._

........ ____ --·.

523.79

$420.29
- .

--------- --- ..

·-~· -·--- ~·-·-···- --

•,4

...

-

...

-·····--

$432,738.50

PRlltCIPAL

CREDrTIIEMO

-S230.805.91J
$201,932.60

TOTAL

Interest Accrues at lhe leaal rate of twelve percent (12%)
Ioer anr1um on the principal amount of $201,932.60 from
September 26, 2008, until paid together with Interest In
...

the amount of $4,840.09 accrued prior to September 26, 2008
lnduded In the pflncip.sl amount of the len claim (S201,932.6C
is Idaho State Salea Tax In the amount of $24,518.43

,u,vvv

Instrument # 1323460

IDAHO FALLS. BONNEVILLE, IDAHO

2009-02-11 04:05:00 PM No. of P!11eS 1
Recorded f<>r: FIRST AMERICAN TITI..E ID

RONALf,) LONGMORE

Ex..Qfficw Recorder Oe1>utv SSolis

APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTF.E

Fee:3.00

11.-To· APPOINTMENT OF 'rmJsTEI!

Elec!nJnicaly Recorded by Slmpilflle

KNOW ALL MEN BY TIIESE PRESENTS:
That Teton View Golf P.slalcs, LLC. a Utah limited liability company, is/are the Onmtor(s),
and Sandra J\ MacArthur Trustee of the Sandra. 4; MacArtJu Family T ~ is the be:oeficiary
on a Deed of Trust recorded August 25, 2008, in the records of Bonneville County, Idaho as
Instrument No. I 309846.

The undonigned. who is the present lkaeficiaty under said Deed of Trust desires to
appoint JUST LAW, INC .• wbo8c address is 311 Shoup Ave., Suite 211, P.O. Box 50271. Idaho
Falls, Idaho, 83405. Said Trustee shall have all powers. effective forthwith..

WITNESS WHEREOF, I haw: hereunto ,et my had 111d lelll this~ day of
20~.
Sandra;A..~Arthur Trustte of the SanAra-. 11. MacArthur Family Tron

By

~o--

CS) h,t~

ilitU.u-1..

STATE OF Utah_ )

) ss.
County of

J

u/f (;

)

On this
day of . / i ~ 2 0 0 9 , before m e , ~ ~ a_!:lotary Public in and for
the State of
y appeared f.Ct,., J-n · · ., , c Ad/;v-/ . known to me t.o
be the Trustee ofthe Sandra A. MacArthur Family Trust who executed the mstrumea on behalf
of said Trust and acknowledged to me that such Trust executed the same.

'Zi!H lz .

dayof

Notary Public fov-----ilcr-'-'='----t1f---Residing at expires: ____________
Commission

---~~~i..::.===------

·.· ...

J.ft,UI - JlC

First American lltle Co.

goo Pier View Dr., Suite 110
Idaho r~H~. ID 83402

Z50

1323460

------------------------------------·--

-

~I

..L._, - - - -

- • _...,. • -..-.. . ._ .,,._

Instrument# 1323461

IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO

2009--02-11 04:05 00 PM No. of Piiges: 2
Recorded for FIRST AMERICAN TITI.E - 10
RONALD LONGMORE
F&e6.00
Ex-Officio Recorder '{~nt)' SSolis

~~W~6v'~1e

NOTICE OF DEFAULT
Under the Deed of or transfer in trust executed by Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah
limited Jiability company as Grantor(s) with Sandra A. MacArthur Trustee of the Sandra A.
MacArthur Family Trust as the Beneficiary, under the Deed of Trust recorded August 25, 2008
as Instrument No. 1309846, in the records of Bonneville County, Idaho.
More particularly described as follows:

Beginning at • point that la S00°27'09" E. 66.06 feet along the East Section line ud
N90C'00'00" W. S0.00 feet from the Northeast section comer of Section 31, Township
3 North, Range 31 Eaat of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, Idaho; runnJng
thence SOO°l7'09" E. 489.76 feet; thence S89°03'37" W. 371A4 feet; theace
NOO°OO'OO" E. 509.78 feet; thence N89°00'00" E. 347.27 feet; thence S4S°l6'14" E.
28.50 Feet to the Point of Beginning.
Now known u Lots 25 and 26, Block 6, TETON VIEW ESTA TES, Division No. I,
an addJdon to the City of ldalto Falls. Bonneville County, Idaho, according to the
plat recorded A11gust 27, 2008 •11 Instrument No. 1310084.
Said Beneficiary hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such
transfer in security bas occurred, the nature of such breach hc:ing the failure to pay the amount
due under the certain Promissory Note and Deed of Trust. in the IDilounts called for thereunder as
follows:
The entire sum owing on the obligation as of December 15, 2008 secured by said Deed
of Trust is $254,725.00 as principal, together with late fees, service charges, attorney's fees, costs
of this foreclosure, any and all funds expended by Beneficiary to protect its security interest, and
interest accruing pursuant to the terms of the promissory note, together with delinquent taxes
until the date of sale.

i

dl~~2li/-$

First American Title Co.
900 Pier View Dr., Suite 110
lrlah8 F:Jlls 10 B3402

251

1323461

41:I .LUI LVVO

L , .JV• ..Lt:...

rr1

rnuLo

,v,vvv

The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said
obligation.
Dated this 10th day of February, 2009.
JUST LAW, INC.

~
STATE OF lDAHO
County of Bonneville

)
) ss.
)

On this 10th day of February, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for the State of Idaho, personalJy appeared Charles C. Just, known to me to be the President of
the corporation that executed this instrument or the person who executed the instrument on
behalf of said corporation, whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged
to me that such corporation executed the same as such Trustee.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this I 0th day of
February, 2009.

clu:;, cl o,,H~

Notary Public for
I cl a l--tO
Residing at I ol a..h,.,o j-n.. 11 S
Commisslon expires:
y . I r. I l--

1323461
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UTAH POWER & UGHT CO,'IP ANY

ERl:3-1157

10 .
.............. J...... f....... ~1'.l..... .-·. ... . ....................-1 ....... ........SA.IUH ...Wl:f.ITE. ............ ..... ........... .......J. .•
Iii, wi.f9. Gnntor .a. do .... hereby eoovey .... to t.rrAB POWER A, LIGHT COMPANY,• ~t:ioa..
il.8 ~ in Ll'l.tt-reat uul uaip,.a. Grentee, for the ,u1l'I of Oi:ie (11.00) Doll.ar .uid other ..-.Juable
coruddsn,.tk,n, a perpelaa.l euement Gd rqiht of••, fnr tt·..e erectk1'1, open.Hon IDd contiiiued nu.In: ~ l'flJ)e.ll', alteration. in~ion. ~tion an<l ~la.cement ol the ak..."Oic: tr.nlll'O.iamon .u,d die-·
f.ri1rution circuita of the Granu.e. wilh the D:eOe8alll;' poles. to-wen.. !UY.. irtl..be. ~ r m a. b1-ace1 and
other II tt.;i,chment.!I a ftb:ed thereto, lt>r tli.! .Ulppori of Ml id ci.rcu i ~. on. o,11r md aCl'OM a tract o{
land lOC11ted in .........~lH'l.~ SJ .l \_e ... .. Cow,ty, Idaho. ;ilong the following de .;cribed

center line;
Beginning on c.he e~st hour.dary line of t.:he Granc ,,r' n land at a poinc
940 feet souc.h and 2) feet ~est , more or less, fr0m the northeast
corner of Section 31 . r . 3 N. , P.]A E . . B.H . . ~hence we~cerly 95 (eet ,
more or legs . ,ln said land and bo?ing in the 1'<"E~ ,_. f the NE\; of s,dd
Se!ction 31.

c....

C
,-·

L

....__,,

C

t·

r ·

~

Together with s,J] rif:hta of irilf}'ft8 and eg,..,._. ~ or r.onvuient !or lb.:, full 11.11d ~'0""11&te
ocx:u pa lioo IIJ\d enjo _ymen t or the eua maJ t ben,l,y rr,m t.ed. ....,d, all rig.b l4 ancJ. J,rtvtlepe :1> ":ld,en I
thereto. inch,ulinc tbr. r!Jjht to cul and l'el'TJONI timber, tt-ea, bn.1!1!:l, ~ " ' I brai,..-haa 411d 1,the,obctrul"f.il)Ds which roay injuni o, icl:erfore wi:b ~ Gra.ntse'a Ull6. occupation or eaio:irnent of t.cig

i .,

ee.a,ent.
Wl'l'.N'ESS the lund...e 1,I tl>e Grantm-~.,

ci'. . . ..~ '
..
ifl:,./ .z': .,:.~ ·~ ·- . ._ -~ A .

D. t9,29..
~
., .... ~
~ , . - ···- ·;:::-~ .. ::·_S,-_·.~
···········-···· .. ,.. ,

>

_/1.,

/_

-·

. ., .-.,....,::;.....Efd,f.:.f;.... ..<.?. ..,: _i,t:..Lc. .........

.

..............

::o::~~~ .::::Y.ilLe. . . . . J ~.
Oo. tbili. ..19.tb .......... dey ol...D9.can.bur.. . .. . .. ... ... . ... ............., in lt>"
me,

ybll.r

19 29.... , bef'ore
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WARRANTY DEED
For Value Received,

ZBS, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company
GRANTOR(s), do(es) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN. SELL and CONVEY unto

Utah

Teton View Golf F.states, LLC, an 1<Jll~q LlmJted Liability Company
GRANTEE(s), whose address is: 6371 N 5th E, Idaho Falls, ID 83401

MA i h·11"

:

11, o 15

Litt-' m DerYy , '" ,.,J y,

1he l~ilowing ~scribed real properly, to-wit:

I/ r '? 'fo'I 2-

Beginning at a point that ls S 0027'09" E 25.00 feet along the section line from the Northeast corner
of Section 31, Township 3 North, Range 38, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, Idaho,
and running thence S 0°27'09" E 913_64 feet alonl the Section line; thence S 89°32'51" W 1641.08
feet; thence S 39°14'56" E 502.03 feet to the 1/161 line of Section 31; thence S 89°00'06" W 104.71
feet to the centerlloe of the Idaho Canal; thence aJon1 the centerline of the Idaho Canal the following
four courses: {l) N 36"27'12" W 633.43 feet; (l) N 15°03'08" W 239.69 feet; (3) N 1°10'58" E 246-69
feet; (4) N 2°S3'42" E 297.79 feet to a point on the South Right-of-Way Une of Tower Road; thence N.
89°00'00'' E 1839.63 feet alon1 said road Right-or-Way to the point of beginning.
ALSO:
Beginning at a point that ls S 00°16'08" E along the section line 1066.0S feet rrom the Northe11St
corner of Section 31, Township 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County,
Idaho; running thence S 89°43'52" W 374.11 feet; thence N 00°49'18" W 127.48 feet; thence N
89°43'52" E 160.34 feet; thence S 00°16'08" E 100.00 feet; thence N 89°43'52" E 182.00 reet; thence N
00°16'08" W 100.00 reet; thence N 89°43'52" E 33.00 feet to the East line or said Section 31; thence S
00°16'08" E along the East line 127.47 fe.et to the point of beginning.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the premises with its appurtenances unto the said Grantees, their heirs and assigns
forever. And the said Grantors do hereby covenam lo and with the said Grantees, that they are the owners in fee
simple of said premises that said premises are free from all encumbrances except the current year's taxes and
assessments, conditions, covenants, restrictions, reservations, casements, rights and rights of way, apparent or of
record and thill they will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever.

DATED t h i s ~ day of February. 2008.

1292698

ST ATE OF IDAHO
)ss
COUNTY OF Bonneville)

.2!~

On Lhis
of February, 2008. before me. lhe undersigned. a Notary Public in and for said SI.lite.
personally appeared Steven W Zundel as the Manager of ZBS LLC a Limited Liability Company. known or
identified to me to be the person woose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me
that he executed the same in such capacity.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year in this
instrument first above written.
,

~7'
Residing al:

'/'1/:,f,.L~

Commission Expird:

f(

/17f

. MARCI J. BRADLEY

f

NOTARY PU8Ltc

~~..,,_,~;.':~~ 9!. 1p_AH0
: C ; )
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THE FOLLOWING TELECOPY IS FROM:
LAW OFFICES OF
FULLER & CARR

410 M!MJRIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201
P.O. BOX 50935
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405
TELEPHONE (208) 524-5400
FACSIMILE (208) 524-7167
THIS TELECOPY IS BEING SENT TO:
Name:

Michael Gaffney

Facsimile Number:
Date:

4/13/09

529-9732
Time Sent:

4:30 p.m.

Number of pages, including transmittal sheet:
**IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL PAGES OR YOU HAVE
PROBLEMS RECEIVING THIS MESSAGE, PLEASE CALL
FULLER & CARR LAW OFFICE**
Regarding:

Printcraft v. Sunnyside Park Utilities

Our File No.:
Objection to Plaintiff's Claim for Attorney Fees and Costs

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE:
The information contained on this page and
the
pages
transmitted
herewith
(this
"telecopy")
is privileged and confidential
information intended only for the use of the
individual or entity named above.
If the
reader or recipient of this telecopy is not
the
intended
recipient,
you
are
hereby
notified
that
any
consideration,
dissemination or duplication of all or any
part of the telecopy is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this telecopy in error,
please immediately notify us by telephone and
return the original telecopy to us at the
above address.
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MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698)
DANIEL R. BECK (ISB No. 7237)
FULLER & CARR
410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201

P.O. Box 50935
IDAHO FALLS,
TELEPHONE:

ID 83405 0935
(208) 524 5400

ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT

SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
PRINTCRAFT
PRESS,
Idaho corporation,

INC.,

an)

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
v.
)
)
SUNNYSIDE
PARK
UTILITIES, )
INC.,
an Idaho
corporation, )
SUNNYSIDE
PARK
OWNERS )
ASSOCIATION,
INC. ,
an Idaho )
corporation,
SUNNYSIDE )
INDUSTRIAL
AND
PROFESSIONAL )

Case No. CV-06-7097
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS

PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability corporation,
DOYLE )
BECK, an individual, and KIRK )
)
WOOLF, an individual.
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

SUNNYSIDE
PARK
UTILITIES,
INC.,
an Idaho corporation,
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
PARK,
LLC,
an
Idaho
limited
liability
corporation.
Counterclaimants,
V.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and TRAVIS )
)
WATERS, an individual.

Counter-defendants.

}
)

OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
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CMON)APR

COMES NOW the Defendant,
Idaho

corporation,

Objection

to

pursuant to IRCP 54 (d) (6)

2008

18!28/ST~ 18:28/No.78301828$2

Sunnyside Park Utilities,
"Sunnyside")

(hereafter

Plaintiff's

13

Memorandum of
and 54 (e) (6)

and

Attorney

Inc.,

files

Fees

within fourteen

and

an

this
Costs

(14)

days

of service of the Memorandum seeking fees and costs on March 30,
2009.

Sunnyside

adopts

and

relies

upon

all

objections

to

Plaintiff's attorney fees set forth by Defendants Beck and Woolf
in their separate objection, as if incorporated herein.

ARGUMENT
I.

PREVAILING PARTY (ISSUE RESERVED)

Sunnyside concedes that Printcraft is the prevailing party in
this litigation based on the Judgment on Verdict of $990,000.
However, if the Court grants relief under either the Motion for
JNOV or the Motion for New Trial, Sunnyside reserves the right to
dispute Printcraft's status as the prevailing party.
II.

ATTORNEY FEES SHOULD BE DISALLOWED ENTIRELY

Printcraft asserts that it is entitled to attorney fees under
''two commercial transactions:

(1)

[for Printcraft] to occupy a

commercial building in the Sunnyside Industrial Park under a ten
year lease and (2)

to pay for utility services that ultimately

were prohibited as a result of the defendant's malfeasance."
Memorandum of Law RE: Award of Attorney's Fees, pg. 6. For the
reasons set forth hereafter,

Printcraft is not entitled to

attorney fees under either of these alleged commercial
transactions.
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Sunnyside was not a party to any commercial
transaction regarding the lease

Printcraft is not entitled to attorney fees under §12-120(3)
based upon a commercial transaction for Printcraft to occupy a
commercial building under a ten year lease. Sunnyside was not a
party to any lease for Printcraft to occupy a commercial building
in the subdivision. This lease transaction, between CTR Management
and Printcraft, does not provide Printcraft with a claim for
attorney fees under Idaho Code §120(3). Idaho's Supreme Court has
recently denied a claim for attorney fees pursuant to I.C. §12120(3) where the party claiming fees was not an actual party to

the transaction and was instead a beneficiary attempting to
enforce the agreement.

Taylor v. Maile, Docket No. 33781, pg. 10

(Idaho 1-30-2009) ("The district court properly denied the Taylors'
Motion for Attorney Fees. The Court determined that the Taylors
could not receive attorney fees pursuant to I.e. §12-120(3)
because the Earnest Money Agreement was between the Trust and the
Mailes and, therefore,

the Taylors were not a party to the

transaction. ..We affirm the district court.")

A copy of Taylor v.

Maile is attached for the convenience of the Court. Where there is

a commercial transaction, but it is not between the parties to the
litigation, the commercial transaction cannot constitute the basis
upon which the party is entitled to attorney fees.
Even in the recent case of Blimka, which broadened the scope
of attorney fees under Idaho Code §12-120(3), the Supreme Court
still held that attorney fees under §12-120(3) are only proper jf
"the commercial transaction is integral to the claim, and

OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
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constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting to
recover." Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, LLC, 143 Idaho 723, 728,
152 P.3d 594, 599 (2007) {Emphasis Added). In Beco Const. v. J-U-B
the Court held the following:

Engineers,

"The case at bar clearly

involved a 'commercial transaction' within the meaning of_ I.C.
§12-120(3}, but the transaction was between the City and BECO and
not between J-U-B and BECO." 145 Idaho 719, 726, 145 Idaho 719
(2008). The Court then held that such a commercial transaction was
not sufficient to provide a basis for a fee award under §12120 (3). Id.
Sunnyside further relies upon the holding of Sowards v.
Rathbun,

134 Idaho 702,

8 P.3d 1245 (2000) as explained by this

Court in its Order on SPOA's Motion for Attorney Fees, entered
April 2, 2009 ( "As in Sowards, the gravamen of this action was the
tort claim for fraud by nondisclosure. As in Sowards, §12-120(3)
cannot be the basis for an award of attorney fees.")

Id.,

pg. 3.

Even though this case was remotely connected to a lease
between Printcraft and CTR Management,

that transaction was not

between Sunnyside and Printcraft and cannot be the basis of a
attorney fee award under §12-120(3). The gravamen of this
litigation was the tort claim for fraud by nondisclosure, not
enforcement of the lease to which Sunnyside was not a party.
b.

Printcraft is not entitled to Attorney Fees for an
alleged commercial transaction for sewer services
where Printcraft violated the law.

Printcraft is not entitled to recover under §12-120(3) based
upon any alleged commercial transaction where Printcraft's own

-

,.,i lj' ("),...

,_
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illegal conduct. breached the contract. In Farrell v. Whiteman,

the

Idaho Supreme Court held as follows:
Whiteman argues that the district court erred by awarding
attorney fees to Farrell under Idaho Code §12-120(3) because
the underlying implied-in-fact contract was illegal. In the
case of an illegal contract, neither party may claim the
benefit of Idaho Code 12-120(3) ...Even when a party is
permitted some recovery on an illegal transaction, the court
may not award attorney fees under Idaho Code §12-120(3).
Farrell v. Whiteman, Docket No. 34383

(Idaho 1-22-09}. A copy of

Farrell v. Whiteman is attached for the convenience of the Court.

In Farrell,

the Court specifically referenced Trees v. Kersey,

which stated that "[t]he commercial transaction must be 'intergral
to the claim' and constitute 'the basis upon which the party is
attempting to recover.'" 138 Idaho 3, 12, 56 P.3d 765 (2002)

1

.

In

Trees the Court explained that the commercial transaction was not

"the basis upon which the party was attempting to recover." Id.
The Trees Court explained: " ... the award of the district court was
based upon the exception to the illegality doctrine for fraud
which sounds in tort.''

Id.

It is fundamental,

"that rights based

on violation of law will never be enforced by the courts and that
when a transaction is shown to be illegal because of contravention
of a statute, a court is justified in its refusal to uphold the
transaction in any way." Trees,

138 Idaho at 12, 56 P.3d 765

(2002) (citing Nash v. Meyer, 54 Idaho 283, 31 P.2d 273
(1934)) (emphasis added). The reasoning behind this rule is as
follows:
No court will lend its aid to a man who founds his cause of
action upon an immoral or illegal act. If from the
1
While Trees v. Kersey, predates Blimka v. My ~leb Wholesaler, LLC, t.he
Court's reliance upon Trees in Farrell v. Whiteman in 2009 clearly indicates
that the holding in Trees has not bejil-f¼_o~erruled and is st.ill Idaho law.

t.,,UJ
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plaintiffs' own stating, or otherwise, the cause of action
appears to arise ex turpa causa, or the transgression of a
positive law of this country, there the court says he has no
right to be assisted. It is upon that ground that the court
goes not for the sake of the defendant, but because they will
not lend their aid to such a plaintiff.
Nash v. Meyer,

54 Idaho 283, 300 (l934).

In this case it is undisputed and established as a matter of
law that Printcraft breached any express or implied in fact
contract between the parties by illegally discharging substances

in violation of law. See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered
August 31, 2007. As a result, Printcraft has no right to
assistance, under any claim based in contract. Because of
Printcraft's illegal conduct, Printcraft could not obtain any
relief based upon either alleged commercial transaction. This
Court has previously held that Printcraft's claims for "damages
cannot be based upon Sunnyside's termination of the septic service
since the Court has previously determined that such action was not
wrongful." See Memorandum Decision and Order entered January 15,
2009, pg. 3-4. This "implied in fact contract whereby Sunnyside
would provide services to Printcraft by receiving waste"

(See

Memorandum Decision and Order entered April 23, 2008, pg. 7) is
the exact transaction "to pay for utility services" upon which
Printcraft seeks to recover attorney fees. Printcraft forfeited
all rights to recover in contract by its illegal conduct.
Printcraft cannot recover attorney fees under §12-120(3) as a
reward for its own illegal conduct. Printcraft's only possibility
for recovery is under an exception to the illegality doctrine,
which is clearly based in tort not in contract.

OBJECTION TO PL.~INTIFF'S CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS - 6
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Printcraft's recovery could only be based upon some exception
to the illegality doctrine which allowed Printcraft to avoid the
consequences of its own illegal conduct. Such a claim clearly
sounds in tort. The present case is easily distinguishable from
Blimka, where the prevailing party did not need to base its claim

in tort to avoid the consequences of its own illegal conduct and
could instead base its fraud claim directly on the commercial
transaction.
Printcraft is not entitled to an award of fees under §12120(3) because Sunnyside was not a party to the commercial lease
between Printcraft and CTR Management. Printcraft's own illegal
conduct in discharging sewage in violation of state law prevents
it from basing its attorney fee claim upon any implied in fact
contract. The Court should not award Printcraft any fees pursuant
to Idaho Code §12-120(3) because Printcraft's claims were based in
tort not on a commercial transaction.
III. ATTORNEY FEES SHOULD NOT BE AWARDED FOR DISTINCT CLAIMS
WHERE PRINTCRAFT WAS NOT PREVAILING PARTY AND BASED ON
CLAIMS WHICH ARE IN NO WAY RELATED TO ANY COMMERCIAL
TRANSACTION
In the event the Court does determine to award fees to
Printcraft, such an award should be apportioned between distinct
claims based upon the mixed relief recovered by the parties.
Idaho's Court of Appeals has recently recognized that in
circumstances where there are truly multiple claims for differing
relief,

it is appropriate,

in the Court's discretion, for the

Court to split the claims when making a determination of the award
of attorney fees. Nguyen v. Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 191 P.3d 1107

OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES ~.ND COSTS.
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(Ida.App. 2008). The Supreme Court has also ruled:

"When there are

multiple claims, counterclaims, etc., each claim may be examined
individually in addition to looking at the overall result. If it
becomes apparent a party has prevailed on a particular claim or
claims,

the court may,

in its discretion, apportion an award in a

fair and equitable manner." Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 364,
369, 79 P.3d 723 (2003). In this case because of the multiple
claims seeking differing relief,

the Court should apportion any

award of attorney fees.
a.

Printcraft's Claim for Water Disconnection

Printcraft's claim for Breach of Contract for water
disconnection was an independent and distinct claim from the
claims related to fraud by non-disclosure. This was not an
alternative theory pled by Printcraft in an attempt to recover the
same type of relief as Printcraft's other claims. The water
disconnection claim was the subject of a Motion for Summary
Judgment wherein the Court determined that Printcraft was only
entitled to recover nominal damages. See Memorandum Decision and
Order entered October 1, 2008. Printcraft subsequently dropped its
claim for water disconnection and did not try this claim to the
jury despite the attorney fees that had been incurred by
Printcraft in pursuing this claim and defending against
sunnyside's successful Motion for Summary Judgment. It is not
equitable for Printcraft to recover attorney fees based upon the
water disconnection claim, which was completely independent of the
other claims asserted by Printcraft, where Printcraft in no way
prevailed upon this claim. If the Court does award attorney fees

ZGG
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to Printcraft it should reduce that amount by all attorney fees
Printcraft incurred related to the independent water disconnection
claim. If such fees cannot be separately identified and
segregated, the Court should apportion fees in a fair and
equitable manner.
b.

Sunnyside's claims for Nuisance and Trespass

Even though Printcraft avoided liability on Sunnyside's
claims for Nuisance and Trespass, Printcraft should not be awarded
any attorney fees expended in defending these claims under §12120(3), because they were not based on any commercial transaction

between the parties. There is no statute cited by Printcraft,
which allows Printcraft to recover fees for either nuisance or
trespass, even as prevailing party.
c.

Attorney Fees to Pursue SPCA and SIPP

The gravamen of Printcraft's Complaint against SPOA was tort
based on non-disclosure. See Order on SPOA's Motion for Attorney
Fees, entered April 2,

2009. Therefore, Printcraft is not entitled

to any attorney fees from Sunnyside Park Utilities related to
Printcraft's claims against SPOA. The gravamen of Printcraft's
Complaint against SIPP was also tort based on non-disclosure.
Therefore, Printcraft is not entitled to any attorney fees from
Sunnyside Park Utilities related to SIPP. Printcraft has failed to
distinguish any attorney fees that are related to its unsuccessful
claims against SIPP and SPOA,

therefore, Printcraft's Memorandum

of Costs is insufficient to support any award of fees against
Sunnyside Park Utilities.
d.

Attorney Fees Prior to Amendment to Add Fraud
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Claims

Printcraft should not be entitled to recover any fees prior
to July 18, 2007, the date when Printcraft filed its Amended
complaint to add the causes of action for Fraudulent NonDisclosure. Printcraft's initial causes of action for Interference
with Business Relationship,

Interference with Contractual

Relations, Injunction, Negligence and Breach of Contract were all
dismissed on Sunnyside's first and second Motions for Summary
Judgment. Sunnyside prevailed on all of these claims and should
not be assessed with attorney fees relating to any of these causes
of action.
e.

Attorney Fees Related to SPU Contract Claims

Printcraft should not be entitled to recover any fees related
to SPU's Breach of Contract claim. The Court found, as a matter of
law, that Printcraft violated applicable state law a.nd thereby
breached the contract. Where the Court found as a matter of law
that Printcraft's conduct was illegal, Printcraft cannot be
rewarded by recovering attorney fees. The Court should at the very
least, separate out attorney fees related to SPU's successful
contract claim upon which SPU prevailed and was awarded damages by
the Court.
IV.

THE ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED ARE UNREASONABLE AND SHOULD
BE REDUCED

The attorney fees sought by Printcraft are unreasonable and
excessive in multiple ways. Even if Printcraft is the prevailing
party in a commercial transaction, which Sunnyside does not
concede, Printcraft is only entitled to reasonable attorney fees.

Zo8
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All fees which are unreasonable either as to quantity of hours or
rate charged should be denied.
a.

Legal work unrelated to this case

Printcraft's requested attorney fees include multiple entries
for attorney fees which are clearly not related in any way to this
case, and concern criminal defense and title issues.

Illustrative

examples include the following:
1. 6/15/07-"Telephone conference with Steve Herzog RE:

Continue

Pretrial Conferencen
2. 6/28/07-"Research and analysis RE: Discovery Rule on Tolling
Time Period for Serving Notice of Tort Claim on Municipality"
3. 7/9/07-"Attend Pretrial Conference on Citation"
4. 7/11/07-"Letter to Travis Waters RE: Pretrial Conference and
Prosecutor's Offer of Resolutionu
5. 7/16/07-"Receive and Review Photographs from Travis Waters
RE: Citation on Improper Lane Change"
6. 7/30/07-"Pre-trial Conference and Deal on Unsafe Left Hand
Turn Change."
7. 8/6/07-"Pay fines on plea agreement defective equipment and
seat belt violation."
8. 6/25/08-"Communication with Title Company. Prepare/Proof/Edit
and Finalize Deeds of Trust."
9. 8/14/08-"Deeds of trust revision work"
10. 8/26/08-"Communicate with First American Title; coordinate
title insurance"
In addition to the illustrative examples listed above, there are
multiple other entries which are clearly not related to this case.

2b9
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Furthermore there are multiple entries which could be related
either to one of these other cases or could be related to
Sunnyside, but because of the lack of detail in the entry it is
impossible to dete:t:mine. Printcraft should not be entitled to
recover any of these unsubstantiated fees from SW1nyside.
b.

Secretary Time

While fees may be awarded, in the Court's discretion, for
paralegal work, Printcraft has included in its billings multiple
entries for obvious secretarial work. The correct approach, if the
Court awards any paralegal fees, was set forth in Ventures v.
Loucks, wherein the Court stated:

In this case, the trial judge applied Rule 54{e) (1) 's
restriction that fees may only be awarded for costs
associated with attorney and paralegal work, distinguishing
such costs from those incurred for clerical work. The trial
judge evaluated POV's initial submission of costs under the
Rule and struck those items that were not properly paralegal
work.
144 Idaho 233,

239, 159 P.3d 870 (2007).

Printcraft's claim for clerical work from its various legal
assistants totals many thousands of dollars. Illustrative examples
of such clerical work,

include, but are not limited to:

1. 10/8/07-SBJD-"Edited letter to Mark Fuller"
2. 10/ 10 / 07 -JWM- "Edited letter to Fuller"
3. 10/24 / 07 -JWM- "Edit/ format discovery pleadings"
4. 10/26/07-SBJD-"Copy time.

Edited the discovery responses.

Drafted Notice of Service. Letter to Court"
5. 11/8/07-SBJD-"Prepared documents for expert. Copy Time."
Secretarial fees and copy time masquerading as paralegal fees
billed at $85.00 per hour should be denied in total.
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Fees Related to Inspection of Printcraft's
Property

After requiring the parties to "meet and confer" on October
29, 2007, an inspection of the Printcraft building occurred,
however, Printcraft refused to allow access to all of the
building. See Affidavit of Mark R. Fuller, dated March 14, 2008,
submitted in support of Sunnyside's Motion to Compel. Sunnyside
was required to submit a second inspection notice, which also
required a "meet and confer," before the inspection was allowed.

Id. On February 6, 2008 the Second Inspection was rescheduled,
however, 45 minutes before the inspection was to occur, counsel
for Printcraft and CTR Management informed Sunnyside that
Printcraft was unavailable and so only the inspection of the CTR
Management portion of the building could occur. On March 14, 2008
Sunnyside filed a Motion to Compel inspection of the entire
building which was granted on April 11, 2008. All fees regarding
these inspections were not reasonably incurred by Printcraft and
could have been avoided if Printcraft would have allowed
inspection of the entire building on October 29, 2007. Such fees
were unreasonably increased by Printcraft's failure to allow the
inspections, requiring the parties to meet and confer multiple
times and required hearings on the Motion to Compel which was
granted to Sunnyside. The Court should not award Printcraft any
fees related to the inspections because such fees were not
reasonably incurred.
d.

Rates excessive

The rates set forth by the Affidavit of Michael Gaffney are
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excessive and should be discounted to the prevailing rates for
attorney fees in the area. Rates similar to those set forth in the
Affidavit of Lane Erickson, para. 2, are the prevailing rates in
Eastern Idaho law firms

($150-$185 per hour).

This Erikson

Affidavit is the only competent evidence in the record regarding
prevailing fees and the court should discount Printcraft's claims
for fees accordingly.
V.

DISCRETIONARY COSTS SHOULD BE DISALLOWED

Printcraft is seeking various discretionary costs for legal
research and for expert witnesses. Such costs should be disallowed
because they are not exceptional within the context of the nature
of the case. The Idaho Supreme Court has stated:
A court may evaluate whether costs are exceptional within the

context of the nature of the case. Hayden Lake Fire Prat.
v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 314, 109 P.3d 161, 168
(2005) (holding that the trial court's denial of expert fees
was not an abuse of discretion where 'the trial court
considered the nature of [the] case as a class action and its
effect on numerous Idaho business and found that although
expert witnesses were necessary and their fee reasonable, the
costs were not exceptional for a class action suit'); accord,
Fish, 141 Idaho at 493-94, 960 P.2d at 175-76 (holding that
the trial court's denial of expert witness fees was not an
abuse of discretion where it found the costs were necessary
and reasonable, but were not 'exceptional' because 'the vast
majority of litigated personal injury cases ... routinely require
an assessment of the accident and the alleged injuries by
various sorts of doctors of medicine, accident
reconstructionists, vocational experts and so on'). In this
case, the trial court found that Seubert's and Intervenor's
costs are 'routine costs associated with modern litigation
overhead' in a condemnation case. The trial court did not
abuse its discretion in denying the claim for discretionary
costs.
Dist.

City of McCall

v. Seubert, 142 Idaho 580,

588,

(2006).

In this

case Printcraft's research costs, process service costs, and other
claimed discretionary costs are simply routine costs associated
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with modern litigation overhead. Printcrafc has not provided any
evidence that the fees incurred for "Lexis-Nexis" are anything
other than routine costs associated with modern litigation. Under
IRCP 54(e) (3), only the reasonable cost of automated legal
research may be recovered,

"if the court finds it was reasonably

necessary in preparing a party's case." While Printcraft seeks
payment of legal research on a transactional/per hour basis,
Printcraft has not established its counsel are billed on an hourly
basis as compared to a standard monthly rate as utilized by the
majority of law offices. Printcraft has not established why such
automated legal research was reasonably necessary in preparing its
case. Furthermore,

there was nothing exceptional about

Printcraft•s expert witness costs in this case, as Printcraft
decided not to call expert witnesses at trial. Printcraft's claims

for discretionary costs should therefore be denied.

CONCLUSION

Printcraft's claim for attorney fees under §12-120(3) should
be denied because the alleged commercial transactions Printcraft
relies on to assert its claim are (1) not between the parties; or
(2} prohibited by law. Printcraft's claims for fraudulent nondisclosure were not based upon commercial transactions and instead
were based solely in tort. Even if the Court finds that Printcraft
is entitled to attorney fees under §12-120(3), Printcraft's claims
are excessive and should be significantly reduced. Printcraft
should not be awarded discretionary costs because the costs it is
claiming are simply routine costs associated with modern
n 1•; 0
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Litigation overhead and should not in the interest of justice be
assessed against Sunnyside Park Utilities.

DATED this

day of April,

2009.

Daniel R. Beck
Attorney for Defendant

("\ f")

•

I.,, , ':.t
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Claim of Lien - Corporation
(Idaho Code § 45-507)
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

COMES NOW, Kurt Roland as a representative of Schiess & Associates, an Idaho
corporation [Lienor]. and files this statement in writing, verified by the oath of Schiess &
Associates [Person Claiming Lien], who has personal knowledge of the facts herein set
forth:

I.

The undersigned hereb}· claims a lien upon the following property, situated in
Bonneville County, Idaho, to wit
Beginning at a point that is S00°27'09"E 25.00 feet from the Northeast Section
Comer of Section 31, Township 3 North, Range 3 8 East of the Boise Meridian,
Bonneville County, Idaho, running thence S00"27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section
Line; thence S89° 32' Sl"W 215.00 feet; thence S00°27'09"E 99.94 foet; thence
N89<)32'5 l "E 182.00 feet; thence SO{F27'09"E 27.4 7 feet; thence S89°31'5 l''W
341.l l feet; thence N01°00'19"W 127.42 feet; thence S89°32'Sl "W 1413.98 feet;
thence N36° 38' 38"W 116.19 feet; thence Nl5°14'53"W 260.01 feet; thence
N01 coo•J 8"E 255.52 feet; thence N'02°4!'50"E 280.33 feet; thence N02°25'59"E
15.16 feet; thence N89°00'18"E 1901. 74 feet to the Point of Beginning, containing
40.015 acres.

2.

Said lien is claimed to secure an indebtedness of $92,880.71 [Amount Claimed] .
with intere~ after deducting all credits and offsets, from the 20 day of June,
2007, for engineering, platting and survey constrUction staking and inspection.

EXHIBIT
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~

..
3.

The name of the owner's or proprietors of the said property are Jeff Burton and
Tony Versteeg.

4.

lf applicable, the undersigned was employed by or furnished materials to Jeff
Burton and Tony Versteeg.

Before me, Kristine L. Staten, a Notary Public in and for the Cmmty of Bonneville, State
of Idaho, personally appeared Kurt Roland, who being duly sworn, doth depose and say:
That he bas personal knowledge of the facts set forth in the foregoing statement of lien.
and that the same a<e true and conect the best of his o ~ l i e f .

I

AffiantSubscribed and sworn to b e f o ~ :

.

1:s;;:·

2008, by said ,

Note

My Commission Expires: ~(9)-·~D~\-~Z.D~\.....
\ ______

Certificate of Delivery
I,
0::-\ ~
, hereby certify that l have
delivered this day a true and correct copy of the foregoing to
~u:w..,,
by:
.
(-,t_)
Personal Service
("A Mailing a true and correct copy of same by certified U.S. mail, postage
prepaid, return receipt requested to,~i,ss. 3 At:.::.o6. a,\c::, J:d."'6oC'o\k,ThB?f\Cfl_

J

,:Je.½~

So certified this the

·'ZfJ .-~day of

l:lc..i:obvt

,20.ca_.

~)~
ID§ 45-507

Alan R. Harrison
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Telephone: (208) 552-1165
Fax: (208) 552-1176
(ISB#: 6589)
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Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONl\JEVILLE
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a
Utah
limited
liability
company;
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a
Utah
limited
liability
company;
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; AMERITlTLE
COMP ANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; DEPATCO, INC., an
Idaho
Corporation;
SCHIESS
&
ASSOCIATES,
P.C.,
an
Idaho
Professional Service Corporation;
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,;
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN
POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY
DESCRIBED HEREIN,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-08-4395

STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE
ORDER OF DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED
ON MARCH 16, 2009

)

STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEF AULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH
16, 2009 - 1

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney,
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R.
Decker;

DEPA TCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller ; SCHIESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Bmnson; and HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :00a.m. will be used by the Corni
as a scheduling conference.
DATED this

"30)~ day of April, 2009.

_I4{!_
!2. ~ J = - Alan
Harrison
Attorney for Plaintiff

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePatco, Inc.

Jeffrey D. Bmnson
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C.

Karl R. Decker
Attorney for ZBS, LLC

Douglas R. Hookland
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD

Tony M. Versteeg- In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity

R.

Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Teton View
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COMES NOW. the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENf, LLC, by and through its attorney,
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In

Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTIICHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony

M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS. LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R.
Decker;

DEPATCO, INC., by and through· its attorney, Mark R., Fuller ; SCHIESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Bnmson; and HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, Lrn, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hook.land, hereby stipuJate and
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.

Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be detennined on its merits. The
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :00a.m. will be used by the Court
as a scheduling conference.
DATED this

30-6 day of April, 2009.

_24-£.__
(K'. ~
Alan R. Harrison
Attorney for Plaintiff

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePatco, Inc.

Jeffiey D. Brunson
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C.

Karl R. Decker
Attorney for ZBS, LLC

Douglas R. Hook:land
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD

Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity

Lynn C. Spafford In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Teton View
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COMES NOW. the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney,
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES. LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg. In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY. LLC, by and through Tony
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney. Karl R.

Decker;

DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller ; SCHIESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY

WATERWORKS, LID, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and
)

agree that the Order of.Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The

parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :00a.m. will be used by the Court
as a scheduling conference.

DA TED this

jO-& day of April. 2009.

~
~rf-~
Alan R Harrison

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePatco, Inc.

Karl R. Decker
Attorney for ZBS, LLC

Douglas R. Hookland
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD

Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Rothchild and W estem Equity

Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona. Genera]
Manager of Teton View
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, ID.Al{O DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney,
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg1 In PropriaPersona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, K.arl R.
Decker;

DEPATCO, IN_C., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller ; SCI-llESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland 1 hereby stipulate and
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :00a.m. will be used by the Court
as a scheduling conference.
DATED this

]o-& day of April, 2009.

~~-~.

'Alan R. Harrison
Attorney for Plaintiff

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePatco, Inc.

Jeffrey D. Brunson
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C.

Karl R. Decker
Attorney for ZBS, LLC

Douglas R. Hookland
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD

Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, Geneml
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity

Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Teton View
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney,
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In

Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R.
Decker;

DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller ; SCHIESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Dougla'> R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and

agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :OOa.m. will be used by the Court
as a scheduling conference.
DATED this

}o-& day of April, 2009.

~vZ.~.
Alan R. Harrison
Attorney for Plaintiff

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePatco, Inc.

Jeffrey D. Brunson
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C.

Karl R. Decker
Attorney for ZBS, LLC

Do~d
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD

Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity

Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Teton View

STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH
16, 2009 - 2
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, ID.AflO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney,
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES. LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES~ LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and thtoug4 Tony

M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R.
Decker;

DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R Fuller ; SCHIESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.
Shindurling be set aside fot the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants

Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be,, determined on its merits. The
parties agree the current cow:t date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :OOa.m. will be used by the Court
as a scheduling conference.
DATED this

}O~ day of April, 2009.

~.f2-~
Alan R. Hfill'tson

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePntco, Inc.

Attorney for Plaintiff

Jeffrey D. Brunson
Attorney fol' Schiess & Associates, P .C.

Douglas R Hookland
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks. LTD

Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Teton View
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDAI{O DEVELOPMENT. LLC. by and through its attorney,

Alan R Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTIICI-IlLD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M.
Versteeg. In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony

M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R.
Decker;

DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney; Mark R. Fuller ; SCHIESS &

ASSOCIATES, P.C,. by and through its attomey, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and fID SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J.
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants

Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be deteimined on its merits. The
parties agree the current court date of Monday. Muy 4. 2009 @11 :OOa.m. will be.used by the Court
as a scheduling conference.

DATED 1his

3o~ day of April, 2009.

~
R.~.
Alan R. Hamson
Attorney for Plaintiff

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for DePatco, Inc.

Jeffrey D. Brunson
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C.

Karl R. Decker
Attorney for ZBS. LLC

Doug]as R. Hook1and
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD

Tony M. Versteeg- In Propria Persona, General
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity

STlP~ATION TO SET ASUJE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH
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NOTICE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document in
accordance with Rule 5(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on the following by the method of
service indicated:
Lynn Spafford
Teton View Golf Estates
PO Box 711946
SLC, UT 84171

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( .-Y-Fax number 801-359-2554

Tony Versteeg
Western Equity, LLC
Rothchild Properties
11105 Londonderry Dr.
Sandy, UT 84092

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
(,-fFax 801-816-3959

Mark R. Fuller for Depatco
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
C-rFax 208-524-7167

Douglas R. Hookland for
HD Supply Waterworks, Ltd.
Scott, Hookland, LLP
9185 S.W. Burnham Street
PO Box 23414
Tigard, Oregon 97281

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
(--JFax 503-620-4315

Rick Hajek
for Amerititle
1650 Elk Creek
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

( ..}Mailing, postage pre-paid

Karl R. Decker for ZBS
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
PO Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
(--1Fax 208-523-9518

Jeffrey D. Brunson for Schiess
Beard St. Clair Gaffney,, PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
(--y·Fax 208-529-9732

Date:

A/21/
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Alan R. Harrison
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Telephone: (208) 552-1165
Fax: (208) 552-1176
(ISB#: 6589)
Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a
Utah limited
liability
company;
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a
Utah
limited
liability
company;
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; DEPATCO, INC., an
Idaho Corporation;
SCHIESS &
ASSOCIATES,
P.C.,
an
Idaho
Professional Service Corporation;
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,;
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN
POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY
DESCRIBED HEREIN,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-08-4395

ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT
AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT
ENTERED ON MARCH 16, 2009

Based upon the Stipulation signed by the parties, and good cause appearing, the Court Hereby
;

/

Orders the Default and Default Judgment Entered on March /16, 2009 to be set aside.

l

Dated::J

~i~ nn
I

'

"-/-+--------

\./
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NOTICE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document in accordance
with Rule 5(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on the following by the method of service indicated:

Alan Harrison (Idaho Development)
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Cy)_ Courthouse Box

Lynn Spafford (Teton View)
PO Box 711946
SLC, UT 84171

()<) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax number 801-359-2554

Tony Versteeg (Western Equity & Rothchild) (~ Mailing, postage pre-paid
11105LondonderryDr.
( )Fax801-816-3959
Sandy, UT 84092
Mark R. Fuller (Depatco)
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( )Fax208-524-7167
()9. Courthouse Box

Douglas R. Hookland (HD Supply)
9185 S.W. Burnham Street
PO Box 23414
Tigard, Oregon 97281

(x) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 503-620-4315

Rick Hajek (Amerititle)
1650 Elk Creek
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

('*Mailing, postage pre-paid

Karl R. Decker (ZBS)
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
PO Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 208-523-9518
()Q Courthouse Box

Jeffrey D. Brunson (Schiess)
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 208-529-9732
C:-'9 Courthouse Box

Date:

~) /

4 /0'1
Clerk

ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT- 2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
Plaintiff,
-vs.-

TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC,
et al,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2008-4395

~
'-<

MINUTE ENTRY ON
J,
STATUSCONFERENCE"o
~

.b:.

°'

-----------~)

On May 4, 2009, at 11 :00 AM, a Status Conference came on for hearing before the
Honorable Jon J. Shindurling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Ms. Nancy Marlow, Court Reporter, and Ms. Grace Walters, Deputy Cowi Clerk, were
present.
Mr. Alan Harrison appeared on behalf of plaintiff. Mr. Mark Fuller appeared on behalf of
defendant, Depatco. Mr. Karl Decker appeared on behalf of defendant, ZBS. Mr. Doug Hookland
appeared telephonically on behalf of defendant, HD Supply Waterworks. Mr. Lynn Spafford
appeared telephonically on behalf of himself and Teton View Golf Estates. Mr. Tony Versteeg
appeared telephonically on behalf of himself, Rothchild Properties and Western Estates. Mr. Jeff
Brunson appeared on behalf of defendant, Schiess & Associates.
The Motion to Amend Default Judgment was agreed to by stipulation.
The Court scheduled a court trial for 1:30 p.m., June 7, 2010. A pre-trial conference was
scheduled for 10:00 a.m., May 25, 2010.
MINUTE ENTRY - 1

The Court ordered mediation with a mediator to be selected before June 25, 2009, and
mediation to begin 42 days thereafter

I

Court was thus adjourned.

JON Y. ~HINDURLING
District Judge
c: Alan Harrison
Mark Fuller
Lynn Spafford
Karl Decker
Tony Versteeg
Doug Hookland
Jeff Brunson

MlNFTE ENTRY - 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
Plaintiff,
-vs.TETON VIEW GOLF ESTA TES, LLC,
et al,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

..J

~ii

Case No. CV-2008-4395
lD

12
,..,,.

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL
~c::;
-· ..--.
CONFERENCE AND JURNRIA~
I
U1
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C.:•:l
Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the following pre-trial
schedule shall govern all proceedings in this case:

I. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

Formal pre-trial conference pursuant to Rule 16, I.R.C.P., will be held on May 25.

2010, at 10:00 a.m., at which time witness lists, exhibit lists and any proposed jury
instructions must be filed.
2.

Court Trial shall commence at 1:30 p.m., on June 7, 2010.
No later than ninety (90) days before the date set for trial, counsel shall disclose
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of expert witnesses that may be
called to testify ai trial.

4.

All discovery shall be completed seventy (70) days prior to trial. 1

5.

All Motions for Summary Judgment must be filed sixty (60) days prior to trial in
conformance with Rule 56(a), I.R.C.P.

6.

All Motions for Summary Judgment must be heard at least twenty-eight (28) days
prior to trial.

1

Discovery requests must be served so that timely responses will be due prior to the discovery cutoff date.

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JllRY TRIA~-
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(

)
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II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no later than fourteen (14)
days before trial:
1.

Submit a list of names to the court of persons who may be called to testify.

2.

Submit a descriptive list of all exhibits proposed to be offered into evidence to the
court indicating which exhibits counsel have agreed will be received in evidence
without objection and those to which objections will be made, including the basis
upon which each objection will be made.

3.

Submit a brief to the court citing legal authorities upon which the paiiy relies as to
each issue of law to be litigated.

4.

If this is a jury trial, counsel shall submit proposed jury instructions to all paiiies

to the action and the court. All requested instructions submitted to the comi shall
be in duplicate form as set out in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 5 l(a)(l).
5.

Submit that counsel have in good faith tried to settle this action.

6.

State whether liability is disputed.

III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall no later than seven (7) days
before trial:
1.

Submit any objections to the jury instructions requested by an opponent specifying
the instruction and the grounds for the objection.

2.

Deposit with the clerk of the court all exhibits to be introduced, except those for
impeachment. The clerk shall mark plaintiffs exhibits in numerical sequence as
requested by plaintiff and shall mark all defendant's exhibits in alphabetical
sequence as requested by defendant.

3.

A duplicate set of all exhibits to be introduced, except those for impeachment,
shall be placed in binders, indexed, and deposited with the clerk of the comi.

IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that:
1.

Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last required disclosure shall
immediately be disclosed to the court and opposing counsel by filing and service
stating the date upon which the same was discovered.

2.

No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence at trial other than those disclosed,

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND ,JORY TRz'"g
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listed and submitted to the clerk of the court in accordance with this order, except
when offered for impeachment purposes or unless they were discovered after the
last required disclosure.
3.

This order shall control the course of this action unless modified for good cause
shown to prevent manifest injustice.

4.

The court may impose appropriate sanctions for violation of this order.
DATED this 4th day ofMay, 2009.

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL- 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
'

I hereby ce1iify that on this _...i:!____ day ofMay, 2009, I did send a true and correct copy of
the aforementioned Order upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct postage
thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Alan Harrison
Comihouse Box
Mark Fuller
Courthouse Box
Jeff Brunson
Courthouse Box
Karl Decker
Comihouse Box
Doug Hookland
PO Box 23414
Tigard, OR 97281-3414
Tony Versteeg
11105 Londonderry Dr.
Sandy, UT 84092
Lynn Spafford
2858 E. Willow Creek Dr.
Sandy, UT 84093
RONALD LONGMORE
Clerk of the District Comi

By: 91,\llu:'!2.-c ) 1 ) cu!fu
Deputy Clerk

ORDER SETTING PR Fr TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JllR Y TRIAL- 4
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Beard St Clair

Beard St Clarr

2085235069

0

4 a m.

05-05-2009

Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA
210 5 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Phone: (208) 523-5171
Fax: (208) 529-9732
Attorneys for Defendant, Schiess & Associates, P.C.

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company,

Case No.: CV-08-4395

Plaintiff,
VS.

TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY,
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation;
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional
Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS,
LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESION
OF REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED HEREIN.

SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES,
P.C.'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO,
INC. 'S CROSS CLAIM

Defendants.

SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional
Service Corporation,
Counterclaim ant,
vs.
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company.
Counterdefendant.

SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional
Service Corporation,
Cross claimant,
Schiess & Associates, P.C. 's Answer to DePatco, Inc. 's Crossclaim

2BG

Page 1
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Beard St Clair

Beard St Clair

2085235069

0

16 a.m

05-05-2009

vs.
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY,
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; HD
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY
DESCRIBED HEREIN.
Crossdefendants.

SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional
Service Corporation,
Third Party Plaintiff,
vs.
BRAD ZUNDEL,
individual.

an

individual; JIM ZUNDEL, an

Third Party Defendants.

DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Crossclaimant,
vs.
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY,
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho
Professional Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY
WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY
DESCRIBED HEREIN.
Crossdefendants.

Defendant/Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant/Counterdefendant, Schiess &
Associates, P.C. (Schiess), by and through counsel ofrecord, denies all allegations of
Schiess & Associates, P.C. 's Answer to DePatco, Inc.'s Crossclaim

297
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Beard St Clair

Beard St Clair

am

05-05-2009

DePatco, Inc.'s Answer and Cross Claim not expressly admitted herein and more
specifically respond as follows:
1.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 1,

and therefore denies paragraph 1.
2.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 2,

and therefore denies paragraph 2.
3.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 3,

and therefore denies paragraph 3.
4.

Schiess denies paragraph 4.

5.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 5,

and therefore denies paragraph 5.
6.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 6,

and therefore denies paragraph 6.
7.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 7,

and therefore denies paragraph 7.
8.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 7 to the Cross

9.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 9,

Claim.

and therefore denies paragraph 9.
10.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph I 0,

and therefore denies paragraph 10.
11.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 11,

and therefore denies paragraph 11.

Schiess & Associates, P.C. 's Answer to DePatco, Inc. 's Crossclairn

293
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Beard St Clair

Beard St Clair

12.

am

05-05-2009

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 12,

and therefore denies the remainder of paragraph 12.
13.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 13,

and therefore denies paragraph 13.
14.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 13 to the Cross

15.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 15,

Claim.

and therefore denies paragraph 15.

16.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 16,

and therefore denies paragraph 16.
17.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 17,

and therefore denies paragraph 17.
18.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 18,

and therefore denies paragraph 18.
19.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 19,

and therefore denies paragraph 19.
20.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs l through 19 to the Cross

21.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 21,

Claim.

and therefore denies paragraph 21.
22.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 22,

and therefore denies paragraph 22.
23.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 23,

and therefore denies paragraph 23.
Schiess & Associates, P .C. 's Answer to DePatco, Inc. 's Crossclaim
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24.

05-05-2009

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 24,

and therefore denies paragraph 24.
25.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 25 to the Cross

26.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 26,

Claim.

and therefore denies paragraph 26.
27.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 27,

and therefore denies paragraph 27.
28.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 28,

and therefore denies paragraph 28.
29.

Schiess does not have sufficient inf01mation to admit or deny paragraph 29,

and therefore denies paragraph 29.
30.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 30,

and therefore denies paragraph 30.
31.

Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 31 to the Cross

32.

Schiess admits paragraph 32.

33.

Schiess denies paragraph 33.

34.

Schiess denies paragraph 34.

35.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 35,

Claim.

and therefore denies paragraph 3 5.
36.

Schiess denies paragraph 36.

37.

Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 37,

and therefore denies paragraph 37.
Schiess & Associates, P.C. 's Answer to DePatco, Inc. 's Crossclaim
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Beard St Clair

am

05-05-2009

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
Schiess asserts the following affirmative defenses:
1.

The Cross Claim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

2.

Schiess has priority pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 45-506 and 45-512 and

Ultrawall, Inc. v. Trepagnier, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001); Pacific States Sav.,

Loan, and Bldg. Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 (1905).
3.

Schiess has priority because it commenced performing services on the

property before Plaintiff recorded its deed of trust and Depatco filed its lien.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Schiess demands judgment:
1.

Dismissing DePatco, Inc. 's Answer and Crossclairn in its entirety;

2.

Determining that Schiess's lien has priority to all other liens and claims on

the prope11y;
3.

Awarding Schiess' reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and disbursements of

defending this action pursuant to, Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121, 45-513, Rule 54 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other rule or provision; and
4.

Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Dated: May 5, 2009.

Schiess & Associates, P.C.'s Answer to DePatco, Jnc.'s Crossclaim
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Beard St Clair

Beard St Clair

9 am

05-05-2009

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the State ofldaho and that on May 5,
2009, I served a true and correct copy of the SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.'S
ANSWER TO DEPATCO, INC.'S CROSSCLAIM upon the following by the method of
delivery designated:
Alan Harrison
Alan R. Harrison Law
497 N Capital Avenue, Suite 210
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: 552-1176

DUS Mail

D Hand delivered

~simile

Karl Decker
Holden Kidwell
PO Box 50130
Idal10 Falls, ID 83405-0 I 30
Fax: 523-9518

DUS Mail

D Hand delivered

~simile

Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: 524-7167

D US Mail D Hand delivered

~imile

Douglas Hookland
Scott Hookland
PO Box 23414
Tigard, OR 97281-3414
Fax: 503-620-4540

0

D Hand delivered

~simile

~Mail D Hand delivered

D Facsimile

Lynn C. Spafford
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC
PO Box 711946
Salt Lake City, UT 84171

US Mail

~

Tony M. Versteeg
Western Equity, LLC
Rothchild Properties
11105 S. Londonberry Drive
Draper, UT 84092

Mail

D Hand delivered O Facsimile
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Beard St Clair

Beard St Clair

Bom1eville County Courthouse
605 N Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: 529-1300

0
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31 am

05-05-2009

O Hand delivered

~ile

. Brunson
·d St. Clair Gaffney PA
Attorneys for Schiess & Associates, P.C.
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Alan R. Harrison
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
Telephone: (208) 552-1165
Fax: (208)552-1176
(ISB#: 6589)

')

Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
vs.
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a
Utah
limited
liability
company;
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a
Utah
limited
liability
company;
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah
limited liability company; AMERITITLE
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company; DEPA TCO, INC., an
Idaho Corporation;
SCHIESS
&
ASSOCIATES,
P.C.,
an
Idaho
Professional Service Corporation;
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,;
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN
POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY
DESCRIBED HEREIN,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-08-4395

PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO
DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM

COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Idaho Development, LLC, answers Defendant DePatco's
("DePatco") Cross Claim as follows:

1.

PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM

:, 0 4

FIRST DEFENSE
1. DePatco fails to state a cause of action against Plaintiff upon which relief can be granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
2. Plaintiff denies any and all allegations of DePatco' s Cross Claim unless specifically
Admitted in this answer.

THIRD DEFENSE
3. DePatco's interest is subordinate to Plaintiffs secured interest in the property because
Plaintiff had recorded in Bonneville County valid deeds of trust on the prope1iy as
Instrument# 1291905 on February 29, 2008 and Instrument# 1292697 on March 10,
2008, which were prior to DePatco doing any work on the property. Therefore, DePatco
was on notice of Plaintiffs interest prior to DePatco starting any work on the property.

FOURTH DEFENSE
4. Plaintiff is not liable to DePatco for any of the amount claimed on the lien because
Plaintiff had no knowledge and did not consent to the managers of Teton View hiring
DePatco to begin work before a construction loan was obtained.

FIFTH DEFENSE
5. Plaintiff is not liable to DePatco because DePatco started work on the property looking to
be paid from a construction loan and/or lot sales and not from Plaintiff. Plaintiff and
DePatco have not entered into any oral or written contractural relationships.
In responding to the allegations of DePatco's Cross Claim, Plaintiff answers on its own
behalf and not in behalf of any other party as follows:

2.

PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CR,O~~fLAlM
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1. Counts I-IV do not require a response from Plaintiff as they are directed to Teton View,

however in order to provide Plaintiffs position on these allegations, Plaintiff provides the
following response to the allegations in paragraphs 1-24.
2. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 1 and therefore
denies paragraph 1.
3. As to the allegations in paragraph 2, Plaintiff admits DePatco has done work on the
property. Plaintiff is without sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of the
allegations in paragraph 2 and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 2.
Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to perfonn this work or agree with
DePatco to start work on the property prior to a construction loan being obtained.
4. As to the allegations in paragraph 3, Plaintiff admits DePatco recorded a materialman' s
lien on the property and that this lien should be foreclosed and the property sold. Plaintiff
asserts in this foreclosure and sale that Plaintiffs recorded deed of trust should be
declared prior to and have priority over DePatco's recorded lien. Plaintiff is without
sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 3
and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 3.
5.

As to the allegations in paragraph 4, Plaintiff denies the same.

6. As to the allegations in paragraph 5, Plaintiff states it had not seen this letter prior to it
being filed with DePatco' s answer. Plaintiff admits DePatco has not been paid the full
amount it claims is owed for work done on the property. Plaintiff is without sufficient
information to admit or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 5 and therefore
denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 5.

3.
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7. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 6 and therefore
denies paragraph 6.
8. As to the allegations in paragraph 7, Plaintiff denies the same.
9. As to the allegations in paragraph 8, Plaintiff re-alleges each and every admission and
denial to paragraphs 1-7 as if set for forth fully herein.
10. As to the allegations in paragraph 9, Plaintiff admits Tony Versteeg signed the bid

proposal from DePatco on June 18, 2008, Plaintiff is without sufficient infonnation to
admit or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 9 and therefore denies the
remaining allegations in paragraph 9. Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to
perfonn this work or agree with DePatco to start work on the property prior to a
construction loan being obtained.
11. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 10 and

therefore denies paragraph 10.
12. As to the allegations in paragraph 11, Plaintiff admits DePatco supplied construction

materials and services to the property, Plaintiff is without sufficient information to admit
or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 11 and therefore denies the
remaining allegations in paragraph 11.
13. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 12 and

therefore denies paragraph 12.
14. As to the allegations in paragraph 13, Plaintiff denies the same.
15. As to the allegations in paragraph 14, Plaintiff re-alleges each and every admission and

denial to paragraphs 1-13 as if set for forth fully herein.

4.
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16. As to the allegations in paragraph 15, Plaintiff admits DePatco has done work on the
property. Plaintiff is without sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of the
allegations in paragraph 15 and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph
15. Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to perform this work or agree with
DePatco to stmi work on the property prior to a construction loan being obtained.
17. As to the allegations in paragraph 16, Plaintiff denies the same.
18. As to the allegations in paragraph 17, Plaintiff denies the same.
19. As to the allegations in paragraph 18, Plaintiff denies the same.
20. As to the allegations in paragraph 19, Plaintiff denies the same.
21. As to the allegations in paragraph 20, Plaintiff re-alleges each and every admission and
denial to paragraphs 1-1 9 as if set for forth fully herein.
22. As to the allegations in paragraph 21, Plaintiff admits DePatco has done work on the
property. Plaintiff is without sufficient infomiation to admit or deny the remainder of the
allegations in paragraph 21 and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph
21. Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to perform this work or agree with
DePatco to start work on the property prior to a construction loan being obtained.
23. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 22 and therefore
denies paragraph 22.
24. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 23 and therefore
denies paragraph 23.
25. As to the allegations in paragraph 24, Plaintiff denies the same.
26. As to the allegations in paragraph 25, Plaintiff re-alleges each and every admission and
denial to paragraphs 1-24 as if set for forth fully herein.

5.
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27. As to the allegations in paragraph 26, Plaintiff admits it signed a joint venture agreement
dated February 29, 2008. Plaintiff admits it has a 33% ownership interest in Teton View
Golf Estates, LLC. Plaintiff admits it gave $1,100,000.00 to Teton View Golf Estates in
exchange for a promissory note and deed of trust which was recorded in Bonneville
Cow1ty as Instrument #1291905 on February 29, 2008 and was amended by Instrument#
1292697 on March 10, 2008. Plaintiff denies all remaining allegations in paragraph 26.
28. As to the allegations in paragraph 27, Plaintiff admits that on or about February 29, 2008,
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC signed a promissory note and provided Idaho
Development, LLC, with a Commercial Loan Deed of Trust in the amount of
$1,100,00.00 recorded as Bonneville County Instrument No. 1291905. Plaintiff denies
the remaining allegations in paragraph 27.
29. As to the allegations in paragraph 28, Plaintiff admits.
30. As to the allegations in paragraph 29, Plaintiff denies.
31. As to the allegations in paragraph 3 0, Plaintiff denies.
32. As to the allegations in paragraph 31, Plaintiff re-alleges each and every admission and
denial to paragraphs 1-30 as if set for forth fully herein.
33. As to the allegations in paragraph 32, Plaintiff denies that its security interest is inferior
and junior to DePatco' s interest.
34. As to the allegations in paragraph 33, Plaintiff denies the same.
35. As to the allegations in paragraph 34, Plaintiff denies the same.
36. As to the allegations in paragraph 3 5, Plaintiff admits.
37. As to the allegations in paragraph 36, Plaintiff admits DePatco may be a purchaser at the
sale, but denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 36.

6.
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38. As to the allegations in paragraph 37, Plaintiff denies the same. In the event the Comi
does grant DePatco a deficiency judgment against Teton View, that said judgment is in no
way against Plaintiff, Plaintiffs secured interest in the property, or money received from
the foreclosure of Plaintiffs secured interest in the property .
. ,~
f
DATED this I
day o May, 2009.

Alan R. Harrison
Attorney for Plaintiff
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NOTICE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document in accordance
with Rule 5(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on the following by the method of service indicated:

(...--)Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax number 801-359-2554

Lynn Spafford (Teton View)
PO Box 711946
SLC, UT 84171

Tony Versteeg (Western Equity & Rothchild) ( ,..:YMailing, postage pre-paid
11105 Londonderry Dr.
( ) Fax 801-816-3959
Sandy, UT 84092
Mark R. Fuller (Depatco)
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 208-524-7167
(_}Courthouse Box

Douglas R. Hookland (HD Supply)
9185 S.W. Burnham Street
PO Box 23414
Tigard, Oregon 97281

(--YMailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 503-620-4315

Rick Hajek (Amerititle)
1650 Elk Creek
Idaho Falls, ID 83404

( ~}'Mailing, postage pre-paid

Karl R. Decker (ZBS)
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC
PO Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 208-523-9518
(-fComihouse Box

Jeffrey D. Brunson (Schiess)
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495

( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid
( ) Fax 208-529-9732
(-1 Courthouse Box

Alan R. Harrison
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